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NOTE to the

Teacher
Welcome to Australia + Oceania! If you are new to Gather ‘Round Homeschool, I wanted to take a few moments
to explain the philosophy, the backstory, and the how behind this curriculum and approach.

Who am I?
My name is Rebecca Spooner. I have no special accreditation, and I have no certificates
of qualification lining my walls. I am just a homeschool parent like you. I am a
second-generation homeschooler who is following my mother’s footsteps. I have
lived and breathed homeschooling for as long as I can remember. As soon as my
kids were (probably not quite) old enough, I had a schedule and a plan and a full
curriculum prepared for them. I jumped in with both feet, and I floundered and
sputtered and made countless mistakes. Homeschooling my kids was harder than I
had ever imagined: there were so many kids and so many curriculum options to choose
from. Slowly but surely, my vision of my kids gathered around me like a flock of little chicks
faded into the realm of naive and impossible. I began a blog and reviewed curriculum and
bounced from one thing to the next (sorry, kids). Eventually, my little blog grew and I began traveling, speaking,
and writing books, and I even wrote my first Bible curriculum: More Than Words. My dream was to continue with
the direction I was in—review curriculum, blog, and write. But all that changed in early 2019.
It started with a healthy dose of discontent. Why on earth was I settling? I was choosing curriculum that was suiting
my kids but killing me with all the projects and activities and one-on-one (as I bounced from child to child like a
Ping-Pong ball), or I was choosing curriculum that was suiting me and compromising a love of learning to keep my
sanity. No one was winning; this couldn’t be it. One random weekend, as I was praying and asking God, “What
now? What now for my business? What now for our homeschool?” I felt like the question was bounced back at
me: “What if you could teach all your kids together?” I believe that when Jesus said He came to bring life and life
abundantly, He was thinking about our homeschools and families too. He came to bring life and joy and wonder
and curiosity and love of learning—if we learn anything from scripture, it is that God is unpredictable and wild and
adventurous and exciting. He cares about our homes and He cares about our relationships with one another. With
that one question and with my pencil poised, the entire vision for Gather 'Round Homeschool was born.
One unit that ties in all your subjects for all your kids, Tailored, customized, easy, a launchpad for
adventure and learning, kindle for the fire, and above all else: all about Him and all for Him.
Within one month, we were taking preorders for something I was still working out in my head, and we now launch
a brand-new unit every single month.

We also have mini units, a team of writers and designers and illustrators and proofreaders, and an entire
community of over 10,000 families standing with us. This is not just a mom making this—this is an entire
community creating a curriculum that is working for a vast variety of homeschoolers with a huge scope of styles
and needs. And you have just taken the first step in seeing what taking the pressure off and letting
love of learning back into your homeschool can do!
			

What is the Gather ‘Round difference?

I have personally tried and used or looked at nearly every curriculum on the market, and I can tell you there is nothing
like this to even compare to. The closest model or style that comes close to explaining Gather ‘Round is a unit study.
We take one topic and we tie all subjects into that topic. We cover nine or more subjects in every unit. Even a single
page can cross over into two-to-three subjects: science, geography, history, social studies, spelling, writing, Bible, art,
grammar, and more! However, unlike any other unit study out there, instead of merely adapting for older or younger
students, we created six student notebooks to go with each teacher’s guide. These student notebooks span the
ages from preschool all the way up to high school and blend in targeted, leveled, and age-appropriate lessons and
projects that meet individual needs. We do not put ages on the notebooks to give you discretion to place your child
where you feel they fit best. The levels and their recommended age ranges are as follows:
• Pre-reader: 3–5 years old (any student not yet reading)
• Early Reader: 6–8 years old
• Early Elementary: 8–10 years old
• Upper Elementary: 10–12 years old
• Middle school: 12–15 years old
• High school: 16–18 years old
We bring in Charlotte Mason elements: a feast of education, narration, art, summation and memory work, and—
best of all—no busywork! We also heavily bring in unschooling principles with child-directed learning based on
themes or topics that interest them and tie in connections. But for moms with lots of kiddos, we also bring in a core
principle to make the one-room schoolhouse flow more smoothly and help your kids work more independently, and I
call this the Gather ‘Round difference. Let’s see it in action with a typical day!

A day with Gather ‘Round Homeschool
Read from the Teacher’s Guide (10–20 minutes)
Call all your children, young and old, to gather around and listen to today’s lesson. The lessons are engaging and
full of bright pictures and activity breaks to help hold interest. If you’d like, you can have your students color their
picture or take notes in their notebooking page while they listen. The more rabbit trails and discussions you have, the
longer this time can take. But remember, you’re snuggled on the couch in your pj’s, sipping tea or coffee, so everyone
is relaxed and chill.
Have your students work in their student notebooks (30–60 minutes)
Once you have read from the Teacher’s Guide, each student will pull open his or her student notebook and work on
the lessons. Each notebook has about five pages per day.

These will include pages like:
SEATWORK
Every week has a seatwork page that gives options for
scripture copywork, spelling lists, habit trackers, and
more! This page is removable so it can be pulled out of
the student book and referenced all week!

Notebooking
A great way to write written narrations about what they learned, draw
pictures, or take notes while they listen. These sometimes include
geography or art projects as well.

Science
Science pages might include some reading and questions, a visual
science experiment, nature journaling, or a research and discovery
page to learn more about an animal or process.

Social Studies
Social studies pages might be about trade and economy,
cultures, people groups, immigration, music, missionaries,
or anything else that can be tied in to the lesson!

History
History lessons might include reading about a historical
figure or time period and discussing it and how it impacts
us today.

Narration
Weekly narration pages provide an opportunity for reflection and
review. You can use these as tests, require written answers or oral
answers, and even allow students to quiz each other to see what
they can remember from the unit!

Grammar
Grammar in a unit often focuses on one key concept and bring in
multiple rules (for example, comma rules or capitalization rules).
This mastery approach is repeated in other units and built on
through the progression of levels.

Writing Project
From writing postcards to learning how to write an essay or story
to making a travel journal or comic book, we bring in monthly
projects that will help grow your budding writers, no matter their
levels, without overwhelming them! Australia + Oceania’s focus
is on teaching a moral through storytelling. Students will work
through the step-by-step process of planning and writing a fable
during this unit.

Bible
Bible pages are all throughout our units. There might be a
missionary story or Bible story that connects to our lesson that
day, and there are even some personal reflection questions
throughout the unit for older students.

Art
Coloring, painting, shading, sketching, doodling, and more!
We try to give the framework and leave space for you to take
these art lessons as far as you want, depending on your child’s
interests.

So how long does it take?

How long this takes depends on you and your kids. If time is short, you can easily finish all your subjects in 1 1/2–2
hours. Just add math and you’re finished! If you have the time, you can use this as a jumping point to go deeper, to
research, to go on field trips and adventures, and to find videos and have rich discussions, and do this all day! There
are accompanying resources to help facilitate this: cookbooks, cursive writing notebooks, and additional resources
yet to come! There is also a Facebook group where we post resources for each unit into a file. You can find this at
http://facebook.com/groups/gatherroundhomeschool and ask your questions and get help from other users of the
curriculum.

supplies

Supplies include an atlas or globe, a pencil, colored pencils, watercolors or paint (optional), a Bible, resources for
research (books, internet, etc.), and blank pieces of paper for older students (or a computer for paragraphs, articles,
and essays). Middle and high schoolers will need a separate journal for their prayer journal or written summaries, as
well.

and that’s it!

Is this enough?

Obviously, I believe in this or I wouldn’t be creating it and selling it. But ultimately, you have to decide that for yourself
based on your goals and expectations. It takes trust. Trust that love of learning will accomplish more than
force-feeding information. Trust that the connections in these units will mean more to your kids than individual
subjects carefully separated into the little cubicles of their minds. Rest in the fact that the less pressure you have and
the more time you have, the more you can jump into whatever strikes your fancy and do those things you’ve always
wanted to but never had time for. This is your moment. Lay down the comparison for one month, and let’s just bring
it back to the family couch. Gather ‘Round, kids—this month is going to change everything.
May God bless your homeschooling this month. May the Creator of creativity inspire you and give you fresh vision
and motivation and excitement in your home. May this month bring you closer together as a family and spark deep
conversations that stick. And may God use what is truly His to draw you and your kids even closer to Him.
Love,

FACEBOOK PAGE: www.facebook.com/gatherroundhomeschool
FACEBOOK GROUP: www.facebook.com/groups/gatherroundhomeschool
INSTAGRAM: www.instagram.com/gatherroundhomeschool
DOWNLOAD OUR APP: www.homeschool.disciplemedia.com
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Optional

•
•
•
•

Art supplies (crayons,
markers, colored pencils)
Play-Doh™ (optional)
Fine tool for carving into
rock or wood (flat-head
screwdriver)
Fine tool for carving into
dough or clay (plastic
modeling tools or

list
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

toothpicks)
Ruler
Blue paper
Brown paper
Paint (a variety of colors)
Straw
Dishes for paint or paint
palette
Water

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scissors
Pencil
Glue
Watercolor paper
Watercolor paints
Paintbrushes
Coarse salt
Table salt
Paper towels

LESSON 1

LESSON 2

LESSON 3

Shallow bowl or plasticware
Play-Doh™ or homemade dough
Water

Cardboard box
Rocks, moss, grass, dirt
Play-Doh™ or salt dough

Toothpick

LESSON 4

LESSON 5

LESSON 7

Interconnecting building blocks
Large box
Water bottle

Match or lighter
2 paper towels

8 ½” x 11” piece of paper

LESSON 9

LESSON 10

LESSON 11

Play-Doh™, salt dough, or storebought or homemade modeling
clay

2 eggs
Food thermometer

Vanilla beans, coconut milk or
flakes, coffee or hibiscus tea

LESSON 13

LESSON 15

LESSON 16

Play-Doh™, salt dough, or clay
Toothpicks

Play-Doh™, play sand, modeling
clay, or blocks

LESSON 17

LESSON 18

Box or plasticware
Sand or dirt
Rocks, sticks, and leaves
Potato or carrot peelings
Napkins
Toy characters
Orange juice or lemonade

5 straws
2 - 7” x 1.5” pieces of cardstock
Scissors
Double-sided tape

Clay
2 plastic cups
Duct tape
Parchment paper
Scissors
2 rubber bands

LESSON 20
Map of Oceania
Construction paper

Scope + Sequence
All Levels
ART
•
•
•
•
•

Complementary colors
Tracing
Watercolor
Grid drawing
Light + shading

History
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spanish exploration of 1500s
Abel Tasman
James Cook
French protectorates
US claim to Hawaii
Dutch East India Company
Alfred Russel Wallace
World War II
Women’s suffrage
Sir Edmund Hillary
Australian Gold Rush
Immigration
Captain Samuel Wallis
Admiral Louis Antoine de
Bougainville
Mutiny on the Bounty
Yapese stone money
Chamorro culture
Spanish-American War
Battle of Guam
Admiral Nimitz
Lapita pottery
Álvaro de Mendaña de Neira
Battle of the Coral Sea

social studies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aboriginal Peoples
Polynesians
Melanesians
Micronesians
Constitutional monarchy
Agriculture
Maori people
Inventions
Sydney Opera House
Wildfires
Vegemite
Exports
Rock drawings
Albert Namatjira
Rapanui people
Moai statues
Tongan boys’ tale of survival
Lord of the Flies
Tifaifai quilts
Taxi planes
Federal democratic
government
Yapese navigation
Fort Apugan
Organic Act of Guam of 1950
Third-world country
manufacturing shops
Nuclear testing
Papua New Guinea’s flag
Subsistence farming
Lovo
Vakatara
Matana
Plantation crops
Song composition

social studies continued
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bible translation organizations
Panpipes
Slit-drums
Pidgin
Blackbirding
Blackman Town
Oil drilling

bible
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proverbs 22:29
Proverbs 14:23
Colossians 3:23
Isaiah 11:6–8
Colossians 3:5
Romans 12
Luke 19:1–10
John 4:4–29
Acts 8:26–38
Acts 10
Idolatry

geography
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oceania
Australia
New Zealand
Zealandia
Melanesia
Micronesia
Polynesia
Continental islands
High islands
Low islands
Ring of Fire
Wellington
Mount Cook
Southern Alps
Auckland
Auckland Islands
Mount Ruapehu
Tongariro National Park
Christchurch
Queensland
Daintree Rainforest
Great Barrier Reef
New South Wales
Victoria
Tasmania
Northern Territory
South Australia
Western Australia
Easter Island
Tonga
Mapu 'a Vaea Blowholes
Tahiti
Point Venus
Federated States of
Micronesia
Nan Madol
Guam
Northern Mariana Islands
Banzai Cliff
Marshall Islands
Papua New Guinea
Mount Wilhelm
Fiji
Savusavu Hot Springs

science
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ecozones
Biomes
Marine environments
Kiwi birds
Kauri forests
Maori rats
Volcanic ash
Tropical currents
Bats
Torpor
Hibernation
Eucalyptus
Reef stonefish
Food chains
Biodiversity
Hotspots
Koala bears
Tasmanian devils
Mangrove swamps
Saltwater crocodiles
Kangaroos
Western brown snakes
Dingoes
Platypuses
Igneous extrusive rocks
Igneous intrusive rocks
Manutara seagulls
Erosion
Incubator birds
Blue-crowned lories
Flying foxes
Hibiscus flowers
Mako sharks
Breadfruit
Taro
Kosrae
Bauxite
Guano
Pandanu trees
Skinks
Puti tai nobio
Brown tree snakes
Island ecosystems
Golden white-eyes

science continued
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lagoons
Coral atolls
Coral trout
Adaptation vs. evolution
Pitohui birds
Aposematism
Mullerian mimicry
Invasive species
Cane toads
Fiji banded iguanas
Kava
Underwater volcanoes
Dugongs
Golden orb spiders

Early reader
art
•
•
•

Nature journaling
Photography
Straw painting

History
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oceanic art
Kate Sheppard
Captain William Bligh
Fletcher Christian
Colonization of Pitcairn
Island
Santa Marian Kamalen
Dick Atikauwa
Samson Numake
Inventions from New Zealand

social studies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transportation in New
Zealand
Skilled workers
Australian words
International Date Line
Music + culture of Solomon
Islands
Symbols of the Rapanui
Tongan culture
Maps
Canoes
Patron saint
Catholic church
Festival of Pacific Arts
Tannese people
Maori culture: oral tradition,
iwi, hapuu, whakairo, haka
Exports of Victoria +
Tasmania
Tahitian art

bible
•
•

Treasure in Heaven (Matthew
6:19–21)
Psalm 46:8–11

geography
•
•
•
•

Fiji: Viti Levu, Vanua Levu,
Kadavu, Ovalau, Levuka,
Savusavu, Kadavu Passage
Vanuatu
Micronesia, Federated States
of Micronesia
Papua New Guinea: Mount
Wilhelm, Bismark Range,
Bismark Sea, Port Moresby,
Central Range

language arts
•
•
•
•
•

Freewriting
Plotting your story
Three parts of a story:
introduction, conflict, solution
Capitalization of holidays +
seasons
Presentation

science
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kiori rat
New Zealand: North Island +
South Island
Volcanoes on New Zealand
Subtropical Front, Tasman
Front, Subantarctic Front
Coral reefs
Coral: table, elkhorn,
mushroom, massive, foliose,
digitate
Sandalwood trees
Crude oil refinement
Tongan animals
Sword grass
Lagoon formation
Western Australian animals
Numbat
Medicinal hibiscus
Foods native to Fiji
Trophic levels: producers,
consumers, secondary
consumers, predators, top
predators, decomposers

Early elementary
art
•
•
•

Complementary + triadic
colors
Photography
Straw painting

History
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oceanic art
Kate Sheppard
Captain William Bligh
Fletcher Christian
Colonization of Pitcairn
Island
Santa Marian Kamalen
Northern Mariana Islands’
History
Dick Atikauwa
Samson Numake

bible
•
•

geography
•
•
•
•
•

•

social studies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skilled workers
International Antarctic
Centre
Australian words
Symbols of the Rapanui
Tongan culture
Canoes
Patron saint
Catholic church
Festival of Pacific Arts
International Date Line
Australian Wildfires
Exports of Victoria +
Tasmania
Music + culture of Solomon
Islands
Tannese people
Maori culture: oral tradition,
iwi, hapuu, whakairo, haka

Treasure in Heaven (Matthew
6:19–21)
Psalm 46:8–11

•

New Zealand: North Island +
South Island
New Zealand mountains
Micronesia, Federated States
of Micronesia
Spain
Papua New Guinea: Bismarck
Sea, Port Moresby, Bismarck
Range, Mount Wilhelm,
Central Range
Fiji: Viti Levu, Vanua Levu,
Kadavu, Ovalau, Levuka,
Savusavu, Kadavu Passage,
Suva
‘Ata

language arts
•
•
•
•
•

Freewriting
Plotting your story
Three parts of a story:
introduction, conflict, solution
Storytelling
Presentation

science
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Tongan animals
Flowers of Guam
Coral reefs
Lagoon formation
Coral reef food chain
Trophic levels: producers,
consumers, secondary
consumers, predators, top
predators, decomposers
Numbat
Obsidian
Flowers of Guam
Northern Mariana Islands’
ecosystem: grassland,
rainforest, coral reef, volcano,
scrub forest
Fijian foods
Coral: table, elkhorn,
mushroom, massive, foliose,
digitate
Tetepare
Sandalwood trees
Crude oil refinement

upper elementary
art
•
•
•

language arts
Complementary + triadic
colors
Photography
Straw painting

History
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oceanic art
Kate Sheppard
History of Victoria +
Tasmania
Tongan history
Captain William Bligh
Fletcher Christian
Colonization of Pitcairn
Island
Ancient Micronesian culture
Santa Marian Kamalen
History of Solomon Islands

social studies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exports from New Zealand
agriculture
Maori culture: oral tradition,
iwi, hapuu, whakairo, haka
Transportation in New
Zealand
Skilled workers
International Antarctic
Centre
Australian flag
Australian culture + cities
Australian wildfires
Smokejumpers
Exports of Victoria +
Tasmania
Gross Domestic Product
(GDP)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Symbols of the Rapanui
Canoes
Guam’s flag
Guam’s culture + history
Patron saint
Catholic church
Festival of Pacific Arts
International Date Line
Kundu drum
Fiji hospitality + customs
Music + culture of Solomon
Islands
Vanuatu’s flag

bible
•
•
•

Genuine love
Psalm 46:6–9
Treasure in heaven (Matthew
6:19–21)

geography
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Boundaries of Oceania
New Zealand: North Island +
South Island
States + territories of
Australia
Capital cities of Australian
states
Tonga: Tongatapu, Ha‘apai,
Vava‘u, Nuku‘alofa, ‘Ata
Spain
Papua New Guinea: Bismarck
Sea, Port Moresby, Bismarck
Range, Mount Wilhelm,
Central Range
Fiji: Viti Levu, Vanua Levu,
Kadavu, Ovalau, Levuka,
Savusavu, Kadavu Passage,
Suva

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Writing fables
Brainstorming
Plotting your story
Three parts of a story:
introduction, conflict, solution
Writing an introduction
Writing a conflict
Writing a conclusion
Storytelling
Freewriting
Presentation

science
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tongan animals
Kiore rat
Andisols: volcanic soil
Iron + phosphorus
Marine ecosystem
Coral reef food chain
Trophic levels of food chain:
producers, consumers,
secondary consumers,
predators, top predators,
decomposers
Ecosystems of Victoria +
Tasmania
Numbat
Animals of Easter Island
Obsidian
Climate of Tona
Medicinal hibiscus
Guam’s ecosystem
Coral reefs
Coral: table, elkhorn,
mushroom, massive, foliose,
digitate
Solomon Islands’ ecosystems
Crude oil refinement
Stages of lagoon formation

•

middle school
art
•
•
•

Complementary, triadic,
tetradic colors
Photography
Salt watercolor technique

History
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oceanic art
Kate Sheppard
Australia’s beginnings
Victoria Gold Rush
White Australia policy
Lapita culture
Rescue on ‘Ata
Missionaries in Tahiti
Captain William Bligh
Fletcher Christian
Colonization of Pitcairn Island
Guam + the United States
Battle of Saipan
Operation Forager
U.S. involvement with the
Marshall Islands
Fijian history: colonization,
injustice, rebellion
Solomon Islands’ history

language arts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personification
Protagonist + antagonist
Freewriting
Plotting a story: Introduction,
rising action, climax, falling
action, ending
Writing an introduction
Writing a conflict
Writing a conclusion
Summarizing
Revising writing
Storytelling
Oral presentation

bible
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Isaiah 11:1–10
Genesis 9:1–5
Noahic covenant
Exodus 20:1–17
2 Timothy 3:2–5
Genuine love
Psalm 91:1–11
Missionaries + Bible translation
Psalm 46

geography
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New Zealand: North Island,
South Island, Mount Ruapehu,
forest region, Canterbury/plains
region, Wellington, Christchurch
TranzAlpine Railway
Formation of Tasmania
Tonga: Tongatapu, Ha‘apai,
Vava‘u, Nuku‘alofa, ‘Ata
Federated States of Micronesia:
Yap, Chuuk , Pohnpei, Kosrae
Spain
Unique features of the Marshall
Islands
Waters of Oceania
Fiji: main islands, island groups,
bodies of water, capital,
landmarks, geologic features

social studies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maori culture: oral tradition, iwi,
hapuu, whakairo, haka
Inventions of New Zealand
Skilled workers
Antarctic gateway city
Tourism in Christchurch
Australian wildfires
Smokejumpers
2019–2020 fire season of New
South Wales
Preparing for natural disasters
Exports of Victoria + Tasmania
Australian culture

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Government + economy of Easter
Island
Symbols of the Rapanui: mangai,
honu, manupiri, rei miro
Survival skills
Polynesian/Tahitian art + culture
Outrigger canoe
Canoe building
Festival of Pacific Arts
International Date Line
Kundu drum
Tribes of Papua New Guinea
Fijian culture + customs
Music + culture of Solomon Islands
Culture on Vanuatu’s islands
Landmarks of Oceania
Drilling for oil

science
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Platypus: habitat, diet, features,
life cycle, threats
Forestry in New Zealand
Minerals in volcanic ash
Marine ecosystem
Volcanic + tectonic activity
Trophic levels of food chain:
producers, consumers, secondary
consumers, predators, top
predators, decomposers
Scientific classification: kingdom,
phylum, class, order, family, genus,
species
Numbat
Endangered plants + animals of
Australia
Obsidian
Medicinal hibiscus
Varieties of skink: habitat, diet,
classification
Brown tree snake: habitat, length,
coloring/pattern, scientific name,
where it originates, nest size/
location, danger it poses to Guam
Stages of lagoon formation
Coral: hard coral, soft coral,
anatomy
Creation of a coral reef
Volcanic forces in the Solomon
Islands
Comparing trees: habitat, foliage,
uses, etc.
Crude oil refinement

high school
art
•
•
•

Complementary, triadic,
tetradic colors
Photography
Salt watercolor technique

History
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

History + discovery of Oceania
Oceanic art
History of New Zealand
New Zealand in World War II
Kate Sheppard
Australia’s beginnings +
history
History of Port Arthur
Immigration to Australia
White Australia policy
Lapita culture
Rescue on ‘Ata
Missionaries in Tahita
Captain William Bligh
Fletcher Christian
Colonization of Pitcairn Island
Guam + the United States
Battle of Saipan
Operation Forager
U.S. involvement with the
Marshall Islands
Ancient Fijian culture +
violence
Fijian history: colonization,
injustice, rebellion
Oral tradition in Oceanic
cultures
Blackbirding: painful history +
cultural repercussions
Founding of Blackman Town

social studies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Indigenous peoples
Government structure of New
Zealand
Maori culture: oral tradition, iwi,
hapuu, whakairo, haka
Skilled workers
Antarctic gateway city
Tourism in Christchurch
Australian culture
Australian wildfires: location,
human factors, fighting wildfires,
impact on day-to-day life
Exports of Victoria + Tasmania
Government + economy of
Western Australia
Culture + food of Easter Island
Symbols of the Rapanui: mangai,
honu, manupiri, rei miro
Survival skills
Tahitian culture + economy

bible
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Genesis 3
Genesis 9:1–5
The fall
Noahic covenant
Exodus 20:1–17
2 Timothy 3:2–5
Genuine love
Psalm 91:1–11
Psalm 145:18–20
Missionaries + Bible translation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Micronesian culture + economy
Canoe building
Government of Federated States
of Micronesia
Government + economy of Guam
Guam + the United States
National influences in Northern
Mariana Islands
International Date Line
Kundu drum
Tourism in Papua New Guinea
Map skills
Solomon Islands’ conservation
efforts
Music + culture of Solomon Islands
Racism
Nationalism
Offshore oil rigs
Drilling for oil
Resources in Oceania’s waters

geography
•

•
•

New Zealand: North Island,
South Island, Wellington, Mount
Ruapehu, Southern Alps,
forest region, plains region,
Christchurch
Tonga: Tongatapu, Ha‘apai,
Vava‘u, Nuku‘alofa, ‘Ata
Federated States of Micronesia:
Yap, Chuuk , Pohnpei, Kosrae

high school continued
language arts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Personification
Protagonist + antagonist
Moral of fables
Freewriting
Plotting a story: Introduction,
rising action, climax, falling
action, ending
Writing + revising an introduction
Writing + revising a conflict
Writing + revising a conclusion
Using a graphic organizer
to write an essay (topic,
introductory paragraph, thesis
statement, body paragraph
ideas, conclusion)
Storytelling
Oral presentation

science
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Comparing platypus + echidna
Ecosystems of New Zealand
Minerals in volcanic ash
Volcanic soil type
Forest ecosystem
Deforestation
Trophic levels of food chain:
producers, consumers,
secondary consumers,
predators, top predators,
decomposers
Australia’s plant + animal life
Comparing types of kangaroo
Scientific classification of plants
+ animals: kingdom, phylum,
class, order, family, genus,
species
Numbat
Endangered plants + animals of
Australia
Medicinal hibiscus

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Varieties of skink: continent,
habitat, diet, classification,
unique characteristics
Brown tree snake: habitat,
length, coloring/pattern,
scientific name, where it
originates, nest size/location,
danger it poses to Guam,
behavior, predators, number on
Guam
Lagoon formation
Pitohui bird: how it gets toxic
venom, side effects of venom,
compare with another poisonous
animal
Coral: anatomy, hard coral, soft
coral, different types
Creation of a coral reef
Volcanic activity + origins
Sandalwood tree: scientific
name, species, uses
Crude oil refinement
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Words

You will notice throughout the Teacher’s Guide that there are several bolded words in each lesson. They are chosen with
a range of difficulty so that students of every level can be challenged. These words are defined for you here. You can use
them in any way that suits your family. Perhaps you want extra copy work for your students or you would like to create a
vocabulary folder or word wall to showcase some of the new and exciting words your students will add to their vocabulary throughout this unit. Enjoy building your vocabulary as a family while you Gather ‘Round!

LESSON 1

LESSON 2

LESSON 3

LESSON 4

LESSON 5

LESSON 6

Early Reader
amass: to gather together
Early Elementary
primarily: mostly
Upper Elementary
exploit: to unfairly make use of
something
Middle School
polytheistic: believing in many
gods

Early Reader
pace: the speed or rate at which
someone travels
Early Elementary
treatment: how something or
someone is handled or treated
Upper Elementary
cultivates: prepares and
grows slowly
Middle School
concocted: made by mixing
variety of things together

Early Reader
keen: strong, intense,
heightened, or sensitive, as in
sense of smell
Early Elementary
pristine: natural, pure,
unchanged by people
Upper Elementary
domesticated: an animal
tamed by people to be used for
work or as a pet
Middle School
delineating: giving the
precise location of

Early Reader
morals: principles or standards of
right and wrong behaviour
Early Elementary
precise: exactly or stated
Upper Elementary
trademark: characterized by or
associated with something
Middle School
synonymous: having a similar
meaning

Early Reader
humble: not bragging or
acting proud
Early Elementary
terrain: an area of land
Upper Elementary
dwindled: to get smaller or shrink
Middle School
indicative: pointing out that
something will probably happen

Early Reader
flock: to gather or move as a
group
Early Elementary
contract: to squeeze or force
together into a smaller size
Upper Elementary
plethora: more than enough, a lot
Middle School
predominantly: mostly

LESSON 7

LESSON 8

LESSON 9

LESSON 10

LESSON 11

LESSON 12

LESSON 13

LESSON 14

LESSON 15

Early Reader
excess: more than the usual
amount
Early Elementary
contrast: to compare 		
differences
Upper Elementary
formidable: having 		
characteristics to cause
apprehension, fear, or dread
Middle School
fluctuate: to shift back and forth
in an uncertain manner

Early Reader
nestle: to settle in comfortably,
inside or against something
Early Elementary
erode: to wear away something
solid over time
Upper Elementary
deluges: large amounts of
something, or floods
Middle School
intrigue: a fascinating aspect

Early Reader
elite: select group that is set apart
and superior to another group
Early Elementary
glinting: reflecting flashes of light
Upper Elementary
communal: shared by all
members of a group
Middle School
smorgasboard: a wide
range or variety; usually a buffet

Early Reader
masses: large groups of people
Early Elementary
inclusive: including everyone,
regardless of their race, ability,
gender, etc.
Upper Elementary
virtually: almost completely
Middle School
endemic: native or belonging to a
specific people or place

Early Reader
roams: travels or moves around
aimlessly
Early Elementary
embodies: expresses or gives
form to
Upper Elementary
matriarchs: female leaders of a
family or tribe
Middle School
inherent: essential, important in
characteristic

Early Reader
novelty: relating to new or
unexpected
Early Elementary
laden: heavily weighed down or
burdened
Upper Elementary
solemn: having a dignified,
formal, or somber manner
Middle School
genteel: having a graceful or
elegant manner

Early Reader
stumble: to come in an
unexpected way
Early Elementary
complex: involving complicated
pieces or parts
Upper Elementary
harkens: remembers or relates to
something in the past
Middle School
subsequently: afterward, at a
later time

Early Reader
cluster: a group of things
positioned close together
Early Elementary
ushered: guided someone or
something to a location
Upper Elementary
ornamental: decorative in use
Middle School
Typhoon: a tropical storm that
happens in the Indian or Pacific
Ocean. Other storms that form
the same way in other parts of
the world include cyclones and
hurricanes

Early Reader
dabbled: had a part in
something, was somewhat
involved
Early Elementary
haven: a place providing shelter
or refuge
Upper Elementary
midst: in the middle
Middle School
attributed: ascribed to, blamed,
was the cause of

LESSON 16

LESSON 17

LESSON 19

LESSON 20

Early Reader
jagged: rough, pointy, or sharp
Early Elementary
merges: combines or joins two
things together
Upper Elementary
tumultuous: loud, excited, or
disorderly
Middle School
crescendos: gradual increases in
volume or force

Early Reader
peer: to look closely or intently at
an object
Early Elementary
odorous: giving off a strong smell
Upper Elementary
compensation: something
awarded or paid to someone
to make up for their time or
expenses
Middle School
indenture: to bind someone to
oneself as a worker, employee, or
apprentice

Early Reader
garb: special clothing
Early Elementary
ample: plentiful or more than
enough
Upper Elementary
percussion: the forceful striking
together of solid objects
Middle School
concoction: an elaborate mixture

Early Reader
coveted: something greatly
desired; something that someone
is jealous for
Early Elementary
saturate: to completely soak with
liquid
Upper Elementary
contrary: opposite something else
in its meaning
Middle School
petroleum: a liquid that can be
found underground in some rock
structures.; it can be extracted
and refined to make many
products today

LESSON 18

Early Reader
pawns: objects or people used by
another person for selfish reasons
Early Elementary
spewing: forcing or expelling in
large amounts
Upper Elementary
inflated: blown up; made high or
excessive
Middle School
substantiate: to find or give
evidence or proof

CONNECTING CONTINENTS book
list
book + resource list

Oceania

PRE-Reader
A is for Australian Animals by Frané Lessac
Over in Australia: Amazing Animals Down Under by Marianne Berkes
Diary of a Wombat by Jackie French
Little Kiwi, Whose Nest is Best? by Bob Darroch
D is for Down Under by Devin Scillian
If I Were a Kangaroo by Mylisa Larsen
Does a Kangaroo Have a Mother, Too? by Eric Carle
Manu the Kiwi of Kindness by Rosie Chenault
The Berenstain Bears Under the Sea by Mike Berenstain
The Berenstain Bears Pirate Adventure by Mike Berenstain
Whoever Heard of a Flying Bird? by David Cunliffe
Where the Wild Things Are by Maurice Sendak
Edward the Emu by Sheena Knowles

early Reader
Big Shark, Little Shark by Anna Membrino
Wild Sea Creatures: Sharks, Whales and Dolphins! (Wild Kratts) by Chris Kratt and Martin Kratt
Wild Reptiles: Snakes, Crocodiles, Lizards, and Turtles (Wild Kratts) by Chris Kratt and Martin Kratt
Living in Australia (Ready to Read) by Chloe Perkins and Tom Woolley
Sea Sheep (Ready to Read) by Eric Seltzer and Tom Disbury
Float, Flutter (Ready to Read) by Marilyn Singer
Sun (Weather Ready-to-Reads) by Marion Dane Bauer
Guided Science Readers Parent Pack: Level A: 16 Fun Nonfiction Books That Are Just Right for New
Readers by Liza Charlesworth
Clark the Shark: Tooth Trouble by Bruce Hale
Clark the Shark: Too Many Treats by Bruce Hale
National Geographic Readers: Tide Pools by Laura Marsh
National Geographic Readers: In the Ocean by Jennifer Szymanski
The Berenstain Bears by the Sea by Stan Berenstain
Ranger Rick: I wish I was a Sea Turtle by Jennifer Bové

early elementary
Australia: Travel for Kids: The fun way to discover Australia (Travel Guide for Kids) by Dinobibi
Publishing
New Zealand: Travel for Kids: The fun way to discover New Zealand (Travel Guide for Kids) by
Dinobibi Publishing
Australia and Oceania (A True Book: The Seven Continents) by Barbara A. Somervill
Explore My World: Kangaroos by Jill Esbaum
National Geographic Readers: Koalas by Laura Marsh
Explore Australia and Oceania (Explore the Continents) by Bobbie Kalman
Miles and Miles of Reptiles: All About Reptiles (Cat in the Hat’s Learning Library)
by Tish Rabe and Aristides Ruiz
Treasure Island (A Stepping Stone Book) by Lisa Norby
Moana and Pua by Melissa Lagonegro
Swiss Family Robinson by Daisy Alberto
Platypuses by Sara Louise Kras
Koalas by Sara Louise Kras
Wombats by Sara Louise Kras
Kangaroos by Sara Louise Kras
I Can Read: Curious Creatures Down Under by Zondervan
National Geographic Readers: Coral Reefs by Kristin Rattini

upper elementary
Where is the Great Barrier Reef? by Nico Medina
Magic Tree House: Dingoes at Dinnertime by Mary Pope Osborne
Magic Tree House: High Tide in Hawaii by Mary Pope Osborne
Magic Tree House Fact Tracker: Tsunamis and Other Natural Disasters
by Mary Pope Osborne
Magic Tree House Fact Tracker: Sea Monsters by Mary Pope Osborne
Race the Wild #2: Great Reef Games by Kristin Earhart
Treasure Island by Robert Louis Stevenson
Call it Courage by Armstrong Sperry
I Survived the Bombing of Pearl Harbor by Lauren Tarshis
Rattlesnake vs. Secretary Bird (Who Would Win?) by Jerry Pallotta
Wolverine vs. Tasmanian Devil (Who Would Win?) by Jerry Pallotta
Killer Whale vs. Great White Shark (Who Would Win?) by Jerry Pallotta
Nim’s Island by Wendy Orr
Seabird by Holling C. Holling
Sinking the Dayspring by Dave and Neta Jackson

middle school + high school
Lord of the Flies by Willliam Golding
The Mutiny on Board HMS Bounty by William Bligh
Voyage of the Dawn Treader by C.S. Lewis
Lost in the Pacific, 1942: Not a Drop to Drink by Tod Olson
Kon Tiki: Across the Pacific in a Raft by Thor Heyerdahl
Indigenous Literatures from Micronesia by Evelyn Flores, Emelihter Kihleng, et al.
Islands on the Fringe: A Year of Micronesian Waves and Wanderers by S. Jacques Stratton
Pacific Island Legends: Tales from Micronesia, Melanesia, Polynesia and Australia by Bo Flood,
Beret E. Strong, et al.
Killing the Rising Sun by Bill O’Reilly
Island of the Lost by Joan Druett
Peace Child by Don Richardson

resources
Coral Reefs: A Whole New World Under The Sea – Nature Encyclopedia for Kids by Baby
Professor
Draw Write Now Book 7: Animals of the World Part 1: Forest Animals by Marie Hablitzel
National Geographic Little Kids First Big Book of the Ocean by Catherine D. Hughes
The Australian Animal Atlas by Leonard Cronin and Marion Westmacott
DK Eyewitness Travel: New Zealand by DK Travel
DK Eyewitness Travel: Australia by by DK Travel
Green Paradise – Oceania by What’s Up Films and Maha Productions
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Hands-on

LESSON 2

Students will do different hands-on adaptations
every day in this unit. Today we’re going to make a
sunken landmass with islands. Find a shallow bowl
or plasticware from around the kitchen. Students
will take homemade play dough, and begin to make
a thin layer along the bottom of the container. Get
them to choose one or two—maybe even three, if
they’re small—ridges or mounds of dough that rise
above the flat portion of their formation. When this is
done, they can take a cup of water and slowly pour it
into the container until the water covers the bottom
but doesn’t fully cover the tops of the mounds. This
is what Oceania is like—one large sunken landmass
underneath, with islands sticking up.

Students create a landscape today! They will focus
on the Alps, alluvial deposits, and the Canterbury
region. They can use a cardboard box and cut out
one side to make a diorama. Using large rocks for
the mountains, they can cover them with moss or
grass collected from outside. Have students sprinkle
shovelfuls of dirt over the rocks to fill in the cracks,
until the dirt begins to mound up around the rocks.
Then, students will cover the bottom of their diorama
with a thin layer of dirt. Students should carve out
a small path for a river and fill it with small pebbles
or other material from outside. Play dough, salt
dough, or a painted rock can represent a house or
farm. Have students sprinkle handfuls of grass or
moss over the dirt to represent the lush greenness of
Canterbury!

LESSON 3

LESSON 4

Do you remember how the Kahikatea tree was soft
enough to carve on? That’s because it is designed to
soak up excessive rainfall! The insides of trees and
branches often have a soft, spongy material called
pith that soaks up water and delivers it to the rest
of the tree. This is easily scooped out when a branch
or tree is freshly cut and still wet. Take your student
outside and break off a few branches of nearby
trees. (They don’t have to be big, but they can’t be
so small you can’t peel them open or split them in
half.) Look for some already on the ground that have
dried out. Students can pick away at the ends of the
sticks until they can peel off half of the bark and look
inside. Look for differences. Is one green, and one
brown? Students can take a small toothpick or other
instrument and start to scrape out the inside. Which
one comes out easier—the fresh or the dry one?
Discuss with your student why they think that is the
case.

Students will make a dam using whatever materials
they prefer, but for the sake of ease we’re going to
talk about using interconnecting building blocks
here. Students should get one large, square
foundation piece and as many two-by-two or twoby-four pieces as they can find. They should make
a border around the square piece, building it up
two bricks high. Inside the boundary, they can place
various bricks in whatever pattern or design they
would like to try to direct the flow of the water. On
one side of the configuration, leave a small (or large)
opening. Then students can grab a large box and
prop up their creation inside it, using whatever they
can find to set it at an angle. Or, they can angle their
creation toward a sink and prop it up on the counter.
Grab a water bottle and slowly begin pouring water
at the top of the design. How fast or slow does it flow
out of the opening? Does changing the size of the
opening or the angle of the tray increase or decrease
the flow of the water? Play around with different
angles and designs to increase the speed of the
water output!

LESSON 1

LESSON 5

LESSON 6

Australia’s forests have suffered many fires over the
years. Its dry climate and occasional droughts make
these even worse. You will need to help your younger
children with this activity. They are going to learn
what burns more easily: dry wood or wet wood.
Go outside together and gather dry sticks from the
ground and fresh sticks from a tree that is alive.
Then show your student where they can burn these
objects. (If you don’t have wood, try a dry paper
towel and a damp paper towel, and place both in the
sink.) With a match or lighter, try lighting the objects.
Which burned more quickly? Which smoked the
longest? Ask your student how they think a drought
would affect plant life—would it make a forest fire
easier to start or harder?

Students will research and use their imaginations to
travel from New South Wales to Victoria, and then
across the Bass Strait to Tasmania. Research online
to find the most common mode of transportation
between the states, and map a route to the coast of
Victoria. Then find a departure and arrival port to
complete your journey to Tasmania. Older students
can find one attraction or festival (make sure to
check the calendar for this one) they want to visit in
Tasmania. They can also plan one night’s stay on the
island and calculate the total cost of the trip.

LESSON 7

LESSON 8

Look up other acacia and mangrove swamps around
the world and compare them and their ecosystems
to those of Australia. On an 8 1/2” x 11” piece of
paper draw a large Venn diagram, label one side
with “Australian acacia” and the other with “____
acacia” Compare and contrast the similarities and
differences, with the similarities in the overlapping
space. Repeat the process with mangrove swamps.

Now that the students have learned about Australia,
ask them what they would most like to see or visit.
As a family, research other landmarks in each of the
states, or use the ones from these lessons. Map a
route looping around the country to visit the various
landmarks. Plan how you will travel, look for hotels
along the way, and find out how long the journey will
take and how much it will cost.

LESSON 9

LESSON 10

Encourage students to make models of the Easter
Island statues today. Use play dough, salt dough, or
store-bought or homemade modeling clay. (Older
students could even try their hand at whittling
wood for this.) Pull up pictures of the statues for
reference, and let the students try to replicate the
statues with their own material. Another option is
to let them draw petroglyphs of the honu in their
material, or fashion a mangai or rei miro Ask them
why they chose what they did and if they remember
what that item symbolizes for the Rapanui. Also ask
the students what symbols your family, culture, or
religion prizes in your own home.

Instruct students to practice different forms of
incubating eggs. Take one egg outside and bury it
under vegetation, fallen leaves, packed soil, etc. If it’s
cold outside you might have to dig down below
the frost level to nest the egg in the soil.
In another spot make a low nest around
the egg, but leave it mostly exposed to
the sun (or solar warmth). After three
hours, crack each egg and insert a food
thermometer to see which is warmer.

LESSON 11

LESSON 12

Today try a food that hails from Tahiti! Choose
either vanilla beans, coconut milk or flakes, coffee,
or hibiscus tea. Buy the ingredient as close to its raw
form as possible and prepare it from scratch (i.e.,
soak vanilla beans; roast or grind the coffee; dry the
hibiscus and brew, etc.). You can also research the
horticulture of hibiscus flowers and plant one in a pot
or outside.

Research transportation to the Federated States
of Micronesia. Chart a route through the islands,
stopping in each state. Determine method of travel
and figure a rough cost. Then research if anyone
has ever sailed the full length or circumference of the
islands, how long it took, and how feasible it is in a
rigging canoe. Ask students what method of travel
they’d prefer: modern or ancient?

LESSON 13

LESSON 14

Look up a map of Guam with students. Sketch the
outline onto paper, or get fancy and use playdough,
salt dough, or clay and form the outline of the island.
Find the capital of the island and its many air bases
and naval bases, and mark them with an indent,
toothpick marker, or small household item. Next,
research roughly how many forested acres remain of
the land, how many acres are urbanized, and shade
in both with a different color.

We’ve learned about subsistence farming in the last
few lessons. Talk to the students about backyard
gardens and that self-sustainment is possible no
matter your culture. Look up urban gardening in
your area. Research fruits and vegetables that grow
well in your climate. Plot a garden on your piece
of property or design a window sill garden. Have
students choose their plants, sketch plans, and
draw or note where they would plant vegetables. If
two vegetables grow well together, have them plan
those plants together and make a note of why. If it’s
possible to put your plans into action, take this a step
further and create a garden for real! (If you already
have a garden, research plants in the Northern
Mariana Islands and have students plan a tropical
garden that would survive on one of the islands.)

LESSON 15

LESSON 16

Time to make a coral atoll and lagoon! Let students
do this outside in the dirt, or you can use play sand,
playdough, modeling clay, or even blocks (that can
get wet). Have them build an island, and then create
a lagoon around the outside. Fill with water and
let them play! Older students can practice eroding
their island and molding the coral atoll and lagoon
through their multiple stages. Have them create
waves of water to gently test the strength of their
lagoon.

Pick one aspect of Papua New Guinea’s culture or
art to research, and try making it today! Students
can make carvings (younger students can use clay;
older students can whittle in wood), copy a tribal
painting, or even try making a kundu drum. To do
this, take two plastic cups (preferably thick, not
the clear kind) and carefully cut off the bottoms.
Place the ends flush against each other and use
duct tape to securely fasten them together. Press
the wide, open end of one of the cups on a piece of
parchment paper, and trace the diameter. Do this
twice. Then, begin cutting out the circles, leaving a
border of about two to three inches of paper around
the diameter. Secure each sheet of parchment paper
around the end of the cups with a strong rubber
band, and you should have a mini, homemade,
kundu drum!

LESSON 17

LESSON 18

Build a lovo today! You can fill a box with sand or
dirt and collect little materials from outside, or you
can get real adventurous with the bigger kids and
build a real one in your backyard to kick over (for
that option, just follow the directions in the Teacher’s
Guide or research online). For a hands-on lovo
around the table, follow these directions: Fill a box
or plasticware with sand or dirt. Dig a hole in the
middle and line with rocks and overlay with sticks.
Pretend with the students to light it on fire (unless
you want to get brave and truly burn the tiny kindling
you place on top), and then remove the wood and
lay out the stones on solid ground. Cover with potato
or carrot peelings and top with shreds of napkin and
leaves collected from outside. Maybe stack little toy
characters around the ceremonial cooking or move
them through the meke. Enjoy a tropical drink of
orange juice or lemonade, and imagine the slowsteamed vegetables you’d enjoy from a real lovo!

Today students will make a panpipe similar to the
ones popular in the Solomon Islands. Take five
straws and cut them into varying lengths, growing
increasingly shorter (see below for suggested
lengths). Next, measure two pieces of cardstock 7
x 1.5 inches, and cut them out (feel free to decorate
these). Place a 7-inch piece of double-sided tape
onto the inside of the cardstock, and begin placing
the straws along the tape. Start with the longest
straw, and leave it having roughly ¾ inch over the
side. Then go to the opposite end of the panpipe,
and place the shortest straw on the tape, also
leaving ¾ inch hanging over the side. Repeat this
step with the centermost straw, and then place
the remaining straws between the center and end
straws. All should hang ¾ over the edge of the
cardstock. Label each straw 1–5 starting with the
longest and working towards the shortest. Then hold
the pipe to your lips and practice blowing to make
different notes! Have older students try composing
songs. If you want a proper music scale, follow the
below measurement chart:
Do = 17.5 cm
Re = 15.5 cm
Mi = 13.5 cm
Fa = 12.5 cm
So = 11 cm
La = 10 cm
Ti = 9 cm
Do = 8.5 cm

LESSON 19
Learn to speak Bislama today! Find an online
translation generator or dictionary to look up words
in the ni-Vanuatu language. With the students, make
a list of 10 everyday words to look up, and then list
their Bislamic counterpart. Mark any you recognize
(remember, this language is an English-based form
of pidgin, there should be similarities). For a second
level of understanding, have each student come up
with one or two sentences to translate word-by-word
and practice saying them until fluent. You can even
make this a game by having each student translate
a few sentences privately, write them down or
memorize them, and then speak them to each other
and try to guess what the other person is saying!

LESSON 20
There are more countries to explore throughout
Oceania! With your student(s), find any of the
other countries in Oceania and pick one or two to
research. For younger students, focus on finding the
country on a map and learning about one animal
on the islands. Use construction paper to cut out
the shapes and symbols of its flag, and assemble
them like a puzzle. For older students, print pictures
of the special features of that country and put them
together on a small display board. High school
students could even write a Gather ‘Round lesson of
their own based on one country they find fascinating!
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Psalm 46

¹God is our refuge and strength,
a very present help in trouble.

² Therefore we will not fear though the earth gives way,
though the mountains be moved into the heart of the sea,
³ though its waters roar and foam,
though the mountains tremble at its swelling. Selah
4

There is a river whose streams make glad the city of God,
the holy habitation of the Most High.
5

God is in the midst of her; she shall not be moved;
God will help her when morning dawns.
6

The nations rage, the kingdoms totter;
he utters his voice, the earth melts.
7

The LORD of hosts is with us;
the God of Jacob is our fortress. Selah
8

Come, behold the works of the LORD,
how he has brought desolations on the earth.
9

He makes wars cease to the end of the earth;
he breaks the bow and shatters the spear;
he burns the chariots with fire.
10

“Be still, and know that I am God.
I will be exalted among the nations,
I will be exalted in the earth!”
11

The LORD of hosts is with us;
the God of Jacob is our fortress. Selah
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Prayer

Today’s

Oceania

Australia +

Thank you Jesus for the incredible world that you created for us to discover. Help us to learn
more about you. Open our ears to hear from you, our eyes to see you in the beauty of your
creation, and help us to remember what we learn today.

1

Kia oro! (That’s Maori for hello!) Welcome to Oceania—a fitting name for
thousands of islands spread out over the western Pacific Ocean. Oceania
may sound like a region inhabited solely by graceful whales, jumping
dolphins, and fluttering fish, but it teems with so much more! It is a spread
of beauty birthed by the violent action of continents splitting apart and
angry volcanoes bubbling up from the dark ocean floor. The region is
crowned with delicate coral, pearly-white beaches, and emerald-green
lagoons. Its jungles have provided hideouts to pirates in days gone by and
today continue to provide homes to Indigenous Peoples that exist as they
did hundreds of years ago. Its history has chapters of serene island life
interrupted by chapters of harsh warfare. The main characters in its story
have been a mix of both brutal tribespeople and peaceful islanders, as well
as some of the most welcoming people you could meet today. So board
your cruise ship and embark on a journey to the island world of Oceania!
Oceania is the smallest continental region in the world, even when you
amass all 10,000 of its islands together! These islands sit on top of the
Ring of Fire, which is a boundary zone between multiple different tectonic
plates that allows volcanoes to form. As volcanic activity and plate
movement occurred over the years, magma bubbled up, rocks were thrust
upward, and thus the islands were slowly born. There is also a theory
that more land used to be exposed, with evidence of a sunken continent
in Oceania! It is called Zealandia and is connected to the island of New
Zealand, which sits triumphantly above sea level.

OCEANIA

QUICK FACTS
Population: Approx 43.1 million
Landmass: 3.28 million square

miles (8.5 million km²)

Did you know?

Oceania is actually a very
controversial idea. Some
consider Australia the
continent and Oceania a
region, while others do not.
What do you think?

Coast of the tasman sea
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So what exactly is in Oceania? While you may have learned
about other continents, this name may be unfamiliar to
you. Oceania is one name to reference four regions
spread throughout the Pacific Ocean between
North America and Asia. The first region is
Australia and New Zealand, which are commonly
referred to together as Australasia. The next
three regions are Melanesia, Micronesia, and
Polynesia, each of which include hundreds
or even thousands of small islands within its
borders.
Geographically, Oceania is a testament to the
wonder of creation. Just as God created the mountain peaks
and valleys you see on the earth’s surface, He created our world to change
and move both in the sky and under our feet. We can see how it works when we observe the landmasses in this
beautiful region of the earth: continental islands, high islands, and low islands.
The three largest landmasses of Oceania—Australia,
New Zealand, and New Guinea—are considered
continental islands because they are believed to have
once been connected to larger landmasses. Melanesia
is primarily composed of high islands because of its
proximity to the Ring of Fire, where volcanoes are
more active. Lava pushing its way to the surface year
after year created the mountainous islands that would
eventually break the surface and become a harbor for
creatures big and small. These islands have tropical
beaches as well as steep slopes and mountains covered
in thick jungles that thrive on the rich volcanic soil.
Micronesia and Polynesia are primarily made up
Palau islands: Micronesia
of low islands, which are built by marine organisms
called corals. These tend to be smaller and, as the
name implies, sit lower in the water. These low islands
look more like the flat, tropical oasis islands you might want to visit for a beach
vacation!

activity break
Look up pictures of Oceania and see if you can spot the
differences between the three different island types! What other
defining characteristics do you see? Which type of island would
you most want to visit?
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How Did Indigenous People Arrive in Oceania?

In the mid-1900s, there were roughly 14 million islanders living in Oceania. Over the years, however, that
population has grown to an estimated 42 million! Immigration has brought an influx of people to the islands
since Europeans discovered the area, but there was a strong population even before these newest immigrants.
These islands are surrounded by water, so how did so many people get to Oceania (before planes and
commercial boats, that is)? Indigenous culture throughout Oceania is diverse, and we do not have a written
history to answer the question of how each people group came to the islands. However, like all tales of old, there
are many stories and theories that help us put together some guesses.
Similar to the Bering Land Bridge theory used to explain the arrival of the Indigenous Peoples of North America,
scientists think that during the Ice Age perhaps more land was exposed. People and animals could have
migrated from Asia, across the Oceanic continent at the time, to what is now Australasia. When the glaciers
melted and sea levels rose, this land bridge was cut off. It’s also possible that people came to Oceania by boat
when sea levels were high. The timelines on these theories change depending on what worldview is held.

What does the bible say?

The book of Genesis tells us that all the peoples of the world were gathered in
one place. “Now the whole earth had one language and the same words. And
as people migrated from the east, they found a plain in the land of Shinar and
settled there” (Genesis 11:1–2). Most of us are familiar with the Tower of Babel.
It’s where God confused the people’s languages and dispersed, or scattered,
them all over the earth. Creationist scientists acknowledge a worldwide ice age
that could have allowed for a land bridge, but the timeline differs between oldearth creationists and new-earth creationists. We don’t know for sure how the
people were scattered, but that’s the beauty of it—God has allowed for mystery
in the creation story!

History + discovery of oceania by europeans

There’s just something about being the first. For centuries, humanity has been fascinated with the prospect of
breaking records and passing by the limitations that others had merely accepted. It takes a certain kind of person
to dive into the unknown with absolute drive and passion. Where most of the world is content and satisfied with
what they know, these people seek the unexpected! Like Moses walking into an unknown land, leaving everything
behind him to follow the promise, they plunge forward with nothing but the promise of new.
The discovery of Oceania happened over centuries, not days or even weeks and months. With so many islands to
explore, it took many different explorations to chart the waters and encounter the people who called these seas
their home. For just a brief moment, let’s imagine we are adventuring with these early explorers as we learn about
the discovery of this amazing region.
teacher’s guide LESSON 1
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The true first explorers of this beautiful region are ones we have no names for. Many, many years before the
Age of Exploration pushed countries to race to expand their territories and trade routes, the first residents of
these tropical islands were traveling and settling in the lush forests they found, possibly from the neighboring
continent of Asia. As time went on, travelers began to discover unknown and sometimes untouched areas of the
world almost by accident. Storms pushed them off track in their journey somewhere else, lack of food led them
to doggedly stay on course hoping to find any sign of land on the horizon, damaged ships and lost comrades
made them stop where they hadn’t planned. An explorer has to expect the unexpected when dealing with the
unforgiving journey into the unknown. Ferdinand Magellan, a famous Portuguese explorer whose primary
direction was not, in fact, to explore Oceania, stumbled upon it after his expedition faced brutal adversity. After
99 days without fresh food, the island of Guam (the largest island in Micronesia) must have been a sight for sore
eyes. The sailors were able to resupply their ship and likely bolster their spirits after their difficult journey.
Next to the table were the Dutch. They sent explorer Abel Tasman, who was the first European to reach New
Zealand in 1642. Commissioned to explore the Indian Ocean beyond what was established, Tasman left with two
ships, the Heemsherk and Zeehaen. Despite his best efforts, Tasman and his crew went around Australia without
ever laying eyes on it! They discovered New Zealand, Tasmania, and New Guinea
in their first journey before being sent out again. His second journey
proved to be more successful, allowing him to discover and chart the
coasts of the continent of Australia. He came home to a promotion,
but many believe that the Dutch were hoping for more than just
discovery. Being an explorer during the Age of Exploration was
no easy task and carried a heavy weight of expectation. Nations
wanted to make a name for themselves, they wanted to grow
in wealth and power. This meant finding new profitable trade
routes, establishing ports and colonies, and
discovering valuable resources that could help them expand. Though his explorations
may have been less successful than some had hoped, Abel Tasman has a national park dedicated to him
in New Zealand and an island named after him (Tasmania), leaving him a legacy for his perseverance.

abel Tasman National Park, New Zealand
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Tropical

Desert

Mountains

what is an ecozone?

An ecozone is an area of the world that shares similar plant and animal life. The study of these ecozones is called
biogeography—a branch of science started by a man named Alfred Russell Wallace in the late 1800s. He noticed
that Asia and Oceania had vastly different plant and animal life, even though they were relatively close together.
Wallace drew a map dividing the world into different zoogeographical zones (as he called them). Ecozones
(as we now call them) are the largest division of the earth’s geography, followed by the divisions of biomes, or
habitats. What does this mean, exactly? Well, it’s like if you live in an area that is primarily flat, dry, and full of
prairie or plains. That is your ecozone. Perhaps you live in a suburban neighborhood near a large city in this area
and there are a few more trees planted nearby for shade. Maybe instead you live on a farm out in the middle of
nowhere, surrounded by swaying prairie grasses, and the only trees in sight are ones that a farmer has planted to
provide a windbreak. Both of these homes are examples of a different habitat within a larger ecozone of a prairie.
The people living in this ecozone are subjected to brutally hot summers and chillingly cold winters, but they
learn to enjoy the vastly different seasons and all the characteristics of their particular living areas. In Oceania,
we see an ecozone of shared plant and animal characteristics, but a large spread of different habitats, such as
rainforests, mountains, tropical beaches, glaciers, and even deserts. How’s that for diversity?
The animals that live in these habitats and biomes—and ultimately the ecozone—of Oceania are
incredibly unique. In fact, Oceania is home to some amazing creatures, including monotremes,
which are egg-laying mammals. The duck-billed platypus and echidna are the only mammals to do
this, and they are found only in Australia and New Guinea! Oceania also has 70% of the world’s
marsupials, which are mammals that carry their young in a pouch.
Even Oceania’s waters have unique ecosystems! The temperate waters around South
Australia and New Zealand are rich with nutrients that draw a bounty of marine
life and seabirds to feed in the area. In the north, the waters throughout
Indonesia and New Guinea are full of brilliant coral, an area referred to
as the Coral Triangle. These coral reefs—including the world-famous
Great Barrier Reef and New Caledonia Barrier Reef—attract a wide
array of marine life, with whales, dolphins, porpoises, sea turtles, birds, and over 2,000 species of fish making
their homes in these colorful habitats. As you travel further east in Oceania (moving away from New Guinea and
toward the coast of North America), the waters continue to deepen and grow warm and tropical around the low
islands of the Pacific.
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cultures + peoples

Oceania was originally settled by Aboriginal Peoples,
Polynesians, Melanesians, and Micronesians. While there are
distinct differences, these cultures do overlap in some ways
since they share similar geography. The Aboriginal Peoples of
Australasia preserve their culture through their distinct art and
musical instruments, even though much of the area has now
been influenced by European culture. The Polynesians’ history
is an epic tale of grand sea voyages, territorial warfare, and
beautiful artwork, dances, and displays. In fact, the Polynesians
of Hawaii gave the world the famous hula dance!

Melanesian culture is also a blend of artistry and warfare.
Warfare was often considered a mark of bravery and honor.
They were the only islanders to use bows and arrows for
hunting. Tribes were usually small, numbering only 20 to 100
people at a time. They valued their ancestry and stuck close to
their families, using intermarriage between tribes to keep the
peace on their islands. They not only presided over the same
land for generations, but even held claim to fishing areas and
Melanesian art
coral reefs, which were just as important to their welfare as
gardening or farming space. Micronesians have preserved a
steady culture of oral history that allows them to still trace their
ancestry back to the first peoples on their islands. They have a rough history
of wars and natural disasters that have devastated their populations and their land. Perseverance through hard
times has created a resilient group of people who are proud of their heritage. They farmed small crops, fished in
reef waters, and held tightly to their land claims that
lasted for several generations. This is what made
wars so necessary at times—the availability of land
was a precious commodity that had to be retained
and not lost to other people or to nature.
The clash of these cultures with the Western world
brought both advancement and difficulty for the
island people. Stronger and larger cultures often
forced the Aboriginal Peoples to change their ways
and give up their land. It was a painful time for many
people groups, but many of their cultures
have continued to endure despite difficult
circumstances.
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Open up your notebooks and
complete today’s assignments!

Teachers

Don’t forget to reference the
Day at a Glance to see what is
happening for each level and
answer keys.
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1

discovery of
Australia + oceania

• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will write a fable over the

course of this unit. Today, they will begin by reading a fable and
start to brainstorm their own.

PAGE 3 HISTORY Students will learn about Oceanic art.

PAGE 4 SCIENCE Students will learn about the amazing

platypus and all of its unique features. Younger students will
have an activity, while older students will research.

PAGE 5 BIBLE Students and families will read about the

correlation between this unit’s recitation passage and the
Oceanic peoples. Younger students will have an activity, and
older students will rewrite and personalize the scripture.

Younger students will design their own art, while older students
will decorate a rock wall with a picture story.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + Early Elementary
page
4

Science

page Science
5 See image in Early Elementary.

Early Reader
The duck should have a line to the bill, the beaver
should have a line to the tail, and the otter should
have a line to the body.
Early Elementary

soft fur

bill

lays eggs

webbed feet

page
5

UPPER Elementary

tail

bible
Early Elementary
God is our refuge and strength, a very present help
in trouble. Therefore we will not fear though the
earth gives way, though the mountains be moved
into the heart of the sea . . . He makes wars cease
to the ends of the earth; he breaks the bow and
shatters the spear . . . “Be still, and know that I am
God . . . ”
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CONNECTING CONTINENTS LESSON
new zealand

2

Oceania

Australia +

tates of micronesia

Prayer
papua new guinea

Today’s

Lord, teach us to value the differences between other cultures and our own as we see your
creativity on display. Help us to love as you first loved us, without condemnation.

nauru
kiribati

New Zealand

On the outskirts of a tropical and oceanic
solomon expanse
islands of islands lies New
Zealand or, as the Maori called it, Aotearoa (ow-tee-ah-roh-ah)! This
QUICK FACTS
beautiful nation is the southernmost habitable spot on the globe.
New
tuvalu
tokelau
Zealand is a popular vacation destination, and it’s no wonder. It boasts a
american
variety of geographical wonders, including volcanoes, glaciers, mountains,
samoa
Population:
Approx.
4.85 million
wallis + futuna
samoa
beaches, rainforests, and grasslands. There is truly something for everyone
here. New Zealand lies roughly 1,000 miles (1,600 km) southeast of
Size of Country: 103,517 squarecook islands
vanuatu
coral
sea islandS
Australia.
Its main
body comprises the North and South Islands, although
miles (268,107 km²)
tonga
many small areas dotting the surrounding regions are also in its jurisdiction.
New Zealand also has two jurisdictions, Niue and the Cook Islands, which
Capital city: Wellington
are self-governing but still associated with the country.
fiji

History

niue

Official language: English, Maori,
and New Zealand Sign Language

new caledonia

There is no exact starting point on New Zealand’s timeline, although it
is generally agreed that the Polynesians arrived around the 13th century.
norfolk island
Some scientists believe they’ve recently discovered
how the Polynesians
reached New Zealand—by canoe. Art on Polynesian canoes found in the
region depicts sea creatures not native to New Zealand, implying that
these canoes traveled a long distance across Oceania. This would have
been a massive transoceanic journey in primitive,
handmade vessels, made by daring peoples
in
searching for land. Scientists also believe ocean
and wind currents were more favorable at the
time to support the journey. This time
period of arrival in New Zealand is
New Zealand
considered the Polynesian Golden Age.
Two methods are used to describe this
time period: one dividing the history into
Archaic and Classic phases, and another
using colonization, transitional, and
traditional phases.
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Famous Landmark: Mount Cook

New Zealand

Activity Break!
Find New Zealand on a map, then look up pictures of this
beautiful nation. Does it look like a place you would want to visit
someday? What would you do on a vacation in New Zealand?

The Archaic phase was when New Zealand was largely composed of settlements and villages along the coast.
This colonization period of New Zealand’s history lasted until about 1400. People relied on hunting and fishing
but had developed some skill in small farming. Discovering the lushness and rich soil of the inland areas, the
people began to spread inward away from the coast. Peoples of the area began fortifying their settlements and
refining their cultivation of the land. The movement inland was the Transitional phase and took place over 200
years, until 1600. This ushered in the Classic phase of New Zealand’s history. This is the phase of history from
which we find the most archeological evidence. The arrival of the Europeans began to drastically change what
had been built up until that time.
In 1643, Abel Tasman arrived on his first commissioned voyage. He made landfall on the northwest point of the
South Island and was met with immediate resistance from the Polynesian inhabitants. These people were skilled
warriors and, by this point, had improved their technology for both living and fighting. They had worked hard
to find this country and to tame it and were not about to easily surrender it. In the 18th century, James Cook
achieved more success befriending the Polynesians. Cook observed and testified to the intelligence of these
people when he arrived back in England. This relationship was limited, however, as Europeans began to flock to
New Zealand to exploit it. Early interest was based largely on profits from sealing, whaling, and other natural
resources. Outposts were established on the North Island for international use. In the beginning, Europeans
maintained their boundaries and benefited the Maori economy greatly with trade and by introducing their own
goods, such as muskets.
The introduction of firearms, however, sparked a wave of warfare across New Zealand, and as Indigenous
Peoples of the area were wiped out by each other, European settlers came along behind and settled in their
place. Missionaries also followed from 1814 to 1838. The Maori culture and the people themselves had dwindled
in a few short years, and Britain claimed New Zealand as its own.
In 1841, New Zealand became a colony of Britain
under the command of Governor (and
former naval officer) William Hobson.
In February 1840, Hobson established
the Treaty of Waitangi. This
agreement protected the Maori and
their land as long as the Maori dealt
strictly with Britain. Colonization
occurred so rapidly, however, that
little attention was later paid to the
original agreement.

Discuss it!
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What do you think of
colonization?

New Zealand

Government

Do you know what kind of government your country has? The United States has a different type of government
than Canada, China, or Saudi Arabia. It is important to understand what kind of government a country has, as
it helps us understand the culture of the nation. Today, New Zealand operates under a constitutional monarchy
that uses a parliament. This means that the reigning monarch (the King or Queen of England) is ultimately the
head of state. The head of state chooses, and is represented by, the governor-general, or commander in chief.
There is no actual written constitution in New Zealand. The governor-general listens to the prime minister, who
works with the House of Representatives. A democratic election takes place every three years to determine the
government, in which a mixed-member proportional (MMP) voting system is used. This system helps evenly
distribute the seats in the House of Representatives, preventing one political party from dominating. It also forces
parties to form agreements together in order to govern the land. In the MMP system, an individual gets two
votes—one called a party vote and one called an electorate vote. The party vote reflects who the individual would
like in Parliament, while the electorate vote reflects whom the individual would like representing the area they live
in.
The government is divided into three branches. First, there is the legislature, or Parliament. This is also called the
House of Representatives. This branch drafts laws, represents the people, and monitors aspects of the budget.
It also keeps the executive branch in check. The executive branch is the ultimate government of the land, running
the country. The judicial branch includes the judges who interpret the law and execute justice as well as keep the
government in check.

The Beehive building, Parliament, New Zealand
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famous landmark: mount cook

The highest point of the Alps—and the highest point in New Zealand—is magnificent Mount Cook, which stands a
staggering 12,316 feet (3,754 m). This mountain was first summited in 1894, and attempts to summit it again in the
years following have resulted in 80 deaths, earning it the title of the deadliest mountain in New Zealand.

Geography

Between its two major islands, New Zealand offers almost every natural landform an outdoorsy person could
desire. There are mountains, lakes, and glaciers, as well as tropical beaches. The continent lies across two
completely different tectonic plates—the Pacific and Australian Plates—which causes a mountain range to run
down the center of both islands, delineating (giving the precise location of) the plate boundary. Since volcanic
activity creates rich, fertile ground, there is also extensive farmland covering the lowlands of the country.
The Southern Alps of the South Island are New Zealand’s highest mountain range. They begin at Wanaka Lake
in the south and travel northeast toward Arthur’s Pass. Their peaks vary from 3,000 feet (900 m) to 10,000 feet
(3,050 m), and the spaces between these peaks are dotted with pristine glacial lakes. Marine air flows westward
across the mountains, providing a temperate climate in the region. This warm, moist air is pushed up over the
peaks and forms misty clouds even on a clear day. This moisture aids the abundant plant life that is found above
the treeline of the mountains. In fact, one-quarter of New Zealand’s plant species are found on the upper parts of
these mountains alone.
Glaciers make their slow crawls down the sides of the Southern Alps, carrying with them rich soil deposits for
the New Zealand lowlands. On the west side of the range are dense forests ending in a narrow plain along the
coast. On the east side of the Alps are farming plains. The runoff from the mountains deposits rich clay and
soil for vegetation to grow. These are called alluvial deposits, and they contain a plethora of organic material,
which provides nutrients and enriches the soil. Alluvial deposits are found close to a river’s mouth, as the current
slows and the material builds up from its long journey down the mountainside. These eastern lands are called
the Canterbury Plains. They are 150 miles (240 km) long and 45 miles (70 km) wide, nudging up against the
Pacific Ocean. The minimal rainfall and low humidity are compensated for by three rivers that feed the land—the
Rangitata, Rakaia, and Waimakariri.
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Auckland + the Auckland Islands

One recognizable feature of New Zealand is the Auckland
Sky Tower, rising above the city skyline of Auckland. It is the
tallest freestanding structure in the Southern Hemisphere,
at 1,076 feet (328 m) high. New Zealand sure knows how to
make a name for itself, despite being tucked away in a remote
part of the globe! Located on the North Island, this is New
Zealand’s most populated city, with 1.7 million people. This
was once the country’s capital until that honor was granted
to Wellington, just a little farther south on the North Island.
Much of Auckland’s population includes the country’s
Indigenous Peoples: the Maori and Polynesians. The unique
aukland tower
placement on a harbor on the north end of the island makes
Auckland perfect for overseas trade of New Zealand’s finest
exports, including animal and petroleum products. It also
offers a hub of transportation in the form of roads, railways, and even
an international airport. The Auckland Harbour Bridge spans the Waitemata Harbour to connect
different sections of the sprawling city.
Much farther south, 290 miles (467 km) past the southernmost tip of continental New Zealand, lie the Auckland
Islands, completely distinct from the city. These six islands spread out from the continent as barren, quiet
stretches of land. The largest of the six is, you guessed it, Auckland Island. At 179 square miles (463 km²), it
towers an imposing 2,000 feet (600 m) above sea level. Although the volcanic islands offer little in terms of
livable terrain, they are some of nature’s remaining uninhabited lands, reserved for wild cattle, seals, and birds
who pass their time there in relative obscurity and peace.

Agriculture

The Canterbury Plains allow for the largest low-lying farming
district of New Zealand. Farmers grow vegetables, fruit, and
grains here and graze their sheep. Agriculture is one of the
pillars of New Zealand’s economy, with an important emphasis
on animal products. New Zealand exports the world’s largest amount
of dairy products and sheep meat. In 1999, agriculture accounted for
half of New Zealand’s profits from export, with 17% of those exports
containing dairy products. Twenty years later, in 2019, the industry
exported 18.11 billion New Zealand dollars in dairy products, with a
projected increase for 2020 and 2021 to over 19 billion.
Farmers raise cattle, sheep, goats, and even domesticated deer. There are
roughly 12 sheep per person in New Zealand today. A close second to animalbased agriculture is horticulture, or the cultivation of fruits and vegetables. The
country produces peaches, pears, avocados, and grapes, in addition to their most
popular fruit exports: kiwifruit and apples.

Sheep
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Look it up!
Where do your milk and cheese come from? Check your fridge to see what company packaged
and sold your dairy products, and look them up online to see if they work locally or import from
another country.

Kiwi Bird

What comes to mind when I say the word kiwi? You might think of a small, brown fruit that yields delicious tang
when its green and white flesh is eaten, or you might even think of a person from New Zealand, as they are
sometimes given the nickname “kiwi.” But did you know that this beautiful nation has a bird named kiwi? These
unique flightless birds are endemic to the islands of New Zealand, and
they are amazing creatures!

kiwi Bird

The Maori people originally named the kiwi in reference to the
high-pitched call of the male bird. These birds prefer the forested
habitat of the western coastal region at the foot of the Southern
Alps. Kiwi birds are grayish-brown with feathers that hang
loose, more like fur than the stiff flying feathers of other birds. The most
unique feature of the kiwi is that it has neither a tail nor real wings, walking
about on land instead of flying. The males are 18 inches (45 cm) long and the
females are bigger, at 21 inches (54 cm) long, a rarity in the animal world. Their
beaks are one-third
of their body length and are
used in conjunction with their
powerful legs to dig burrows or
forage for food. Their eyesight is
poor, but their senses
of smell and hearing
are keen. Their diet consists
Open up your notebooks and
of worms, insects, beetles, snails, and fruits.
complete today’s assignments!
Remarkably, the female bird lays one or two eggs
that can weigh up to one pound (450 g) each, the
largest egg in the animal kingdom in proportion
to the bird that lays it. The male sits on the egg for
Don’t forget to reference the
80 days. The kiwi can live for 20 to 30 years, but
Day at a Glance to see what is
sadly the population is declining at roughly 2% per
happening for each level and
year.
answer keys.

Students

Teachers
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will learn new grammar
rules and edit sentences accordingly. They will return to this
page every day this week to complete another activity.

PAGE 4 SOCIAL STUDIES Students and families will learn

about the Maori culture and people, then answer discussion
questions out loud. Older students will have the opportunity to
research further.

PAGE 5 ART Students will learn about complementary colors
and use a color wheel to find pallets to use on pictures.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will spend time freewriting.
Younger students are encouraged to use a scribe and dictate if
needed, while older students are given a time for writing.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

UPPER Elementary

notebooking

page notebooking
1 See map in Early Reader + Early Elementary.

NEW ZEALAND

page language arts
2 1. I call my friend’s parents Mr. and Mrs. Murphy.

North
Island

2. My mom told me she has a BS in science.
3. I want to name my first son Steven Jones III because
I’m Steven Jones Jr. and my father is Steven Jones Sr.
4. It takes two extra years of college to earn an MS.

SOUth
Island
Southern
Alps

page
2

language arts
Early Reader

1. My dog’s name is Ruby.
2. I gave a banana to my sister, Anna.
3. I live in a small town called Beachville.

Early Elementary

1. I borrowed books from the Appleton Library.
2. Should we invite our cousin, Kendall?
3. What kind of apple do you want: Granny Smith or
Pink Lady?
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• ANSWERS•

Middle + High School
page
1

High School
1. After the meeting tomorrow, I will make sure to run by
the post office.
2. The dog and the cat do very well in the house, until
we leave them alone together for more than two hours.
3. When the cheese starts to bubble, take the pizza out
of the oven.
4. Every week during the summer, we go to the beach,
even if it is raining.
5. Needing the cash more than a ride, I sold my bike.
6. Let’s tentatively plan on going to the movies
tomorrow, unless I get called into work.

notebooking
See map in Early Reader + Early Elementary.

page language arts
2 Middle School

1. My brother offered to pay for the entire trip (he’s rich),
but I just couldn’t agree without offering something
(which was very little, unfortunately).
2. I started the assignment by researching current
events (boring) but eventually was able to write the
portion about my opinion (much more exciting).
3. Did you know that Mr. McGregor (my math teacher,
of all people) was once a movie script writer?
4. Didn’t you say (last month, I believe) that we could
go on a camping trip for the holiday weekend?
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Lord, you create beauty from ashes. Thank you for always bringing hope and restoration.
Please help us trust you to fix what is broken in our hearts. Amen.

Have you ever felt like you were too young or too insignificant to make a
difference in the world? If you look at the size of New Zealand on a world map
or globe, it might look like it should be a fairly insignificant country without
much influence in the world. The story of the Israelites in the Bible is a great
example of how God can use small nations to accomplish big things, and it
should always remind us not to overlook countries because of their size. Today
we are going to learn more about some of the things that make this country
unique, including how it contributed to a major world event.

north island

QUICK FACTS
Largest city: Auckland
Famous Landmark: Mount
Ruapehu
9,176 feet (2,797 m)

history

Despite its small size and distant placement on the globe, New Zealand’s
military roared out from beyond its boundaries to play an integral role in
World War II. Its efforts and contributions surpassed even America’s, matching
its much-larger allies, Britain and Australia. New Zealand declared war
on Germany on September 3, 1939, before the rest of the Commonwealth
(Britain’s provinces, including Australia) did. Some say that New Zealand
only declared war first because it is in a time zone ahead of Britain. It should
be noted, however, that Australia is right next door to New Zealand but still
refused to declare war until Britain made the first move. New Zealand was
restless to put a stop to evil and make the country’s abilities known.
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New Zealanders entered the war for more than one reason. Not only were they against the Nazi regime, but
they also felt compelled to defend Britain because of the connection between the lands. Although they entered
the war with a strong presence, the cause was not met without opposition within their own country. A small
Communist party in New Zealand outright opposed the war, believing the false Nazi promise to remain peaceful
toward the Soviets. Other opposition was quickly silenced, which is something that has since come to light and
drawn criticism. Allegedly, the New Zealand government placed over 800 oppositional individuals in detention
camps during the war and did not hesitate to jail anyone who spoke out or published papers against the war
efforts. Some of the opposition bitterly suggested that New Zealand was making these huge sacrifices to fight
Britain’s war.
Despite all of this, New Zealanders that couldn’t fight overseas put their hands to work at home. Of the
1940s population of 1.6 million people, over 140,000 men and women served overseas in the New Zealand
Expeditionary Force and the Royal Air Force (RAF). In 1942, that number grew—New Zealand’s highest military
census numbered 154,549, with an additional 100,000 serving in the Home Guard. Women constituted 10,000
members of the armed forces. New Zealand began by budgeting 30% of its national income toward wartime
efforts, with that number rising to half its income from 1942 to 1944. In the end, New Zealand’s casualties
numbered 11,928—the country lost one of every 150 New Zealanders. It lost more of its people proportionally than
Britain or Australia.
Due to the fact that it shares an ocean with Japan, New Zealand also had to seriously consider the possibility of
an invasion from the north. In preparation, New Zealanders put their resourcefulness to the test and used what
materials they had on hand to build their own tanks—perhaps the strangest looking ones of all time. As unique
as they looked, the tanks could stop direct hits from machine guns
and even much larger 20-millimeter cannon rounds. They were
well protected but incredibly slow, moving at only 7.5 miles per
hour (12 kph). Apart from their speed (or lack
thereof), there were small openings for
the six-man crew inside to see out,
but these easily let in bullets
that could bounce around
inside the tank. Only three of
these Semple tanks were ever
created, and their creator—
Bob Semple—defended
them from criticism well
after the war, choosing instead
to take pride in his country’s
resourcefulness and courage in
preparing for possible invasion.

Look it up!

Semple Tank
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In all, New Zealand was involved in World War II for all but three of its 2,179 days. New Zealanders fought on all
fronts of the war: Africa, Europe, and the Pacific. The country developed strong national bonds and carved out
a place for itself with the rest of the world. Later in the war, New Zealand joined forces with other world powers to
put in place an international security regime, something it would not have had a hand in, perhaps, had it silently
remained tucked away below the equator. This regime was put into effect in 1945 at a San Francisco meeting
that led to the creation of the United Nations Organization. In all, World War II was the greatest national
wartime effort New Zealand has ever put forth, and the rest of the world owes this nation humble gratitude.

famous landmark: Mount Ruapehu

The highest point on the North Island is the active volcano, Mount Ruapehu. The incredible mountain is
capped with icy glaciers at its high, colder altitudes and skirted by thick, green forests farther down on its sides.
Although it has erupted twice in the last hundred years, its quiet crater is now filled with a lake, from which flows
the Whangaehu River. This river nourishes the lands of the North Island with its mineral-rich water, an ironic
giving of life and lushness stemming from an otherwise deadly source. Mount Ruapehu is flanked by two other
volcanoes—Ngauruhoe and Tongariro—which sit like sentries at its sides. Together, the three mountains form
Tongariro National Park.
Mount Ruapehu has a crater lake over the main active vent, containing highly acidic water at an average
temperature of 60 degrees Celsius (140 degrees Fehrenheit). Often draining through an ice cave, the
temperature and color are constantly changing from muddy gray to green, and sometimes freezing over
completely. Every once in a while, water spills over the sides of the crater due to steam explosions from the active
volcano. It is a common tourist attraction in New Zealand, with a road leading two-thirds of the way up the
mountain, followed by a chair lift and a three-hour climb to the top, including the option of various guided tours.

crater lake
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fun fact

A popular attraction in the park is
the Tongariro Alpine Crossing, which
Mount Ngauruhoe was used in the iconic Lord
challenges the best hikers to cross
of the Rings trilogy as the famed Mount Doom!
mountainous, steaming terrain,
Would you want to visit this beautiful location?
passing both lava flows and pristine
lakes. The crossing begins in the
Mangatepopo Valley, surrounded by
old, dried lava flows. It then comes to
South Crater between Ngauruhoe and Tongariro. Red Crater is the highest point of the crossing, and it smells of
the sulfuric gas often indicative of an active volcano. Coming down from the crossing, the path winds through
brightly colored, green lakes. The minerals emitted from the earth’s crust throughout the volcanic history of the
area lend rich color to the waters. The crossing finishes at Ketetahi End, descending through a rich forest.

forest ecosystem

The North Island of New Zealand reaches into warmer
waters and air currents than its southern neighbor, giving it
a warm, subtropical feel. This semi-wet and bright climate
creates lush trees and other vegetation. Much of New
Zealand was once largely covered by dense, green forests.
Trees once blanketed 80% of the land, but over time this
number has dwindled. Climate change and volcanic
eruptions wiped out much of the forests either over
time or in one fell swoop. As the Maori and eventually
the Europeans arrived, they brought nonindigenous
animals that wreaked havoc on the ecosystem as well.
The biggest threat to the forests, however, is logging for
lumber and to make way for human civilizations. Today,
only 38% of the land is home to the forests that are so
critical to life on the islands.

Rainforest in Taranaki, North

Island,

did you know?
New Zealand’s North Island and part of its South Island sit on the Australian Plate, while the
southeastern part of the South Island sits over the Pacific Plate. This unique placement over a
tectonic boundary creates immense volcanic activity. Such volcanism contributed greatly to New
Zealand’s history, formation, and current landscape. The North Island is almost entirely volcanic,
dotted by domes and craters, and its lowlands are steaming with geysers and hotspots.
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The islands of New Zealand have several types of forest, including kauri, pohutukawa, and mixed broad-leaved
forests and kahikatea swamps. Kauri forests dominate much of the North Island of New Zealand. They are
named for the incredible kauri tree. One of the longest-living trees in the world, these trees can live for more than
1,000 years! They grow from 6 to 42 feet (2 to 13 m) wide and can tower 164 feet (50 m) into the sky. One of
the largest kauri trees in the world was named Kairaru of Tutamoe. It had a width of 20 feet (6.4 m) and
stood 213 feet (65 m) tall. Sadly, a fire destroyed the ancient tree. Kauri trees create
a small ecosystem of their own, with kauri grass on the ground around its roots,
as well as orchids and epiphytic plants growing up around it. An epiphytic
plant is a plant that grows on a tree or other plant for support. They do not
get nutrition from the plant and are sometimes called air plants. Kauri trees
require lots of light and do not need high-nutrient soil, so they can grow in
less hospitable areas. As they die off, the surrounding plants that rely on
their shade are also in danger of disease.
Kahikatea swamps are wet environments where the
kahikatea tree flourishes. It is sometimes taller than the kauri
tree, reaching up to 196 feet (60 m) in height. Its soft wood
is due, in part, to the heavy rainfall on which it thrives. Early
Indigenous carvers found its soft wood ideal for carving,
but it was also more prone to rotting than other woods. The
pohutukawa tree is a sacred tree to the Maori people, who
believe its red flowers symbolize the blood of a legendary
hero, Tawhaki. They occasionally used this tree for small
tools. Later settlers and even foresters of today, have found
this wood exceptionally strong and dense, furthering the
issue of heavy foresting in New Zealand.

kahikatea tree
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kiore Rat

The kiore is a Polynesian rat abounding on the islands of New Zealand, so prevalent that the government has
recently taken action to try to exterminate it. It is about 7 inches (18 cm) in length and nearly identical to other
rats, with the typical gray or brown color. In early days, records reveal this animal used to swarm in remarkable
mass migrations across the island.
The kiore was originally introduced to New Zealand when the first Polynesians arrived, around 1350 AD,
although some archaeological evidence suggests it was present even before that. Early Maori peoples regarded
the rodents as a delicacy, and an abundant one at that. Kiore spread over the island rapidly and preferred the
forested habitat which hugged the coastline, making their homes in rotted-out trees and burrows, foraging
for berries. Unlike other rats, kiore proved to be quite clean in their foraging, rather than scavenging through
garbage. During the summer, in high berry-producing season, the kiore would grow quite large and the Maori
people would begin a season of rat trapping with clever snares set up through defined tracks and rat-runs. How
do you think your mom would feel if you spent your days trapping and cooking rats for supper!

City Life

We’ve learned a lot about the beautiful and rugged islands of New Zealand. But the country isn’t just beautiful
scenery. If you travel down to almost the southernmost point on the North Island of New Zealand, you will be
welcomed into Wellington, the capital city. This urban center has a population of 415,120 people, making it the
second most-populated city in New Zealand and the 10th most populated in all of Oceania. The Maori people
document its founding as far back as AD 950, having been established by a Polynesian explorer named Kupe.
It was in Wellington Harbour that Captain Cook first anchored in 1773. In the 1840s, European settlements
began to distinguish the area as a city. It was named for the English Duke of Wellington, who supported the New
Zealand Company. The trading company named the city after him in 1840.
Wellington first made international news in 1968 when devastating storms collided over the area, flooding
the region, uprooting thousands of trees, and stripping the roofs off nearly 100 houses. It even capsized a ship
in the harbor, killing more than 50 people. This was the first internationally reported tragedy, drawing news
documentation to the region, and turning the world’s eye to this tiny area of Oceania.

wellington city cable car
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did you know?
The Hawke’s Bay region of New Zealand’s North Island is home to a hill that has the longest
location name in the world. See if you can pronounce it:
Taumatawhakatangihangakoauauotamateaturipukakapikimaungahoronukupokaiwhenuakitanatahu

Wellington bursts with culture and attractions. Here you can find the famous
Wellington cable car and nearby towering Mount Victoria, which provides
a panoramic view of the city. Weta Workshop is a prop and
manufacturing center that has worked on numerous
blockbuster movies. Here you can take tours or workshops
from the professionals who work in this industry.
Wellington’s 400 eateries can compete with the likes
of New York for the number of places to eat. Despite all of this
delicious food, the people who live in Wellington are some of the fittest and
healthiest in New Zealand, because more than 10% of its population treks
to work on foot over the steep terrain of the city. The North Island of New Zealand
has something for everyone to enjoy! New Zealand’s beautiful and exotic landscapes have attracted blockbuster
filmmakers over the years and have been the setting for famous movies such as The Lord of the Rings trilogy, The
Hobbit, and The Chronicles of Narnia. It has been fun visiting the North Island to discover what makes this place
unique.

Students

Open up your notebooks and
complete today’s assignments!

Teachers

Don’t forget to reference the
Day at a Glance to see what is
happening for each level and
answer keys.
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PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will start working on their

PAGE 4 SCIENCE Students will learn about the benefits of

volcanic ash for the surrounding lands. Younger students will
have an activity, and older students will research.

PAGE 5 SCIENCE + ART Students will focus on art for nature

writing project for this unit. They will learn about the parts of a
story and start planning their fable.

journaling today. As an inside adaptation, they can complete
this by looking out a window at an object.

PAGE 3 HISTORY Students and families will read about women’s
suffrage in New Zealand and Kate Sheppard’s role in winning
women the right to vote.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + Early Elementary
page
3

UPPER Elementary

history

page history
3 1. Women won the right to vote, and New Zealand was

Early Reader
1. b 2. b, c

the first country in the world to allow this.
2. Kate Sheppard encouraged women to stop wearing
corsets and dress comfortably, exercise, and get
involved in politics, which also became encouraging
them to vote

Early Elementary
1. voting rights 2. be healthy, vote, dress comfortably,
enjoy exercise

page
4

science

page science
4 Section 1:

1. volcanic ash 2. plant 3. forest

ash, ash, plant, forest
Section 2:
iron: (Answers may vary.) helps a plant produce
chlorophyll, which makes food; also helps circulate
nutrients throughout the plant
phosphorus: (Answers may vary.) creates strong, hardy
plants; crucial to healthy cell function in a plant and
specifically helps grow the new, budding tip of a young
plant

Early Elementary only
1. calcium, iron, potassium, phosphorus 2. andisol
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Lord, thank you for intelligent minds and the drive to create! Help us nurture this desire
within ourselves so we glorify you with our creative abilities. Amen.

Have you ever wanted to stand on a bungee platform, shakily urging
yourself toward the edge? Or have you wished you could careen and
bounce downhill in a giant, plastic orb? If either of those things sound fun
to you, New Zealand is the country to thank for them! This land is teeming
with courage, fun, adventure, and beauty. We see this in the tenacity of
New Zealanders during World War II, their beautiful cities, and the many
ways they have found to enjoy their beautiful country. The adventurous
spirit that is alive and well in New Zealand has also graced the world with
some well-known and much-loved inventions. These contributions reflect
a heart to not only indulge and enjoy the finer things in life but also to
pioneer the unknown.

south island

QUICK FACTS
Largest city: Christchurch
(Approx. 400,000 people)

Famous Landmark: AJ Hackett
Bungy

Inventions

In 1890, New Zealand native David Strang harnessed
the power of caffeine into a form that takes less than
a minute to prepare for its impatient guzzlers—instant
coffee. This became especially beneficial during the
first World War for soldiers who needed energizing at
a moment’s notice.
In the 1960s, a sports coach by the name of
Arthur Lydiard invented what we know as jogging
(something you can thank or snub him for, depending
on how you feel about the exercise). This was first
implemented for the same reason it is used today by
millions of people—to increase physical endurance by
running for a long period of time at a steady pace. It
didn’t take long for this training practice to spread
around the world, and it is perhaps the most famous,
straightforward exercise today.
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In 1954, William Hamilton gave the world a way to explore on water when he invented the jet boat. Its most
unique feature was its lack of a propeller, which made the design safer for passengers who might otherwise be
injured by it during a fall. He developed a water propulsion system that sucked in and emitted water quickly and
powerfully enough that it propelled the jet boat forward. The Hamilton jet is still the best on the market.
If you don’t want to explore New Zealand on water, you can approach it from the air. For the more daring thrill
seekers, New Zealand has fine-tuned bungee jumping (spelled bungy in New Zealand). In the 1980s, A.J. Hackett
watched a video of people dabbling with extreme sports of the day and decided to capitalize on the idea of
bungee jumping. He launched a study of bungee ropes to make the sport the safest it could be and then created
one of New Zealand’s largest attractions.

famous landmark: AJ Hackett Bungy

The world’s first commercial bungee jump
was in Queenstown, from a bridge over the
Kawarau River. Adrenaline junkies plunge
from the bridge and hurtle 141 feet (43 m)
downward, where the excitement culminates
in being dunked in the waters below.
Queenstown also offers the highest New
Zealand bungee jump, the Nevis Bungy,
from which jumpers plummet 439 feet (134
m) before being yanked skyward.

Allan Croad gave the world the first all-terrain, four-wheeled stroller in 1992. He had seen pictures of
three-wheeled strollers in America, and he immediately saw an opportunity to improve upon this design by
making it more user-friendly for the rugged terrain of New Zealand. His first prototype was constructed from a
child’s car seat and a cart for golf clubs but rapidly morphed into one of the strollers that New Zealand is known
for today, the Mountain Buggy. Mr. Croad’s company was eventually sold to a larger company, and there are
many styles of Mountain Buggy to choose from today that are sold in many countries in the world.
New Zealand isn’t just about fun and games; there have also been some incredibly brilliant academics who
have hailed from here. In 1902, Ernest Rutherford pioneered the study of nuclear physics. Science tells us that
atoms are some of the smallest pieces that made up all matter. They were once believed to be the smallest, until
Rutherford found a way to split the atom and explore its nucleus. This laid the foundation for the famous atomic
bomb, which was first used for war in the 1940s, when the United States used nuclear warfare on Japan near the
end of World War II. Nuclear physics is also used in the medical field. X-rays are used to diagnose broken bones,
cavities in teeth, and other issues, while radiation is used in the treatment of various cancers.
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extension activity
Have you ever heard someone say, “Let’s go zorb down the mountain!” You
haven’t? “What on earth does that mean?” you might ask. Take some time
to watch videos of this “sport”! Does it look like something you’d enjoy or find
absolutely terrifying? Either way, it reflects on the
wildness of New Zealand, don’t you think?

marine ecosystem

Along with its forests and mountainous terrain, New Zealand also has an abundance of marine life surrounding
the continent. It is not as tropical as its northern neighbors in Oceania, especially since it lies so near
sub-Antarctic waters. Despite this, these waters teem with special life because of their location over a plate
boundary, which makes the waters warmer due to hydrothermal vents on the seafloor. New Zealand’s unique
position has it surrounded by three strong water currents (or fronts) that flow around it. The two warm water
fronts are the Tasman Front and the Subtropical Front (subtropical just means an area near a tropical zone),
which run primarily southeast on the eastern coast of the North Island and northwest around the eastern coast of
the South Island. The colder sub-Antarctic front runs much deeper under the ocean’s surface, channeling water
south to the southernmost continent.
Because of the subtropical currents on the western
side of New Zealand, a lot of warm, moist air
gets trapped on the western side of the Southern
Alps, causing more rain to fall and more
forests to grow on that side of the islands. This
effect, created by the mountains, is called a
convergence zone—it keeps the moist air trapped
on the west side and creates a drier climate on
the east side.
New Zealand’s territorial sea extends 12 nautical
miles (22 km) out from the coast. Although
New Zealand’s landmass does not have many
native mammals or animals to brag about, its
waters do. Scientists speculate that 80% of
New Zealand’s unique species are found in its
waters. Even though there are 65,000 known
species in those waters, it is estimated that
seven new marine species are discovered every
month.
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bats

Bats are some of New Zealand’s few indigenous species—most other land mammals were imported by early
Maori and European settlers. This means that bats patrolled the New Zealand treetops and hidden caves long
before people began to explore them. There are three species of bats on the islands, although one (the greater
short-tailed bat) is suspected to be extinct. The other two species are the long-tailed bat and the lesser shorttailed bat.
The Maori people included these animals as mythical characters in their folklore. The Canterbury long-tailed
bat is smaller, surprisingly, than the short-tailed bat. They are chestnut brown and weigh 0.3–0.4 ounces (8–11
g). They produce offspring once a year and fly up to 37 miles per hour (60 km/h). They cover a large territory
of 62 square miles (100 km²). Their diet is primarily moths,
mosquitoes, and small bugs.
The short-tailed bat weighs 0.4–0.5 ounces (12–15 g) and has
larger ears than the long-tailed bat. They are gray as opposed
to brown. The short-tailed bat prefers to break the bat mold
and hunt on the ground, using its winged arms for crawling
and searching along the forest floor. Its diet consists mainly of
insects, fruit, and nectar. It also eats pollen and is, therefore,
a great contributor to pollinating the endangered plant
Dactylanthus, or wood rose. (This is an endangered parasitic
plant that grows on the forest floor.) This tiny, vulnerable
creature is in danger of losing its home due to heavy
deforestation of New Zealand’s timber resources, as well as
invasive species that prey on the bats without reservation.

Short-tailed bat

You’ve probably heard of hibernation, and you may even
be picturing a bear eating until it’s extra cuddly in the fall
before it curls up in its den for the winter. The short-tailed
bat also has its own version of hibernating in colder weather,
referred to as torpor. This is when bats sleep huddled in their
nests, or roosts. Torpor is a shorter period of hibernation, but
the animal enters it without trying or meaning to. Its body
temperature and heart rate lower, so it doesn’t require as
much nutrition as it normally would. This can happen for
short periods of time as the weather changes or can even last
merely a day.

activity break

Look up pictures of these bats flying and
roosting. Do you think bats are fascinating,
or would you use another word
to describe them?
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renewable energy

In 2018, New Zealand produced 40% of its own energy, drawing mostly from renewable sources. (These are
types of energy that the earth generates itself—such as wind, water, or solar—and are the types of energy that all
countries are trying to use more of.) New Zealand’s most abundant renewable forms of energy are hydroelectric
and geothermal power. The country derives its waterpower (hydroelectric energy) from dams built in the Waikato
River on the North Island and the Clutha River on the South Island, with many smaller hydroelectric stations
scattered throughout the region. The volcanic activity of the North Island also provides much in the way of
geothermal energy via springs and vents, from which energy is harnessed for heating homes and businesses.
New Zealand brilliantly repurposes what some countries might see as garbage, by burning scrap wood from
forestry as well as repurposing landfill and sewage to extract the gases that they emit. These are considered
bioenergy sources, and they contribute 5–6% of New Zealand’s total energy production.
The country also relies heavily on fossil fuel, a nonrenewable energy source. It draws from its largest source, Maui
Gas Field in New Plymouth, but strides are being taken to move toward more renewable forms. The country is
venturing into wind and solar energy, but those only contribute 1% and 2% of the total produced energy.

attractions

Nestled on the eastern coast of the South Island, on the outskirts of the Southern Alps and near the famous
Canterbury plains, is the city of Christchurch. This city is the most populated of the South Island, with 398,520
people calling it home. It was originally claimed in 1848 to establish a Church of England, hence its name. It
was first called Canterbury (like something out of a medieval legend) before being renamed Christchurch, and
it was made an official city in 1862. Since it is surrounded by New Zealand’s agricultural hub, Christchurch is
an industrial city. It sits at the mouth of the Avon River/Otakaro, near a harbor for transportation that also
harnesses hydroelectric power.
Despite its practical purposes, the city cultivates beautiful gardens and parks for the recreation of its residents.
In fact, it is even called Garden City of the Plains; an elegant and refined hub, it hearkens to its British roots and
balances New Zealand’s wildness with its own sophistication. Christchurch also offers museums, art galleries,
and the Centre of Contemporary Art.

did you know? Baldwin Street, located in

Dunedin on the South Island, is the steepest
street in the world. It is in a residential area,
near a business district. Imagine walking the
steepest street in the world to get home after a
long day at work!
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food

The first stop for foodies in New Zealand is Kaikoura—a blend of
Maori words meaning “food” and “crayfish.” Surrounding the
town are seafood eateries serving up fresh crayfish dishes from
local waters (although what they call a crayfish is actually a New
Zealand rock lobster). The seafood is served with zesty garlic and
creamy butter. While most restaurants try to serve sustainable
seafood, some sneak rare queen scallops and whitebait onto their
menus. It’s up to the consumer to hunt out these dishes or stick
with sustainably sourced foods. Of course, the worldwide favorite
of fish and chips is also available.

povlava cake

New Zealand’s contributions to the world don’t just stop at
adventure—our taste buds can thank this country, too. They
have created a delicious dessert called Pavlova cake—a light and
fluffy meringue cake concocted by whipping egg whites and
whipped cream together. Once baked it has a crispy outside and light
inside, much like a toasted marshmallow, but fluffier. Beef Wellington is another famous dish, featuring tender,
juicy beef wrapped in an airy puff pastry and baked to perfection. Roast lamb is also a favorite dish among the
locals. It’s best served with a dusting of rosemary and a side of vegetables. The Maori hangi method of cooking
is a unique and delicious way to cook food and is reserved for special occasions. This involves cooking a meat of
choice and vegetables together in an earthen oven—a simple meal prepared in a primal way—and is a tribute to
the early lifestyle of the islanders.

transportation

New Zealand is so small, many locations can be reached by bicycle, motorcycle, or even hiking. Domestic ferries
and planes also shuttle tourists and locals short distances across
the land. The most common method of transportation, however,
is travel via bus. This simple method is sufficient for crossing the
short distances of New Zealand and also allows easy boarding and
deboarding by backpackers and hikers.
Trains are not very common in New Zealand, with only three main
lines operating between Auckland and Wellington, Picton and
Christchurch, and Christchurch and the West Coast (this line goes
across the continent, through the Southern Alps).

Open up your notebooks and
complete today’s assignments!

Teachers

Don’t forget to reference the
Day at a Glance to see what is
happening for each level and
answer keys.

map it

How would you prefer to get around the island?
Pick two methods and chart a route between some
destinations we’ve discussed so far.
What would you choose, and why?
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 4 SCIENCE Students will learn about and compare and
contrast torpor and hibernation.

PAGE 5 REVIEW This week students are given questions

PAGE 2 BIBLE Students will reflect on the inventions from New

to help them review. You can use these as oral or written
narration or even grade it like a test, depending on your needs.

Zealand and what the Bible has to say about skilled work..

PAGE 3 SOCIAL STUDIES Students and families will read and

research about Christchurch, the gateway to Antarctica.
Younger students will answer questions, and older students will
research.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

UPPER Elementary

notebooking
Early Elementary
Subtropical
front

page notebooking
1 See map in Early Elementary.
Tasman
front

page bible
2 (Answers will vary.) Skilled workers will serve before
kings. This means they will be noticed by important
people for important jobs.

Subantarctic
front

page
2

bible

page
3

social studies

page social studies
3 1. Sir Edmund Hillary is famous for his explorations to

Early Elementary
They will serve before kings or important people.

Antarctica and for being the first man to climb Mount
Everest.
2. Answers will vary.

Early Reader
1. b 2. c 3. Answers will vary.

page science
4 torpor: short, involuntary

hibernation: long, voluntary
both: asleep, lower body temperature

Early Elementary
1. 1955 2. Christchurch 3. hike mountains OR surf
waves

page
4

science
Early Elementary
torpor: short, involuntary
hibernation: long, voluntary
both: asleep, lower body temperature
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •
• ANSWERS•

Middle + High School
page
1

notebooking
mount ruapehu

TranzAlpine Railway

Forest Regions

wellington

Christchurch
s
Forest
Alp
n
Regions ther canterbury
Sou
plains

all levels
page Review
5 PRE-READER: Questions 1–4

9. (Answers may vary.) volcanic or geothermal
hotspots on the North Island; mountainous/glacial in
the Southern Alps; subtropical coasts; forested coasts;
plains/farmland
10. (Answers may vary.) volcanic rocks on North Island;
geothermal hotspots which contribute to warm areas
for plants to grow; minerals that cause lakes to be richly
colored; ash that mixes over time with the soil to make
for plant growth; tectonic plates which created the
Southern Alps
11. Archaic: coastal villages; Classic: fortified and
advanced structures and settlements; Transitional:
inland movement

EARLY READER: Questions 1–6
EARLY ELEMENTARY: Questions 1–7
UPPER ELEMENTARY: Questions 1–8
MIDDLE SCHOOL: Questions 1–10
HIGH SCHOOL: Questions 1–11
1. Oceania
2. New Zealand
3. (Answers may vary.) Kiwi bird, Maori rat, bats
4. Answers will vary.
5. The North and South Islands
6. The Polynesians, or Maori people
7. The Southern Alps
8. (Answers may vary.) Maori/Polynesian people
settling it; European arrival; WWII involvement;
women’s suffrage; invention of instant coffee, bungee
jumping, jet skis, dune buggy, or nuclear physics
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the land down under

5

Today’s
Prayer

Father, thank you for your heart for unity and family. As we learn about the many nationalities
coming together in Australia, help us to come together and honor you with our relationships.

G’day mate! Welcome to the land down under! Traveling northwest
from New Zealand you’ll come to Australia, the smallest continent,
but the sixth largest country in the world. As you step off the boat
and don your sunglasses, you’ll see the delightful, sandy beaches
and glittering ocean. Australia offers a diverse landscape of stunning
coastline, as well as red-brown expanses of desert and grassland
territory known as the outback. The people here are exceptionally
free-spirited and friendly, but other things have been said about
the wildlife. (Some people even suggest that almost every animal in
Australia is designed to harm you, so don’t travel without doing some
research first, or take a guide!)
Australia is divided into six states: Queensland, New South Wales,
Victoria, Tasmania, South Australia, and Western Australia. There
are also three territories on the main continent of Australia, known
as the Australian Capital Territory, the Northern Territory, and Jervis
Bay Territory. The biggest difference is that states have governing
bodies and legislatures; territories do not. Instead, territories rely
on the federal government to handle lawmaking. We’ll be studying
Australia’s six states over the next week, starting with Queensland
and New South Wales. So buckle up and join us in northeastern
Australia, in the state of Queensland!
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australia

QUICK FACTS
Population: Approx. 25.75 million
Size of country: 2,968,401 square
miles (7.688 million km²)
Official language: No official language
		
(English is the most
		
widely spoken)
Queensland Capital: Brisbane
New South Wales Capital: Sydney
Famous landmark: Sydney Opera House

the land down under

Extension activity
Australia is roughly 2,581 miles (4,155 km) northwest from New Zealand,
depending on which point in New Zealand you travel from. Figure out the main
route from New Zealand to Australia, the methods of travel between the countries,
how long the trip would take, and how much it would cost.

History + Culture

Many historians believe that Australia may be one of the longest-populated continents in the world, with
evidence of Australian Aboriginal Peoples having inhabited the region for thousands of years (evolutionary
thinking would date it as long as 80,000 years). Just like the rest of Oceania and other areas of the world,
it’s believed that Indigenous Peoples migrated from areas of Asia either when the continents were closer or
connected or when sea levels were lower and land bridges were exposed. (What do you think?)
The ancient lifestyle of Aboriginal Peoples appears to have been fairly organized. Tribes, or bands, of people held
to their territorial claims of land. One band was a minimum of two families living together. Aboriginal Peoples
developed a highly spiritual religion, and they called their belief system the Dreaming; it was more a mythology
than a system of beliefs and morals. They greatly idealized autonomy (or independence), even living and
functioning slightly independently within their own bands.
As in much of the rest of the world, colonization began as sailors from Europe and Asia started exploring for
new trade routes and stumbled upon this great continent. It’s possible Chinese sailors reached Australia first
sometime around the 15th century due to their close proximity to the country. Expeditions began closing in on
Australia when Peruvians came across the Solomon Islands in northern Oceania in the 16th century. The famous
James Cook spotted Australia on April 20, 1770, and claimed Botany Bay in New South Wales. It was in 1786
that the British would first begin settling in this area, but not for noble ends—they originally used Australia’s
distant, harsh region to empty their prisons in Europe, sending shiploads of
condemned criminals to colonize their new territory. Sending the wild
to tame the wild may seem crazy, but the combination resulted in
Australia meeting its match in the skilled, determined criminals that
were sent there. These early men tamed the land and blazed the
way for “finer” citizens to come and establish larger settlements
and, eventually, farms.
Despite these humble beginnings—and perhaps because
of them—Australia is today beloved for its open-minded,
accepting people. The population is a mix of Aboriginal
Peoples, Caucasians, and an increasing number of Asian
individuals. They value equality and always root for the
underdog. Rich, upper-class people are called “tall poppies”
and are often cut down to size by their friends to keep them
down-to-earth. The one thing Australians do take quite seriously
is their sports—it’s a living, breathing passion in this country,
encompassing volleyball, tennis, and rugby.
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queensland

Rainforest, dessert, coral reefs—you can see them all in Queensland. The Daintree Rainforest is considered the
oldest tropical rainforest in the world and stretches for approximately 745 square miles (1,200 km²). This makes it
the largest rainforested area in Australia. Head to the Queensland coast and you will find the Great Barrier Reef.
This reef boasts being one of the seven natural wonders of the world. It is larger than the Great Wall of China,
and the only living thing that can be seen from space. But that’s not all. Queensland is also home to MunguThirri National Park. This park stretches for thousands of miles through the Outback. If you want to visit this
park, it is highly recommended that you come prepared and experienced in outback travel. It’s actually closed
from December 1 through March 15 because of the extreme temperatures, ranging from 1104–132º Fahrenheit
(45–50º C). From the oldest rainforest to the world’s largest coral reef system to extreme outback adventures,
Queensland pulls out all the stops and makes you step back and revel at God’s glory revealed in His creation.

New south wales

South of Queensland lies New South Wales, home of Australia’s most well-known city, Sydney—which is also the
state’s capital. Sydney is home to more than five million people, which makes it Australia’s most populated city
(and perhaps explains why it is often confused for the country’s capital, which is actually Canberra). Sydney does
serve an important role in Australia, generating 7% of the national income and offering over 400,000 jobs. If
you’re looking for some good, honest work, head to Sydney—it is the city with the lowest unemployment rate in all
Australia.
New South Wales was home to the first British settlement in Australia, begun in 1788. Today, it is the most
important state for the country in terms of economy. It has one-third of the country’s sheep and pigs and one-fifth
of the cattle,and it grows most of the country’s grain. Despite its relatively small size, New South Wales produces
an impressive amount of timber, making up half of Australia’s production.

famous landmark: sydney opera house

One of the world’s most photographed buildings, the Sydney Opera House, features a curious, sail-shaped
roofline that is synonymous with Australia. It’s located in New South Wales’s capital of Sydney. Just east of
the Sydney Harbour Bridge, the opera house sits on Bennelong Point, which juts out into the harbor. The point
was named for one of two Aboriginal persons that acted as mediators between early British settlers and the
Indigenous Peoples of the area. (This historical figure once lived on this very site.) The opera house’s construction
began in 1959 and was part of a statewide effort to bring culture and refinement to the city. It serves the city as a
performing-arts facility for symphonies, choirs, ballet performances, and more.
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eucalyptus forest in australia

EASTERN AUSTRALIAN TEMPERATE FORESTS

Australia isn’t all deserts, outback, and kangaroos. It has a beautiful, diverse ecosystem that begins on the
southeast coast of Queensland and runs down to the central coast of New South Wales. If you’re looking for
some shade from the hot sun and multiple outdoor activities, take a drive out to the forest. Hang with the koalas
and breathe in the sweet scent of the fragrant trees growing here. Many of these trees fall into the family of
myrtles, from the towering eucalyptus to small shrubs and everything in between. You’ll begin to understand why
these marsupials spend their lives climbing here! Eucalyptus is a trademark plant in Australia. Some types of
eucalyptus are referred to as gum or stringybark trees. They grow quickly, constantly shedding the outer layer of
bark (hence the name stringybark), and their glossy, leathery leaves provide shade for the forest floor. These trees
are harvested for a wide range of uses, from papermaking to fuel to building materials to medicinal purposes
(the oil of the eucalyptus leaf is beneficial for respiratory health). It is in these eucalyptus forests that koalas nestle
between branches high above the forest floor, snacking on the oily leaves and dozing in the cool shade. Another
famous Australian tree that is from the same family is called the tea tree. This tree is famous for its oil just like the
eucalyptus tree. Although it does not smell as nice as eucalyptus oil does, it has been used topically to treat many
different things, from lice to athlete’s foot, nail fungus, and acne. Tea tree has been a widely used oil in many
natural healthcare regimes through the years, but it is even gaining popularity in the mainstream medical field,
and studies are beginning to be done about the benefits of this unique Australian oil.
Once you cool off, head to the coast and check out the sand dunes. One island just 25 miles (40 km) off the
coast of Brisbane has some of the world’s tallest dunes; one of them reaches a height of 912 feet (278 m) and is
named Mount Tempest. These dunes are so fixed that they even began to grow vegetation, creating a landscape
out of mere sand.
As you travel from forests and then past sand dunes, the landscape suddenly morphs into a volcanic expanse,
which you may want to enjoy at a distance unless you’re an avid hiker. In fact, the world’s longest continental
volcanic chain was discovered along the Queensland border. This chain stretches for 1,250 miles (2,000
km) from Cape Hillsborough in Queensland down the coast, sweeping inland through New South Wales to
Cosgrove, Victoria. It’s called the Cosgrove hotspot track and dwarfs the Yellowstone hotspots in the United
States. Since these volcanoes do not occur immediately over a tectonic plate boundary, it’s believed they’re
caused by massive hotspots under the earth’s crust.
Overall, the ocean breezes keep this eastern border of Australia at a comfortable, temperate climate, drawing
much in the way of tourism. There isn’t a spot that someone—thrill seeker, scuba diver, or shade bather—won’t
find to enjoy!
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the great barrier reef

Along with Australia’s outback, perhaps the best-known
ecosystem the continent offers is the enormous Great Barrier
Reef. It is the largest reef in the world at 1,250 miles (2,000 km)
long, ranging 10 to 100 miles (16 to 160 km) out from the coast
and covering roughly 135,000 square miles (350,000 km²).
The reef creates an intricate natural coral structure (made of the
exoskeleton of the coral polyps and hydrocorals that build the
environment), sandy islands, and thousands of smaller individual
reefs (with some peeking out of the water at low tide, but most
resting just under the blue Australian waters).

aerial vie

w of the great barrier reef
When James Cook explored the area in 1770, his ship actually ran
aground on this reef. It took until the 19th century for explorers
to successfully map the many channels through the reef for safe
sailing, with a special expedition in 1928–1929 focused solely on
the area. The waters of the Pacific Ocean covering this reef stay
warm year-round, ranging from 70–88º Fahrenheit (21–31°C),
with visibility of 100 feet (30 m) down. The area doesn’t just
attract swimmers, snorkelers, and surfers—it’s also home to over
300 species of coral and hundreds more types of fish, crustaceans, birds, and other sea creatures.

The reef stonefish

Meet one of the many Australian animals that is designed to defend
itself and harm or poison predators. The reef stonefish is perhaps
the most venomous fish in the world, made extra dangerous by its
uncanny camouflage—often brown or gray, with splashes of red,
orange, or yellow—that allows it to sit on the reef or seafloor and
look just like, well, a rock. Its 13 dorsal fin spines stick straight up
and can inject extremely poisonous venom into whatever dares to
touch them.

reef stonefish
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Reef stonefish prefer to nestle into loose rocks, perch on ledges,
or bury themselves in the sand. Although incredibly poisonous,
the venom is, of course, not actually intended for humans.
The stonefish primarily tries to sting and eat other fish and
crustaceans. They strike when their prey swims or crawls
past unaware. To smaller animals, it’s deadly. To humans,
the poison can definitely prove fatal, but in most instances
it causes searing pain and can be treated medically with
antivenom to save the person’s life. The stonefish’s only
predators are sharks and rays.
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food

What kinds of Australian food you’d like to enjoy depends how
“Australian” you’d like to get. If you want to eat Aboriginalstyle food, you can try a witchetty grub—a bite-sized grub
(or wormlike creature) that Indigenous Peoples have enjoyed
for thousands of years. If creepy-crawlies aren’t your thing,
then try something even more Australian but slightly more
familiar—a hamburger (popular in beef or kangaroo meat).
Or try a kanga banger, which is a kangaroo sausage. Being
that there are nearly twice as many kangaroos as humans in
Australia, kangaroos make for an abundant and unique meat.
Meat pies and chicken parmigiana are two foods you might be
more familiar with that are a staple in most restauraunts.

Lamington

However, the Lamington takes “the cake.” This little square is
made of sponge cake that is dipped in chocolate and coated
in coconut. It can be found with fillings and layers and is often served with tea or coffee
in local cafes and bakeries. You could read about it, you could look at pictures, or you could go
and make it for yourself . . . just sayin’.

Students

Open up your notebooks and
complete today’s assignments!

Teachers

Don’t forget to reference the
Day at a Glance to see what is
happening for each level and
answer keys.
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 SOCIAL STUDIES Students and families will read

together about the 2019–2020 wildfires that Australia
suffered. Younger students will brainstorm ways to help in a
natural disaster, and older students will research.

PAGE 4 SCIENCE Students will learn about the trophic levels

of a food chain in a coral reef. There is a reminder to reflect on
the damage done to the entire ecosystem when coral reefs are
damaged.

PAGE 5 ART Students will use tracing to train their minds and
hands to work together to draw lines and proportions.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will begin writing the

introductions to their fables today. Each level has increasingly
more sentences to write.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

page
2

UPPER Elementary

notebooking

page social studies
2 See map in Early Elementary.

Early Elementary
g’day: hello
mate: friend
barbie: barbecue

page Science
4 (bottom level to top level) producers, herbivores,

social studies

carnivores, secondary carnivores, top-level carnivores
Producers are organisms that produce energy through
photosynthesis.

Early Elementary
Queensland
new south whales

page
4

science
Early Elementary
top level: top predators; bottom level: producers
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6

Prayer

Today’s

Oceania

Australia +

Help us to persevere in the midst of trials. Help us to seek you instead of relying on ourselves or
the world around us. Help us to put you first today, Jesus, in all that we do, think, and say.

Victoria + Tasmania

The year is 1851, and it’s the hardest year of your life. Plunging your
pan back into the bubbling stream, you begrudgingly shove it into
QUICK FACTS
the silt below, reflecting on the series of events that brought you here.
“Business failed . . .northern
lost my home . . . no work,” you think to yourself,
wake island
mariana
sifting your pan back
and forth, angrily shoving back the gravel and
islands
Victoria
sand, trying to wound
the ground in your frustration. “The rest of
Population: Approximately 6.6
islands
my money—gone—spent
on a ticket to this awful, forsaken marshall
country.”
guam
million people (That is about 25% of
The sun beats down on your neck and you feel sweat trickle down
Australia’s population!)
your back,
soaking the only shirt you have. “I have nowhere else
palau
to go . . . this is it . . . I don’t know what else to try.” It feels as if you
Size of country: 87,806 square miles
federated
statesfarther,
of micronesiathe rock at the bottom is as solid as
can’t bury your pan
any
(227,416 km²)
the one you’ve landed on in life. With no other recourse, you slowly
pull it back up, shifting it back and forth, eyes hopelessly watching
Famous landmark: Sovereign Hill
papuathe
new guinea
nauru of your pan.
the silt and water as they pour through
small holes
kiribati
Suddenly, something glimmers. Your heart stops.
Your
breathing
solomon
islands
tasmania
halts. Everything is quiet as you stare at the yellow shine covering the
tuvalu
tokelau
Population:
Approx. 541,000
bottom of your pan and raise a shaky hand to move them around.
american
samoa
samoa
They’re real . . . this is real! You stand and run to the bank, sloshing wallis + futuna
islands square miles
Size of country: cook
26,410
through the water. Your hat sailscoral
into
the sky asvanuatu
you toss it with a loud
sea islandS
(68,401
km²)
hurrah! Hope floods through you once again, and a feverish energy
tonga
takes over. You’re in Victoria, Australia . . . and you’ve just struck gold.
fiji
niue

new caledonia

Australia

AUSTRALIA

norfolk island

activity break
VICTORIA

Tasmania
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Melbourne is the capital city of Victoria, but it was originally called
something far cooler. You may even see a connection to a superhero
Zealand
in the name.NewSee
if you can find its original name. Which name do
you like better? What would you name a city if you founded it?
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french po

From 1851–1860, Victoria was connected to New South Wales, but it broke away to become its own colony—
just in time, too, since a few days later gold was discovered throughout the area, triggering one of the largest
gold rushes in the world and hurtling Victoria toward financial independence. It also produced the largest gold
nugget to be found at the time (173 lbs. or 78 kg)! British, Chinese, and Irish immigrants flocked to the area,
along with countless other nationalities, to unearth Australia’s riches, which caused a population boom. From
1851–1860 Victoria produced 30% of the world’s gold supply—a total of 20 million ounces of gold.
This gold rush not only made a name for Victoria on the world stage, but also grew its identity as an independent
colony, rather than just part of New South Wales. The elite populations that came to Victoria for its lucrative
(moneymaking) opportunities helped build a society bustling as a hub of fine architecture and art. Chinese
communities and buildings sprang up amidst otherwise Western-looking towns due to the immigrants that
settled here. Today, residents of Victoria still prize opportunism and individualism—the state’s founding principles.
Many of the gold rush towns have been preserved in Victoria so today’s tourists can still appreciate its roots.

famous landmark: sovereign hill
Sovereign Hill is a town in Ballarat, Victoria,
that is frozen in time. One of the main hubs of
the 1800s gold rush, its western architecture is
perfectly preserved, and a local street theater
takes you back to the roguish time period with
costumed characters. The whole town is a
living, breathing museum, with blacksmiths,
townspeople, and miners dressed in character.
You can even visit the underground gold mine
and pan for your own gold that you get to keep!

culture + food

In places such as Melbourne (where 75% of Victoria’s population resides), old architecture mingles with
brand-new, jutting skyscrapers. The effects of the gold rush and the culture it created still remain today. The
city prizes artistry in its buildings, culture in its theaters and restaurants, and rich knowledge in its libraries and
museums. The Melbourne Symphony Orchestra has entertained locals as well as crowds around the world,
carrying with it the sophistication and beauty inherent in Victoria. The city preserves lush gardens in its urban
centers and promotes historical appreciation, so the Victorians of Australia never forget their roots.
A local delicacy is a spread called Vegemite. In 1922, the Fred Walker Company commissioned a chemist to
develop a tasty spread for snack foods that was high in vitamin B. The result was Vegemite, a concoction of
leftover brewer’s yeast, spices, and vegetable products. It is black in color, thick and creamy like peanut butter,
and definitely an acquired taste (one that takes time and effort to like) due to its intense, salty flavor. It is
preferred by Victorians in a delicate, thin layer spread on buttered toast or crackers.
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climate

Similar to New Zealand, Victoria and Tasmania’s southernly positions create cooler temperatures than those
experienced by the rest of Australia and Oceania. Coastal areas are comfortably cool, and the Great Dividing
Range of mountain peaks causes even lower temperatures to sweep down into the lowlands. Summer and winter
both offer a mild climate. If the heat and humidity of the rest of Oceania isn’t your thing, you’d feel right at home
in Victoria and Tasmania.
Victoria is dotted by numerous different ecosystems, making a hotspot of biodiversity providing for a wide array
of different plant and animal life. There are the snowcapped Victorian Alps, stretches of grasslands, dry forests
as well as wet forests and rainforests, wetlands, and salty coastlines. The area is teeming with wildlife, providing
habitat to over 100 different types of reptiles, hundreds of different types of birds and marine animals, and over
3,000 native plants.

activity break
Look up the different
ecosystems of Victoria. Which
one would you prefer to visit or
travel through? Why would you
prefer that one?

A unique landscape in Victoria is the mallee, an ecosystem named
for the type of eucalyptus that flourishes there. This small plant
anchors itself into the sand and stores carbohydrates and water
in its multiple stems. This storage is crucial, since mallee areas see
little to no rainfall throughout the year, leading to a dry, desertlike
ecosystem. The hardy mallee plant is especially designed for rapid
regrowth if decimated by fire.

koala

The forests of Victoria are just one of the places the
koala bear has made its home. This cute and cuddly
animal is more closely related to the kangaroo than
an actual bear, as it is part of the marsupial family—a
class of animals that carry their young in a pouch.
These pouches are controlled by strong muscles that can
actually contract around the baby inside, holding it securely
while mom climbs and navigates through high trees. The
koala is far larger than it may appear to its cuddle-hungry
admirers, weighing in at 31 pounds (14 kg) and growing
to 24–33 inches (60–85 cm) long. Its claws are specially
formed for grasping and climbing the eucalyptus trees it
inhabits. The koala is a homebody, preferring solitude by
sticking primarily with one preferred tree at a time. It’s actually
best that they live spread out, because if one area hosts too
many koalas, they can actually decimate the forest—largely
because they eat three pounds (1.3 kg) of leaves a day!
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tasmania

About 150 miles (240 km) south of Victoria’s coast, across the Bass Strait, lies the island state of Tasmania.
Amazingly, this island is actually formed by the mountains running across Australia. The Great Dividing Range
slices across 2,300 miles (3,700 km) of land, running through Queensland, New South Wales, and Victoria. The
mountains seem to plunge into the ground as they near the coast, but they surge back up from tectonic activity in
the ocean, forming the island of Tasmania—distant, but connected.
This seemingly forgotten region teems with life, history, and a culture all its own. Cave drawings date humans
in the region thousands of years before European settlers made landfall on the island’s shores. Just like many
theories about how people moved between continents, it is believed there was a land bridge from Australia to
Tasmania on which early peoples crossed. They were cut off when sea levels rose, but they continued to thrive.
When Europeans arrived, there were a staggering 5,000 individuals on the island, organized into roughly 100
societies, or “bands,” of about 50 inhabitants each.
Just as with other regions of Oceania, Tasmania was claimed because of its location along important trade
routes. Its initial European population from the 1830s to the 1850s was predominantly convicted criminals.
These convicts would sometimes escape and hide in the surrounding wilderness, terrorizing the European
authorities and also angering Aboriginal Peoples with the hunting of local wildlife (such as kangaroos).
A historic reminder of Tasmania’s settlement is the formidable Port Arthur—one of the earliest convict settlements
in Australia. It stands today, still surrounded by dangerous waters, and was once also guarded by countless
soldiers, traps, and starving, angry dogs. Legend says that it was an inescapable prison and being sent there
was one of the worst punishments a convict could receive. Ironically, people flock to it today for guided tours and
even overnight stays in nearby cabins. It is located about 59 miles (95 km) outside Tasmania’s capital of Hobart.

ecosystem

Tasmania is covered with eucalyptus forests, thirteen of the species being endemic (or exclusive) to Tasmania
alone. It also has a temperate rainforest covering the western area of the island, sweeping inland from the coast.
Some stretches of Tasmania, from its coast to its mountains, are called heathlands, which are far-reaching
lands covered in small shrubs. The soil in heathlands has drainage issues and is therefore low in nutrients, which
contributes to the twisted, dry appearance of the plants. Heathlands are often exploited for sand mining, but
otherwise offer little economic value. The tropical air moving in from warmer areas of Oceania mixes with air
from the rugged mountains and their cooler elevation. Tasmania is the wettest state in Australia, followed closely
by nearby Victoria. All these factors combine to make a wild terrain, albeit a comfortable and mild climate to live
in.

honeymoon bay, tasmania
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tasmanian devil

This little creature has often been used to describe a reputation of evil and
disaster, and it has made appearances as a sensationalized cartoon character.
In reality, it is a small animal that might appear cuddly at first but is a fierce
predator. It can only be found in Tasmania, where it roams the heathlands
and mountains. Although bearlike in appearance, it is in the marsupial
family like koalas and is close to them in size at 20–31 inches (50–80 cm)
long, weighing up to 26 pounds (12 kg). It is black with a white mark on its
chest and has strong, muscular forelegs and a square jaw with razor-sharp teeth. Its
name is derived from its devilish snarl and aggressive temper.
The Tasmanian devil scavenges for its food, feeding off already-dead animals
but also digging for beetles and their eggs. Already extinct in Australia, the
Tasmanian devil has made its last stand on its namesake island, although the animal
is now endangered even here. Facing no predators, it is instead plagued by an internal disease of a
contagious cancer. It’s speculated that the cancer spreads when the creatures fight, resulting in wounds
through which the disease is shared. Efforts are being made to monitor the species, quarantine sick Tasmanian
devils, and preserve the population.

culture

After its use as a land of penitentiaries, Tasmania built a more lucrative business from shipbuilding. Its dense
forests provided much in the way of timber supplies. Today, it uses agriculture, mining, and also tourism to boost
its economy. Tasmania specifically offers a plethora of attractions for a broad range of tourists to enjoy, including
sports, music, and environmental events.
The University of Tasmania specializes in music and art for
aspiring students, and the Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra
entertains the residents with regular performances at local
centers, as well as overseas performances. The community
of Tasmania highly prizes art as a whole and preserves its
history by renovating historic houses to make them into
museums. Sports fans can also find something to love—
urban centers are dotted with football (both American
football and soccer) and cricket fields. The local favorite,
however, is yachting—a sport that involves racing modified
boats across the water. The pointed, triangular sails and
small boats make for sharp handling around the coast of
Tasmania and through the Bass Strait.
The island state of Tasmania is said to have some of the
cleanest air in the world. The trees here are some of the
oldest in the world. This region down under has 18 national
parks and over 1,240 miles (2,000 km) of walking trails to
enjoy the beautiful scenery, from sunny beaches and rocky
coastlines to lush rainforest. Tasmania is an amazing place
to discover.
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Students

Open up your notebooks and
complete today’s assignments!

Teachers

Don’t forget to reference the
Day at a Glance to see what is
happening for each level and
answer keys.
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will learn new grammar
rules and edit sentences accordingly. They will return to this
page every day this week to complete another activity.

PAGE 4 SOCIAL STUDIES The Australian States of Victoria
and Tasmania have a strong economy. Students will learn
about the exports of these states and complete activities to
explore this topic further.

PAGE 5 ART Students will explore how to draw on rocks and/
or bark, using nature as the canvas for their artwork, just like
the Aboriginal Peoples of Tasmania.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will spend time freewriting.
Younger students are encouraged to use a scribe and dictate if
needed, while older students are given a time for writing.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + Early Elementary
page
1
page
2

UPPER Elementary

notebooking

page notebooking
1

Early Elementary
See map in Teacher’s Guide; p. 73.

Queensland

language arts

• Brisbane

Early Reader
1. I live in Alberta, Canada.
2. We went to Trampoline Land.
3. Tomorrow, we are driving to Sunnyville to visit
friends.

new south wales
• sydney
victoria
melbourne •
tasmania • hobart

page language arts
2 1. AK (no traditional abbreviation)

Early Elementary
1. We are taking a flight to Hawaii this summer!
2. My friend moved to Saskatchewan.
3. Since my brother didn’t get to go to the store last
time, he went to the Smith City Mall with Connie
today.

page
4

2. AB (traditional is Alta.)
3. TN (traditional is Tenn.)
4. NT (although many people in Canada abbreviate it
as N.W.T)

page social studies
4

social studies
Early Reader
Victoria exports: dairy products, sheep, fruit
Tasmania exports: tree/timber, minerals, livestock

Victoria
Bass Strait

Early Elementary
Victoria exports: dairy, sheep or wool, fruit, nuts
Bass Strait: oil drilling
Tasmania exports: minerals, metal, timber, livestock
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Victoria exports: dairy, sheep/
wool, fruit, nuts
Bass Strait: oil drilling
Tasmania exports: minerals,
metal, timber, livestock
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GDP is gross domestic
product which references
anything a country or state is
able to produce and use or sell.
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• ANSWERS•

Middle + High School
page
1

page
4

notebooking
See map for Upper Elementary

page language arts
2 Middle School

1. My mom took Dad out to dinner for his birthday,
but she pretended they had to come home early for
an emergency (it was really just for the surprise party
awaiting him).
2. I can’t remember which street to turn right on (or was
it left?) when arriving at the campground.
3. Catherine applied to multiple colleges last year
but didn’t get into any. (We haven’t talked about the
rejections since then.) This year she’s applying to local
job openings.
4. We doubted we would need the garden watered
while we were gone (after all, the forecast was rain.)
but, when we got back, everything was dead from the
heat.
5. Did you remember to pay the phone bill this month
(since it is your turn?)?

Social studies
(Based on the 2018/2019 year) (Answers may vary
based on sources and dates used for research; other
options could include fruit, nuts, prepared foods, etc.)
Victoria’s top three exports: dairy, sheep, beef cattle
Tasmania’s top three exports: agriculture/forestry/
fishing, mining, manufacturing

High School
1. Marie and Tina, friends since preschool, were
naturally each other’s maid of honor in their weddings.
2. Lots of people contributed to the potluck, a delicious
spread of charcuterie, but the host was the mastermind
behind the display.
3. I believe this candidate, the doctor who has served on
city council for 10 years, has the experience to become
mayor.
4. The building, a towering pinnacle reaching into the
clouds, seemed like a formidable place to enter for a
first interview.
5. Something about the library, the smell of books
and the hushed quiet, comforted her and soothed her
senses.
6. Don’t you wish we could take a vacation, a long
getaway from endless responsibilities, and stay away as
long as we’d like?
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7

Prayer

Today’s

Oceania

Australia +

Lord, you preside over the most desolate areas of earth. You know the smallest to the largest
creature, and you’ve specifically designed creation to thrive where you’ve planted it. Help us
remember that your eyes are on us, too, and you designed us perfectly the way we are. Amen.

It’s time to travel to the wildest parts of Australia as we leave
civilization behind at the coast. Imagine jumping in a four-wheel drive
vehicle and cruising into the desert, leaving the towering skylines
and even rainforests behind. Before you lies a reddish-brown desert,
stretching as far as you can see. Suddenly, from behind a scraggly
eucalyptus tree, a kangaroo bounds out and begins to race your
vehicle down the bumpy, dusty road. It’s much larger up close than
you ever imagined! You can see the coarse hair and hear the thumpthwack of its large feet on the ground. It suddenly veers away into
the brush and disappears. Around the bend is a small herd of emus
that lift their heads to watch you drive by. They stare back at you just
as inquisitively as you stare at them. Your vehicle stops in the middle
of the road to watch them, but as you go to step out, you snatch
your feet back in as an adder hisses and uncoils just a few feet away.
Out here it’s wild, hot, and dry. No wonder nearly 80% of Australia’s
entire population prefers to stay on the coast. Welcome to Australia’s
outback.

northern territory +
south australia
QUICK FACTS

northern territory

Population:Approx. 246, 500 (Approx.
146,000 of these people live
in the capital!)
Size of country: 520,902 square miles
(1,349,129 km²)
Capital: Darwin
Famous landmark: Kakadu National Park

south australia

Population: Approx. 1.7 million
Size of country: 379,725 square miles
		(983,482 km²)
Capital: Adelaide
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HISTORY + CULTURE

An adventure in the Northern Territories wouldn’t be complete without an opportunity to learn all about the
culture and history of the region. Fortunately for the rest of the world, the Aboriginal Peoples of Australia are
proud of their heritage and love to share their wealth of understanding with old and new friends alike. There are
many Aboriginal people who act as guides in the country, lending their expertise about their culture and land to
the people who hire them. These knowledgeable individuals love to share the stories of their people and regularly
invite tourists to engage in their culture in meaningful ways. There are even tour groups that specialize in bringing
tourists up close and personal with the unique cultures of various people groups.
A guided tour might include activities like daytime hikes and nighttime stargazing, or enjoying traditional foods
and taking part in a form of art long-perfected here. These experiences, along with the understanding and
wisdom of the knowledgeable guides, will increase your appreciation and understanding of the unique cultures
that were here long before the European world even knew Australia existed.
While the Northern Territory’s capital city of Darwin is home to many people who represent Aboriginal culture,
this unique city is a blend of cultures coming together to create a feel all its own. Here, you will encounter not
only European influences, but also Asian. This makes for a food scene that is unique to this part of the country,
and has something to offer everyone. Beautiful weather and scenery make this an ideal vacation destination.
Beautiful sunsets, delightful waterfalls, and crocodile encounters are all experiences that can be enjoyed in this
delightful modern city.

famous landmark: Kakadu National Park

Kakadu National Park is a living monument to Aboriginal life that is protected in the wildness of the Northern
Territory. You can find rock art (which Aboriginals called “gunbim”) decorating the massive landforms in many
areas of the park. These paintings are thousands upon thousands of years old and are perhaps one of the
oldest historical records of a people group on earth. The art depicts Aboriginal life, local wildlife, and even ships
marking early contact with Europeans.

jim jim falls in kakadu national park
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GOVERNMENT + ECONOMY

While most of Australia operates as part of the Commonwealth (a group of 53 states under the British
monarchy), the Northern Territory became self-governing in 1978 with the passing of the Northern Territory
(Self-Government) Act. This act means that the territory gets to make the majority of its governing decisions, as
opposed to being completely under the Commonwealth.
The barrenness of the Northern Territory greatly limits its natural production, but the economy has a strong
emphasis on government functions and jobs, defense, and public services. In 2006, it began ramping up its
onshore and offshore drilling for natural gas. The territory’s rich Aboriginal history bolsters a bustling tourism
attraction, drawing crowds out across the otherwise inhospitable deserts. Despite its small contributions to GDP,
the Northern Territory has shown impressive growth in recent years.

ecosystem

The Northern Territory is noted for its flat coastline and small
islands off the coast. The inland region is home to the Arnhem
Plateau, a large, rocky area sprinkled with sparse, scraggly shrubs.
Unique to the Northern Territory are mangrove swamps. These
swamps grow near the coast, where fresh water begins to flow
into salt water (an area called an estuary) and the oceanic tides
affect the water levels of the swamp. The plants in a mangrove
swamp are halophytic, which means they love salt water. But
they are also adaptable to fresh water and changing levels of
salinity (or amount of salt in the water). The leaves of mangrove
plants have special glands that can emit (or get rid of) excess
salt, and they are also protected by a layer of wax that helps
boree
Jesus Bird in Corro tory
them retain their own water. The many roots of the plant stick
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far out of the water so they are partially exposed to the air,
Wetlands,
which aids in gas exchange that the underwater portion cannot perform. Marine
animals find shelter within these mangrove tree roots, while birds roost in the upper branches. The constant
cycle of decaying organic matter, changing salinity, adaptation, and shelter make mangrove ecosystems some of
the most efficient ecosystems on earth.

saltwater crocodile

Lurking in the marshy undergrowth, peeping out through the roots of mangrove trees, is the saltwater crocodile,
one of Australia’s formidable predators. This creature is specially designed for lurking, with its nostrils situated
on top of its head so it can sink down low in the water, with just enough of its head uncovered to see and breathe.
Muscles quickly contract and cover its eyes, ears, and breathing passages when it dives under the water, and its
powerful tail, flattened on the sides, propels it forward with ease. These beasts can reach a top speed of 18 miles
per hour (29 km/h) in the water, but are slow and clumsy on land. These fearsome creatures’ primary diet is not
humans, so we can breathe a little easier. However, they have been known to attack an unsuspecting person who
stumbles into their territory, especially during mating season, so perhaps we’ll keep our distance.
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Saltwater crocodile

18 feet (5.5 m) in length

eyes and nostrils on top of head

powerful taiL

rounded jaw
short legs

webbed claws

Some of these creatures can grow up to 20 feet (6 m) long, but the average saltwater crocodile is closer to 18
feet (5.5 m) in length. Saltwater crocodiles are differentiated from their freshwater relations simply by their larger,
bulkier size. Their snouts are also more rounded than the pointed and elegant jaws of freshwater crocodiles (or
“freshies,” as Australians call them). As expected, the saltwater crocodile is a carnivore, hunting for fish, birds,
and other mammals that dare to come near the lower regions of the mangrove trees. A female can lay roughly
50 eggs at a time in a nest composed of loose, rotting vegetation gathered around the swamp. In 12 weeks, the
eggs hatch and the mother—maternal despite appearances—guards her young fiercely while they adjust to the
water.

south australia: culture + economy

Every other year, in the month of March, South Australia holds the Adelaide Festival—a spectacle that draws
hundreds of thousands of spectators. It’s a celebration of Australian culture, with world-famous performers
sharing the spotlight with Aboriginal groups that arrive to display their art and celebrate their culture.
Inhabitants of this area also enjoy sports such as golf, cricket, and especially Australian-rules football and
year-round horse racing.
South Australia has a continuation of the dry, desert conditions of the Northern Territory, with most of the
population huddled up against the coast to stay cool. Despite its small size, the coastal cities churn with
economic activity and work closely with Melbourne and Sydney. This area uses manufacturing to produce about
half of the state’s income, while one-quarter comes from agriculture, and the remaining quarter from a mix of
mining and natural gas.
Just like other areas of the country, South Australia is a haven for multiple cultures that have contributed to its
growth over hundreds of years. Most of the population—including the farmers—congregate around Adelaide for
business.

Activity Break
Look up Australian-rules football and the year-round horse racing that occurs here.
What are the characteristics of each? Look up information about tickets to attend
each event. Which event would you choose, and why?
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ecosystem

Only one-fifth of South Australia receives more than 10 inches (250 mm) of rain a year, making this place
officially the driest of all Australian states. In sharp contrast, the coastal region enjoys a Mediterranean climate
of warmth and moisture, partly due to the wind currents sweeping in from the Spencer Gulf. Droughts and brush
fires are the only weather patterns to harm the area.
In the dry, arid regions bordering desert and coast, hardy acacia trees—called “wattles” by the locals—decorate
the landscape. These trees grow both sharp thorns and delicate, fragrant flower buds, a contrast befitting the
harsh yet beautiful landscape of Australia. The bark of these trees is rich in tannin, a compound with multiple
uses such as dyes, tanning, pharmaceuticals, and more. Some species of these trees even produce valuable
timber.

transportation

Australians in these regions travel mostly by car, but other
modes of transportation are popular here as well. A hardy
off-road vehicle is ideal for the outback, and many people
like to explore the region in campers. Adelaide is unique in
its offerings of transportation via tram, which is a bus-like
car hooked to a cable that shuttles people through the
metropolis. This mode of transportation is part of the city’s
public transport system. These trams run on the street but
are not impeded by traffic like most vehicles, making them
a wise choice for those who want to ensure they get where
they are headed on time.

light rail carriage in australia

food

pie floater
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South
Australians love their “kanga
bangers” just as much as their friends back east! Although eating
kangaroo meat may seem odd to you, the inclusion of this meat in
the diet here makes as much sense as including beef in the diet of a
midwest, US farmer. There are kangaroo farms where the animals
are bred and taken care of with the express purpose of providing
food for Australians. The “pie floater” is a well known dish here,
and can be purchased at many street food vendors. This meal
consists of a meat pie wrapped in flaky pastry and served in
a bowl of pea soup. This strange sounding combination can
be served with a variety of sauces and is something you must
try to get a true Australian experience. If unique Australian
fare doesn’t sound appealing, you can also find locally made
cheese and artisan chocolates to delight your taste buds.
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kangaroos

Kangaroos are to Australia what deer are to North America. Isn’t it funny how
something becomes normal to you and yet it can seem exotic to someone else?
These fascinating creatures are well known for their amazing pouches, huge tails,
and impressive jumps.

did you
know?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kangaroos can’t jump backward.
Kangaroos use their tails for balance.
Males are known to box or kick box to defend their territory.
Kangaroos can hop over 15 ft (3 m) in one jump.
Kangaroos are the only animal that hops as a primary
means of travel.
Kangaroos can hop 30 mph (48 km/h).
A group of kangaroos is called a mob.
There are 12 species of kangaroo and not all of them are found in
Australia.

appearance
Short fur that is red, brown,
light gray, or dark gray;
pointed ears; powerful legs;
short forelimbs; big feet;
and a long tail

life cycle
Female kangaroos are pregnant anywhere from 21–38
days. Baby kangaroos are called joeys. A joey can be
as small as a grain of rice or the size of a bee when it’s
born. Joeys are kept in their mother’s pouch for
120–450 days. Females reach maturity between 14–20
months of age, and males reach maturity between two
to four years of age.

greatest threats
Climate change
Habitat loss

DIET
Herbivores that eat mostly
plants and grass, flowers, leaves,
and ferns; they regurgitate their
food and chew it again before
it’s ready to be digested

population
It is estimated that there
are over 50 million
kangaroos in Australia
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kangaroo family in lucky bay
The smallest kangaroo is the musky-rat kangaroo, and it makes its home in the rainforest of northeastern
Queensland. These little guys are only 7–8 inches (17–20 cm), with a rat-like tail that is normally 5–6 inches (12–
16 cm) long. But when most people picture a kangaroo, they see what’s considered one of the great kangaroos—
aptly named because they are the largest of the kangaroo family. Below is a list of quick facts for each of the
great kangaroos.

Great kangaroos
•

Red Kangaroo: the largest kangaroo species; males weigh up to
200 pounds (90 kg) and can stand almost 6.5 feet (2 m) tall;
found throughout all arid regions of Australia

•

Eastern Gray Kangaroo: black tip on its tail
distinguishes it from other species; females weigh up
to 90 pounds (40 kg) and males weigh up to 200
pounds (90 kg); stands 5–6.5 feet (1.5– 2 m) high;
found throughout the eastern coastlines of Australia

•

•

Western Gray Kangaroo: distinguished by its fine
muzzle hair; females weigh up to 65 pounds (30 kg)
and males weigh up to 110 pounds (50 kg); stands 6
to 7 feet ( 1.8–2 m) high; found in southern Australia
and Kangaroo Island
Antilopine Kangaroo: considered a wallaroo; weighs
33–155 pounds (15–70 kg); stands 5–6.5 feet (1.5
–2 m) tall; found in the savannah woodlands of the
tropical regions of northern Australia
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Students

Open up your notebooks and
complete today’s assignments!

Teachers

Don’t forget to reference the
Day at a Glance to see what is
happening for each level and
answer keys.
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

this movement in Australia and similar movements in other
parts of the world.

PAGE 4 SCIENCE Students will learn about kangaroos.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will conclude the
introductions to their fables today. Each level writes
progressively more sentences.

Younger students will learn fun facts and do a jumping
exercise, and older students will conduct further research and
write about their findings.

PAGE 3 HISTORY Students and families will rabbit trail together

PAGE 5 SCIENCE + ART Students will head outside for nature

about the Aboriginal artist, Albert Namatjira. This is a great
time to talk about civil rights and draw comparisons between

journaling and fill out a template about their time. An inside
adaptation is also provided.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + Early Elementary
page
4

science
Early Elementary
1. tail
2. 30 feet
3. joey
4. 34 million
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8

Prayer

Today’s

Lord, thank you that you adopt us into your family. You show no favoritism, and you accept us
without question, based purely on Jesus’s accomplished work and not any merit of our own. Help
us to accept others the way you accept us.

The Australian outback covers much of the landscape of Western
Australia (often referred to as WA). This landscape still teems with
a blend of danger and beauty. Here you’ll find creeping reptiles,
fluttering birds, bounding ‘roos, and scavenging dingoes. The
sheer expanse of Australia is revealed in the contrast between the
northern and southern coasts of WA—in the north, the beaches
are tropical, but as you travel south, chilly, almost Antarctic winds
lick at the rocky, heath-strewn coastline. Would you rather visit the
north or south shore of this amazing state?

western australia
QUICK FACTS

Population: Approx. 2.66 million
Size of country: 976,790 square miles
		

(2,529,875 km²)

Capital: Perth

history + culture

Imagine being a young, British child aboard a ship bound
for Australia in the late 1940s. You’re used to the green,
grassy moors of northern England and the cold, white
winters of your northern homeland. You’ve traveled what
feels like a world away from there, and your hands grasp
the railing while your eyes strain to make sense of what you
see before you. The blue waters lap at the white, sandy
shore of the land in the distance, whose grass-covered hills
slope upward from the beach. Having lived through the
second World War, you are shocked by the peaceful scene
compared to the desolation of the cities scattered across
the continent you’ve just left. You tear your eyes away from
the scene before you and look around. You see a small girl
peeping out at you from her mother’s arms. She is one of
the few on board that hails from Asia. When she whispers
to her mother, her words sound so different from your own,
but you suspect her questions are very much the same.
Next, you see the face of your father, quiet and stern,
gazing out at the same Australian shore. He survived the
war but came home quieter, somber—only to have his
country ship him away to help populate, settle, and defend
a foreign stretch of land.
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Famous landmark: Shark Bay

map it!
Choose a city on the
east coast of Australia
that we have studied,
and chart the journey
from there to Perth,
Western Australia.
Find out what the most
common or efficient
method of travel is to cross the continent.
How much would the trip cost?

Western Australia

This scene was the reality for many children and families who immigrated in masses to Australia following
World War II. This boom of immigrants was fueled mainly by Australia’s realization that, in order to protect the
country in the event of another war, it needed to expand its citizenship. Britain solved this problem by passing
the Migration Act in 1958, allowing not only people of the Commonwealth to immigrate to Australia, but people
from other countries as well, which was a historical move for Australia. It was a small step toward abolishing
racism in the country, which lingered well into the 1900s.
Western Australia saw its population double over a period of 25 years thanks to this act, and the number
of residents passed one million in 1969. Much of the new economic activity focused on manufacturing and
agriculture. Natural gas was discovered and used throughout the 1970s. Just as in the other areas of Australia,
WA’s modern industry was built on the backs of immigrants and foreign-born individuals. These brave men
and women, whether they arrived willingly or unwillingly, were the ancestors of many of the
Australians we know today—the inclusive, opportunistic, equality-loving Aussies.

geography + ecosystem

While most of Western Australia is covered by the outback, its southwest
corner is considered a biodiversity hotspot, boasting a wide range of animal
and plant life, many of which are endemic to the area. Aboriginal Peoples called this area of
eucalyptus woodlands and shrublands Kwongan. This area has over 8,000 native plant species, and
scientists speculate that such biodiversity is due to high pollination rates from the nearly 300 species of birds
found in the region, including 22 species of parrot. Also making their homes among the shrubbery, are over
100 native animals such as the numbat, honey possum, western swamp turtle, and multitudes of lizards and
amphibians. Many of these species are endangered because their habitat has dwindled. In fact, some of these
animals were once found across all of Australia and are now only endemic here because they’ve died out
everywhere else, making their last stand in the southwest corner of the land down under.

famous landmark

On the western coast of Australia, about
an eight-hour drive from the capital, is
Shark Bay. But more than just sharks are
found in these waters. There are over 100
species of reptiles, 200 species of birds,
300 types of fish, multiple different corals,
and hundreds of kinds of plants as well
as dolphins, dugongs, and whale sharks.
Shark Bay was granted UNESCO World
Heritage Site status in 1991, which means
it was listed as having special cultural
or physical significance by the United
Nations Educational, Scientific, and
Cultural Organization. Words fail to do its
beauty justice—look it up!
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numbat

It might look like a squirrel, but the numbat (also called the banded anteater) is actually a small marsupial. The
body of a numbat is anywhere from 7–11 inches (20–29 cm) long with a tail almost as long—5–8 inches (12–21
cm). Numbats live exclusively on termites, and need to eat about 20,000 in a day! Unfortunately, there are only
about 1,000 numbats in the wild today. The introduction of foxes and cats to their home area has ravaged the
population, and they are now an endangered species.
•
•

did you
know?

•
•
•
•

Numbats don’t need to drink water because they get enough from the termites they
eat.
Numbats’ eyes are on opposite sides of their heads (like rabbits and other prey
animals).
Numbats are diurnal (only active during the day).
They can sense termites in the ground with their long noses.
Numbats don’t have proper teeth because they do not chew their food.
Numbats will often sit up like meerkats when they sense predators, and then hold
completely still until the threat has passed.
threats
• Destruction of habitat
• Introduction of invasive
species (specifically foxes and
feral cats)

habitat
Eucalyptus forests in the Dryandra
Woodlands and the Perup Nature
Reserve in southwest, Western
Australia

life cycle
• Females are pregnant for 14 days, and give birth to up to four
babies.
• Babies nurse for 7–9 months before starting to forage for
termites.
• Babies stay permanently attached to their mother for 6–7 months
until their mother can’t walk anymore. At this point, the female
leaves them in their nest and comes back to nurse as needed.
• Around 12 months of age, the numbat is mature and leaves its
mother to start the life cycle all over again.
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The dingo could almost be considered the coyote of Australia.
It hunts in packs for larger game, doesn’t bark, and is quite
opportunistic when it comes to picking its next meal. Many
Australian farmers consider the dingo to be a nuisance
animal and have tried to eradicate the species. If you live
in a place where there are coyotes, this might sound a bit
familiar. But the dingo is an iconic, Australian animal—its
roots on the island can be traced back over 4,000 years.

ian outback

did you
know?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dingos are considered a vulnerable species.
They are found throughout Australia, favoring
woodlands and grasslands.
Dingos hunt at night.
A dingo’s favorite foods include: rabbits, kangaroos,
wallabees, and wombats.
They live in a clearly, defended territory.
Females have 4–6 pups, once a year.
Dingos are considered full grown at 7 months.
They can live up to 10 years.

food

We’ve talked about kanga bangers and
Vegemite, but have you ever heard of a hamdog?
Australians really love being original with their
food choices! The hamdog is a recent invention
from the early 2000s—an attempt to create a bun
and patty that combines both a hamburger and
a hot dog. In 2009, it was pitched to a business
television show by Perth resident Mark Murray.
Many people told him the idea just wouldn’t
sell, but he managed to patent the invention
nevertheless. It combines a beef patty chopped
in half with a hot dog running through the patty.
This concoction is topped with all the traditional
burger additions and held inside a bun shaped to
fit the burger and dog together. Now carnivorous
fast-food lovers no longer have to choose between
a hamburger and a hot dog—they are delightfully
combined to form this amazing treat. If you were
on a trip in Australia, would you order one of
these wonders? Do you think it sounds delicious or
strange?
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Open up your notebooks and
complete today’s assignments!

Teachers

Don’t forget to reference the
Day at a Glance to see what is
happening for each level and
answer keys.
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PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 BIBLE Students will read portions of Isaiah 11 and reflect
on the safety Jesus’s future kingdom will bring.

PAGE 4 SCIENCE Students will learn about biodiversity
hotspots and the endangered species that live there.

PAGE 5 REVIEW This week students are given questions

to help them review. You can use these as oral or written
narration or even grade it like a test, depending on your needs.

PAGE 3 HISTORY Students will read and learn about

immigration in Australia and complete mapping activities,
answer questions, and conduct research about the topic.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

UPPER Elementary

notebooking

page notebooking
1 See map in Early Elementary

Early Elementary
Darwin

page science
4 1. 7–11 inch (20–27 cm) long body

northern
territory

Shark Bay

2. 5–8 inch (13–20 cm) long tail
3. 50–52 “teeth”
4. long, sticky tongue

queensland
brisbane

South
Australia
perth

new south
wales
adelaide

sydney
victoria

western australia

melbourne
Tasmania

page
4

Hobart

Science
Early Reader
1. body 2. tail 3. teeth/mouth 4. tongue
Early Elementary
1. 7–11 inch (20–27 cm) long body
2. 5–8 inch (13–20 cm) long tail
3. 50–52 “teeth”
4. long, sticky tongue
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Middle + High School
page
1

notebooking
See map for Early Elementary

all levels
page Review
5 PRE-READER: Questions 1–4

9. (Answers may vary.) iron/minerals, metal,
machinery, agriculture (cattle, sheep, grains), timber,
fossil fuels
10. The Great Dividing Range runs down Australia,
goes underground, and then thrusts back up past
Australia’s coast and creates the island.
11. Albert Namatjira was an Aboriginal artist who used
the European technique of watercolor to depict the
interior of Australia’s landscape. His art won him fame
and a national stage to push for Australian citizenship.
In 1957, he and his wife became the first Aboriginal
persons to be granted this citizenship.

EARLY READER: Questions 1–6
EARLY ELEMENTARY: Questions 1–7
UPPER ELEMENTARY: Questions 1–8
MIDDLE SCHOOL: Questions 1–10
HIGH SCHOOL: Questions 1–11
1. Australia
2. (Answers may vary.) koala, kangaroo, Tasmanian
devil, dingo, western brown snake, reef stonefish,
saltwater crocodile, etc.
3. (Answers may vary.) Sydney Opera House, Great
Barrier Reef, Sovereign Hill (gold mine town), Port
Arthur (old penitentiary), Kakadu National Park (rock
art), Shark Bay, the outback, etc.
4. (Answers will vary.)
5. (Answers may vary; students can name vegetation
to describe landscape.) eucalyptus forests, mountains,
desert, plateau, rock beaches, tropical beaches, etc.
6. (Answers may vary.) Queensland, New South
Wales, Victoria, Tasmania, Northern Territory, South
Australia, Western Australia
7. the people who lived in Australia first
8. (Answers may vary.) Aboriginal Peoples arriving;
European settlement; convicts being sent to the area;
large gold rush; immigration
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9

Prayer

Today’s

Oceania

Australia +

Help us to see that every good and perfect gift comes from you. You give us our heritage, our
family, even the good ideas that have helped us advance and grow throughout history. Help us
to look for you in everything we do and see today.

Today, we are going to leave Australia and head into the
scattered islands of Oceania. Here the tropical scenery and tribal
architecture throughout the region hearkens back to the culture of
the peoples that originally populated the islands. The Polynesian
triangle is sometimes referenced as the layout of three groups of
islands: Hawaii (belonging to the United States), New Zealand
(belonging to the Commonwealth), and Easter Island (belonging
to Chile), on the farthest outskirts of this triangle. Despite different
nations laying claims to these pieces of land, their Polynesian
history and culture still bind them together. This triangle also
encompasses many islands within those three points, including the
Samoa and Cook Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, and others. Today, we’re
jetting across the waters to the farthest point: Easter Island.

easter island
QUICK FACTS

Population: Approx. 7,750 (2017)
Size of country: 63 square miles
		(163 km²)
Capital: Hanga Roa
Famous landmark: Ahu Tongariki
Language: Spanish (Rapanui is
also widely spoken)

map it!
Locate Easter Island on a map, and then
find Australia. How far is it to travel there?
Would you go by boat or plane?
Find out how long it would
take to travel there!
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history + culture

Easter Island first became home to the Rapanui Polynesian people
roughly 1,500 years ago. It is said that the chief led his tribe to this
land in an attempt to isolate them from the rest of the Polynesians.
He dubbed their new home Te Pito O Te Henua which means
both the center of the world and the end of the land. This name
encompasses the heart behind their settlement: isolation and
independence.

easter island

Initially, the island was discovered by European explorers in
1722, when Dutch explorer Jacob Roggeveen arrived on Easter
Sunday, subsequently naming the island after the holiday.
Reports returned to Britain of a thriving and strong polytheistic (believing in more than one god) tribe. Sailors
reported huge statues all over the island and worship festivals including fire and a reverence for the sun. Another
expedition in 1770 confirmed the reports and even estimated a population of nearly 3,000 people on the small
island. Something mysterious happened in the next four years, and although it’s suspected that civil war broke
out, there is no definite way to know what happened to the flourishing society. When James Cook returned in
1774, the population of the Rapanui people had been devastated. He found poverty, abandoned and even
desecrated statues, and a struggling population of a few hundred men and less than 30 women remaining.
Somehow the nation recovered, and in 1786 explorers sent back new reports of a couple of thousand inhabitants
on the island.
In the late 1800s, Chile annexed (or forced) Easter Island under its government and began using the land to
raise sheep. The people were granted citizenship and functioned within the new culture introduced to them, while
preserving their own culture as well. Their culture was maintained primarily through annual festivals celebrating
and practicing their own contests, arts, and recreation. The Rapanui have seen great population booms and
losses over the hundreds of years they’ve populated Easter Island, but they’ve always shown resilience and an
ability to adapt—despite being overtaken by another culture.

extension activity
Do you know your cultural heritage? Many people in the world today live in cultures that are not the same
as that of their ancestors, and many families are made up of more than one culture. Take some time to
talk about cultural traditions that have been passed down to you by your parents and grandparents. If you
don’t have any cultural traditions from generations past, research a country that your ancestors were from
and find out what traditions they may have had. If your family has always lived in the country you live in
now, choose a cultural festival or tradition and research how it has
changed over the years.
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In 1984, the First International Science Congress agreed to recognize Easter Island not as a European discovery,
but as the discovery of Indigenous Peoples arriving hundreds of years prior. To add to this, archaeological finds of
sophisticated tools and masonry reveal a complex, intentional culture—not an accidental culture that happened
to stumble upon the island’s shores. In 1995, the island was added to UNESCO’s World Heritage List. This move
boosted the strength and dignity of the people of Easter Island who had fought through many difficulties to
maintain their culture.

government + economy

It’s speculated that the ancient tribal government of the Rapanui people consisted of a king who was perhaps
descended from the ancient chief who led the Polynesians to Easter Island. Rapanui tradition says that there were
two societal classes—the “long-ear” people and the “short-ear” peoples. The stories say that civil war broke out
between the two after the short-ear people lived under the rule of the other group.
Today, since Chile has annexed Easter Island, it is a dependency of the Chilean government. This means it
doesn’t have an independently working government because it has been claimed by another country. Despite
this claim, Easter Island is physically and geographically distant from the land of its ruling government. This is
different from a place like Australia, which is a member of the Commonwealth of Britain, but also has its own
working governments and legislatures within the country making independent decisions. Easter Island has no
government of its own.
The economy of the island is fueled mainly by tourism,
centered in the small harbor and capital of Hanga Roa.
Because the land is so barren and open, NASA was able to
complete a runway on the island, allowing for an increase
of air traffic to the location. This has created opportunity
for more tourists, and eventually a few hotels were added to
the area. The Chilean national park system also organizes
visits to the famed archaeological monuments throughout
the island. The residents contribute to the economy through
sweet potato farming (a vegetable that is not native to the
island and is believed to be evidence of early European
contact), as well as poultry farming and coastal fishing.

Hanga roa harbor, Easter Isl an

d

moai statues

The most famous “faces” of Easter Island are undoubtedly the nearly 900 giant
stone statues towering over the landscape throughout the land. These statues reach heights of 13 feet (4 m)
and weigh 13 tons (11,793 kg), despite the fact that they are carved from light, porous rock formed from volcanic
ash. It is believed that the mass clearing of Easter Island’s trees was done, in large part, for moving these massive
statues to different locations. They were carved to symbolize a deceased individual, therefore representing the
Rapanui people. Unfortunately, many of them were destroyed or vandalized during civil wars. In the following
years, many were salvaged and preserved to mark the signature culture of the island.
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famous landmark: ahu tongariki

Here, 15 moai stand silent on a raised platform, overlooking what are now empty fields with occasional tourists
and grazing horses. They were once erected in honor of dead and buried chieftains and placed on top of
their burial sites. After hundreds of the statues were knocked over and broken up, a tsunami swept through in
1960 and scattered them over the island, further destroying the figures. In 1992, Chile worked with the Moai
Restoration Committee of Japan to restore the statues to where they stand today in Ahu Tongariki, which is now
the largest moai site on Easter Island.

geography

Easter Island has a distinct triangular shape. This is because it is volcanically formed by not one but three
volcanoes. In the crater areas of the island, where the land dips, rainfall collects and forms large lakes. The lava
fields that compose most of the island also provided rich obsidian reserves, which explains why much of the early
archaeological evidence —such as arrows and spearheads—are crafted from the rock. Obsidian is a sleek black
rock that is classified as an extrusive igneous rock. Igneous means it is formed from lava; extrusive means it is
formed from lava outside the earth’s crust. When a volcano erupts and the lava cools rapidly, it doesn’t leave any
room for the minerals inside to crystalize, creating a smooth, sleek rock structure. Some formations of obsidian
have coloration and designs formed from the minerals inside. The inside structure of obsidian allows it to break
into rounded, sharp pieces, which archaeological digs reveal made it a favorite for making tools and weapons for
the Rapanui people.
When Europeans first arrived, the only two plant species on the island were the toromiro tree and the Carolina
wolfberry shrub. Extensive clearing of the island (there are various theories on how this deforestation occurred,
including the suggestion that rats may have played a part) eventually saw the last toromiro tree disappear from
the island. In 1988, however, an archaeological expedition replanted and cultivated the seeds on the island to
bring the tree back. Easter Island’s ecology has been severely damaged by many factors. It has been suggested
that the combination of rats and humans worked together to deforest the area in a relatively short time frame,
creating problems for the inhabitants in the form of soil erosion.
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animals

While there are no land animals that are indigenous to the
area, there are some species of isopods, or crustaceans, on
Easter Island. Various seabirds such as the red-tailed tropicbird
and the frigate bird nest on its shores, and horses outnumber
people, roaming freely on the island and even among the
ancient artifacts. For those who do not like belly-crawling,
fork-tongued creatures, come to Easter Island—there are no
snakes to be seen here!

One animal that does make its home on the rocky
outcroppings of the island’s shores, is the manutara tern
(its name means, “luck bird”). It was long held as a sacred creature by the
ancient Rapanui people, and rock drawings of the bird have even been found on the island. Legends
surround the bird’s arrival on the island, and it held a prominent place in cultural and worship gatherings.

rd
Red-tailed tropicbi

The manutara once prefered to settle in the Pacific on the shores of the island for its nesting periods. It is an
elegant, black-and-white bird, measuring 15 ¾ inches (40 cm) long, with an elongated beak. Its arrival on the
island signifies the end of winter, which perhaps influenced its role in the spiritual beliefs, since the people may
have thought it was ushering in a promise of prosperity. Sadly, in recent years the manutara have not visited
Easter Island as much, preferring to take refuge northeast on the uninhabited and protected islet Sala y Gomez.

food

Inhabitants of Easter Island have always feasted on seafood dishes harvested off the coast. In cultural
celebrations they prepare the Umu Rapanui, or Easter Island curanto. This is cooked in the ground surrounded
by firewood and hot stones. These are then covered
with banana leaves on which the meat is laid, and
then covered again with more leaves and stones.
Vegetables are then layered on top and covered with
a final layer of banana leaves and earth. This is a
slow-cooking meal but one that is prepared just as the
Rapanui made it hundreds of years ago.

Students

Open up your notebooks and
complete today’s assignments!

Easter Island tuna is a delicacy and is served in
a variety of ways: raw, cooked, wrapped in flaky
empanadas, or topped with a squeeze of lemon and
a dash of parmesan. It is also prepared in a salsa-type
mixture to slather on top of a plate of fries (usually
sweet potato fries). For dessert, the islanders serve up
a juicy, creamy pudding cake called po’e.

Teachers

Don’t forget to reference the
Day at a Glance to see what is
happening for each level and
answer keys.

If that all sounds too rich or fancy for you, there are
plenty of tropical fruits grown on the island, such as
bananas, guavas, and pineapples. Easter Island’s
food is fresh, healthy, and delicious.
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 4 SCIENCE Students will learn about intrusive and
extrusive igneous rocks and how they are formed.

PAGE 5 BIBLE Students will learn about idolatry in the Bible

PAGE 2 SOCIAL STUDIES + ART Students will learn about the

symbolism of the Rapanui people. Younger students will create
a symbol that means something to them, and older students will
research Rapanui symbols.

and how it was never a positive experience for the Israelites.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will begin writing the conflict
of their story. Older students will focus on the rising action for
this portion.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + Early Elementary
page
2
page
4

UPPER Elementary

social studies + art

page science
4 (Answers may vary.) Obsidian is an extrusive igneous

Early Elementary
1. authority 2. unity 3. protection 4. patience

rock formed from erupted lava that cooled rapidly.
It is abundant on Easter Island because the island is
volcanically formed through the eruption and cooling
of lava over the years.

Science
Early Reader
a. fast
Early Elementary
1. obsidian 2. granite

page
5

Bible
Early Elementary
idolatry: worship, love, or admiration for something
or someone
covet: to strongly desire to have something
envy: to resent or be discontent regarding someone
else’s possessions, experiences, or qualities
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Middle + High School
page
1

social studies + art
Mangai: Fish hook that symbolizes protection,
prosperity, abundance, and good luck. Was originally a
practical tool and is now worn as an amulet.
Honu: Sea turtle that symbolizes patience,
perseverance, and longevity. Occurred as a delicacy
for ruling members of society; shell was used for
ornamental purposes; often found in petroglyphs on the
island.
Manupiri: Two birds joined at the wings and feet that
symbolize unity; used as the coat of arms for Rapanui.
Rei miro: Crescent shape that has two heads that
resemble the moai statues, and symbolizes authority.
The word rei means necklace or pendant and the word
miro means wood or boat. Could possibly symbolize
the boats that the early Polynesians arrived in. The
crescent shape could also allude to a phase of the
moon associated with lifestyle. Worn as ceremonial
adornment by high-ranking people of the tribe.

page Science
4 (Answers may vary.) Intrusive igneous rocks form in the
earth’s surface by magma being pushed towards the
surface and slowly cooling. The pressure from in the
earth eventually pushes these rocks near the surface
of the earth’s crust. Examples: granite, gabbro, and
dunite.

High School only:
Extrusive igneous rocks form from lava that has erupted
outside the earth’s crust and cools rapidly. Examples:
basalt, obsidian, pumice.
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Prayer

Today’s

Oceania

Australia +

God of the unexpected, thank you that you are full of surprises, that you are bigger than we
could ever begin to understand. As we read about the unexpected, help us to see you.

Let’s travel west from Easter Island. As we go, the
mysteries and culture only grow richer and deeper. Today,
we’re in a land with rocks that spout water, an appearing
and disappearing island, and a survival story that defies
the odds. Even with mystery and intrigue, these islands
are known as the Friendly Islands—rich with a culture that
values community and lives with a deep appreciation of
friendship. Welcome to Tonga.

Tonga

QUICK FACTS
Population: Approx. 106,000
Size of country: 289 square miles (748 km²)
Capital: Nuku‘alofa (on the island of
Tongatapu)
Government: Constitutional Monarchy
(part of the Commonwealth)
Famous landmark: Mapu a Vaea
Language: Tongan and English
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Shores of Nuku’alofa, Tonga

a tale of tongan survival

Have you ever wondered what it would be like to be stuck on a deserted island? There are many stories of
shipwrecks that end on deserted or strange islands throughout history that have captured the imagination of
people around the world. From Paul’s famous shipwreck recorded in the Bible, to the fictional Robinson Crusoe
and many other real-life survival tales, the amazing feats of people who defied the odds and stayed alive despite
desperate circumstances have inspired humanity.
In 1965, six Tongan boys decided to sneak away from their boarding school and “borrow” a fishing boat from a
local man they disliked to head around the island for an adventure. As they slipped out of the peaceful harbor,
all six of the teenage boys drifted to sleep. Little did they know their peaceful slumber would be the end of their
carefree existence.
When a storm came up, the boat was carried far across the Pacific. The sail was torn to smithereens and their
rudder snapped off, no match for the churning of the deep ocean that treated their boat like a mere plaything.
They didn’t know where they were headed, but the waters took them to some of the southernmost, uninhabited
islands of Tonga. After eight days, the boys spotted the rocky buttes of the island of ‘Ata and managed to make
landfall. They were so weak from lack of food and water that they crawled ashore and collapsed on the solid
land.
The next 15 months would prove the tenacity, bravery, and character of the boys. The structured approach of the
religious boarding school they had sailed away from suddenly seemed necessary to their survival as they sought
to order their days. Every morning, on the otherwise quiet island, six voices lifted in prayer and song to begin the
day. Then, three teams of two boys each broke up into well-ordered routines and chores. During their stay, they
miraculously tamed the otherwise inhospitable land, cultivating a garden and catching rainwater in hollowed
tree trunks. Many years before their arrival, the island had once been inhabited by residents who were captured
and hauled off as slaves. They left behind just enough chickens to reproduce and roam the island—chickens
which the boys worked to pen and raise. They feasted on fresh eggs and butchered chickens when they desired
meat. Their resourcefulness didn’t end there though. They also cultivated fun by constructing various pieces of
exercise equipment and even a badminton court. For the duration of their stay on the island, the boys took turns
tending a flame at their campsite, never allowing it to die out.
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While their ingenuity was impressive, their respect for each other was an even greater testament to their
upbringing. When the boys fought, they appointed a self-imposed time-out system to cool off before coming
back together to resolve the issue. Their respect for each other and the understanding that they were stronger
together than divided greatly contributed to their success on the island.
Their adventure-turned-survival story saw its last chapter on Sunday, September 11, 1966, when an Australian
adventurer decided to cruise the southern Tonga islands. Captain Peter Warner was peering at the coastline
through binoculars when burned patches of grass began to catch his eye. Something about the landscape
looked unusual. He was startled when his moving binoculars centered on a lone, human figure standing on a
rocky outcropping, looking like a jungle person with hair hanging down to his shoulders. The individual appeared
to be struggling for his attention. Suddenly, he plunged into the water as more figures appeared behind him and
launched themselves into the waves, swimming wildly for Warner’s ship. At first, Captain Warner and his men
were too nervous to let down ladders and allow these crazed boys aboard their ship. In perfect English, however,
the first boy to reach the ship introduced himself and immediately claimed to have been shipwrecked on the
island for over a year. Tentatively, the crew allowed them on board, radioed land, and—after an agonizing wait—
received the jubilant cries of a radio operator identifying the missing boys.
Back home, funerals had already been held, and grieving families received their living children back with
ready embraces. The disgruntled fisherman whose boat had been stolen was not so jubilant. He immediately
filed charges and the boys were hauled away to jail. Captain Warner had planned a party to celebrate their
homecoming, and when the boys didn’t show up, he roamed the streets late into the night
looking for them. Once Warner found them in jail, he once again came
to their rescue and negotiated for their release. Today, with
Warner in his 90s and the boys in their 70s, they remain
close friends.
While some may see the boys’ survival as a testament to the
goodness of the human spirit, it goes deeper than that. The
Tongan boys stuck together because of the strong cultural
importance Tongans place on community. Their lifestyle
centers around each other, valuing the group over
the individual. They don’t exist in an
autonomous culture,
they lean toward
one another—
just one of the
many reasons
that Tonga
is known as
the Friendly
Islands.

Captain Peter Warner + the rescued TONGAN BOYS
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kingdom of tonga

geography

Tonga encompasses more than 170 different islands, but only 36 of them are inhabited by people. There are
three primary islands: Tongatapu (ton-gat-a-pu), Ha’apai (haa-pai), and Vava’u. The islands of Tonga curve
through the Pacific Ocean, with two different arcs paralleling each other. The eastern islands are made of
limestone and coral formations that built up along the Tonga Ridge. The islands west of the Tonga Ridge are
built along a volcanic arch. Some of these volcanically-formed islands are formed right out of the crater of the
volcano itself, and therefore are harder for the ocean’s waves to erode away. Other islands are formed from ash,
which compacts and turns into pumice over time. Because this rock is much more brittle, it is easy for the water
to erode it away. Even though the base of these islands are secured underwater to the top of the volcanos that
formed them, the top portion sometimes wears away.
Fonuafo’ou Island is a great example of this. A volcanic explosion burst this island above the ocean’s surface, only
to have it disappear after the waves pounded it back into oblivion.

climate

Tonga truly is a tropical paradise, with the most humidity
and warmth on the islands that lie closest to the equator.
These are also the islands that are most vulnerable to
devastating typhoons (storms similar to a hurricane,
but that develop in the Pacific Ocean), with deluges of
rain and destructive winds. The tropical storms don’t
detract from the amazing beauty of these islands though.
Beautiful, sandy beaches are contrasted by forests,
lagoons, and cliffs. ‘Eua Island—one of the islands
nearest Tongatapu—is one of the hilliest, most forested
islands in the region. It has fertile soil lending to an an
agricultural industry thriving off of vanilla and root
crops. The abundant trees also offer leafy homes to
some of the most stunning bird life in all of Oceania.
Various islands throughout Tonga also give way
mudflats and mangrove swamps.
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Blue-crowned lory

Like much of Oceania, Tonga has few truly indigenous animals
other than flying and swimming creatures. Some of these creatures
are uniquely resourceful. Meet the incubator bird—a creature
whose various species roam all of Australasia. This brown and
white bird might look plain, but evidently, it is too industrious and
clever to spend weeks on end sitting on eggs. Instead, it actually
makes nests on the ground and uses a variety of ways to warm
the eggs instead of sitting on them. The incubator bird piles
dead vegetation over the eggs, and the decay and fermentation
process causes natural humid warmth. The bird also uses
simple solar heat. Perhaps this creature’s most inventive and
daring act is the building of nests along the precarious ridges
of steaming volcano craters—anything to avoid sitting on a
nest without anything to do!

If you’re not impressed with the incubator bird’s resourcefulness, perhaps you’ll appreciate the visually stunning
blue-crowned lory. This bird has brilliant plumage in shades of intense greens, reds, and blues. These delightful
creatures measure up to 7 inches (19 cm) long and nestle themselves in cavities of delicately flowering trees,
although some rogue birds prefer to boldly nestle their way into ground burrows. Lories flutter and tweet in groups
of up to 15 birds, pairing up for nesting time.

activity break
Look up pictures of the blue-crowned lory and the incubator bird. Which do you
like the best, and why? How is God’s creativity shown through
these two very different birds?

flying foxes

Lurking in the night skies and flitting among treetops is the flying
fox of Tonga. No, not the red or gray bushy-tailed creatures of the
forest, but one of the largest bats of the world. This reddish-brown,
furry creature has the longest wingspan of any bat—despite its
average body size. They weigh anywhere from a scant 4.16 ounces
to a larger 3.53 pounds (113 g–1.6 kg). These bats have large,
almost dog-like eyes for peering with binocular vision that is so
specialized they don’t rely as heavily on echolocation as some
of their cousins. This also frees the flying fox to be more active
during the daytime, when they feed on small bugs as well as
flowers, seeds, nectar, and fruit.

flying fox

Rather than gathering in a cave, colonies of flying foxes hang upside down from the branches of
flowering and fruit-bearing trees, preferring to stay close to their food source. Scientists have found these bats to
have a high encephalization quotient, which means their brain is large compared to their body size. As a result,
this megabat is a highly intelligent species—just like its clever, four-legged namesake.
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famous landmark: Mapu a Vaea
Known as “Chief’s Whistles,” hundreds of holes in the rocks along the shore of Mapu a Vaea funnel water
upward in a whalelike burst of air and water. Nearly every wave and surge of water sends bursts of misty
hydration into the sky, but on an exceptionally windy day, when the surf pounds through the eroded
limestone rock, the jets of water shoot up to 98 feet (30 m) into the sky.

history

In contrast to some of the rugged Aboriginal lifestyles throughout Oceania, Tonga’s history is lined with
distinguished monarchs from the Lapita culture. Around 1773, when famed explorer James Cook made his
landfall in Tonga, the islands received the name Friendly Islands because the inhabitants so warmly welcomed
Cook and his crew, showering them with supplies.
Despite the kindness, the region resisted early
missionary attempts at conversion, preferring
to maintain their own culture and values.
Missionaries finally met with success in the form
of Methodist and Catholic churches in the late
1700s and early 1800s. Tumult eventually found
the peaceful culture and years of civil war ensued.
In 1831, the monarch Taufa’ahau converted to
Open up your notebooks and
Christianity. He eventually brought peace to Tonga
complete today’s assignments!
in 1852. He took the partly English name of King
George Tupou I. Tonga re-unified and adopted a
modern constitution and administration during
the rule of this monarch. In 1970, Tonga joined
Don’t forget to reference the
countries such as Australia and New Zealand and
Day at a Glance to see what is
became a member of the Commonwealth, and it
happening for each level and
began operating under a constitutional monarchy.
answer keys.

Students

Teachers
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will learn new grammar

rules and fix sentences accordingly. They will return to this page
every day this week to complete another activity.

PAGE 4 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will complete a mapping
activity as well as answer questions or conduct further
research on the Tongan boys’ survival.

PAGE 5 BIBLE Students and families will read portions of

Romans 12 together and focus on the similarities between the
passage and the actions of the Tongan boys.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will spend time freewriting.
Younger students are encouraged to use a scribe and dictate if
needed, while older students are given a time for writing.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + Early Elementary
page
2

UPPER Elementary

language arts

page language arts
2 1. The chair weighs 15 lbs., or 6 kg.

Early Reader
1. My dad’s name is Kyle.
2. That dog is called Rocky.
3. The chicken ran when I tried to catch it.

2. The American robin is about ten inches, or 25 cm.
long.
3. In one cup, there are 8 oz., or two hundred and
twenty-six grams.
4. An elephant weighs about 14,000 lbs., or 6,350
kg.

Early Elementary
1. Aunt Becky is my favorite person!
2. My brother Joel says the best people in the world
are grandmas.
3. What in the world would I do without you?

page
4

page social studies
4 Section 1:

See map in Early Elementary.

social studies
Early Reader
1. c 2. b

Section 2:
(Answers may vary.)
1. The boys drifted in a southwest direction for eight
days until they landed on ‘Ata.
2. The boys relied on the value of community, prayer,
and worship to stick together and survive.

Early Elementary
Section 1:

tonga
Ha’apai
Group

‘Ata

vava’u
group

Nuku’alofa
Tongatapu Group

Section 2:
1. three 2. community, creativity
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •
• ANSWERS•

Middle + High School
page
2

page social studies
4 See map in Early Elementary.

language arts
Middle School
1. The neighbors loudly played music, talked and
laughed all night long, which (I might add) resulted in
us calling the cops to get them to quiet down.
2. Kevin left early to work out at the school gym after
breakfast (an enormous egg and veggie scramble).
3. We drove across the state to get to the resort.
4. Paramedics always take their patient’s vital signs
(pulse and respiration rate, temperature and blood
pressure) when they assess a patient.
5. If we are trying to save more money this month,
should we stop eating out or going to the movies?
High School
1. Steve and Sharon wanted to sell their house, but they
also loved living in the country.
2. I know I should read more, but it’s just so much easier
for me to watch TV.
3. Before everyone came over, my mom asked me to
vacuum the living room, so I happily obliged.
4. Should we skip dinner and catch the 6 o’ clock movie,
or should we plan on a late night and do both?
5. Hannah knew it was a long drive across the state, but
she didn’t plan on what to do if her car broke down on
the way to school.
6. My grandmother painted several pictures, and she
gave them to her children for Christmas.
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Prayer

Today’s

Oceania

Australia +

Thank you that everything belongs to you: land, water, wind, and skies. Help us to care for the
world and for one another. Give us a heart to share you with those around us today.

If you took the land area of the cities of London and Paris,
plucked them up out of Europe, crumbled them like a cookie,
and sprinkled them across the Pacific, it would be similar to
the landmass of French Polynesia. France’s claim to a spread
of Oceania includes roughly 130 islands. These islands are
small—tiny freckles on the blue of the Pacific. The capital of
this scattered territory is Papeete, on the shores of its largest
island, Tahiti.

tahiti

QUICK FACTS
Population: Approx 178,133 (2007 census of
Tahiti and Moorea combined)
Size of country: 403 square miles
		(1,043 km²)
Capital: Papeete (Capital of all French
Polynesia)
Government: French Dependent Territory
Famous landmark: Point Venus
Language: French and Tahitian

Otemanu mountain
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bora bora, tahiti

geography

Tahiti belongs in the Society group of islands (French Polynesia’s many islands are divided into four groups).
These islands are found in the most westerly region of French Polynesia. They make up the most landmass and
provide a home to the vast majority of the population. These beautiful, sophisticated-sounding islands were
violently formed by volcanic cones towering up from the bottom of the ocean floor to reach the world above.
The rich volcanic soil, however, seems to apologize to the landscape for its tumultuous creation by adorning the
ground with lush vegetation, emerald lagoons, and picturesque beaches. Many of the islands are guarded by
strong barrier reefs encircling them just off the shore. It is these barrier reefs that also form the foundation for
the islands as coral atolls. When a volcano forms an island, sometimes the crater sinks back down due to lack of
activity. Usually, coral has already begun to form over the crater. While the crater sinks, the coral rapidly forms
higher and higher, trying to reach the light. This battle between the island sinking and coral reaching for light has
formed these beautiful and diverse islands.
Tahiti itself is formed by two volcanoes connected by a narrow strip of land. The northern part of the island is
called Tahiti Nui, and the southern part of the island is called Tahiti Iti. The highest point of Tahiti Iti is Roniu,
at 4,340 feet (1,323 m), but Mount Orohena on Tahiti Nui jets up into the tropical sky at a staggering 7,339
feet (2,237 m). Tahiti is known around the world as an amazing tourist destination, but the vast majority of the
tourism and the population stay close
to Tahiti’s narrow strips of white, sandy
coastline. The mountains and jungles
of the inner island carry on as a wild,
did you know?
tropical sanctuary just like they have
The hibiscus flower has many health benefits! When dried
for centuries. White, silken threads of
and ground, it can be made into a paste or a tea. It is good
waterfalls pool into jungle lagoons,
for growing healthy hair, treating head lice, curing fevers and
coconut palms reach their large leaves
colds, managing high blood pressure, aiding digestion, and
toward the sky, and hibiscus flowers
boosting the immune system with its high vitamin-C content.
add stunning bursts of color against the
deep green of the forest.
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history

Just like the rest of Oceania, Tahiti lay in the crosshairs of European exploration in the early 1600s and 1700s.
Whether for its beauty or trade route benefits, Tahiti found itself a hotly disputed claim between Britain and
France. In 1767, Captain Samuel Wallis became the first known explorer to discover Tahiti when he anchored his
vessel in Matavia Bay and claimed it for the King of England. A year later, Admiral Louis Antoine de Bougainville
landed on the opposite shore of the island and claimed it for France, unaware of the pre-existing British claim.
The debate only intensified when both countries began sending missionaries to the island in the 1800s—an
action that was far more political than religious. It wasn’t until 1880 that France finally managed to lay an official
claim by making Tahiti a French colony. Nearly 100 years later, in the 1960s, the harbor of Papeete was built and
established as the capital and trading center of French Polynesia, which was finally declared a country of the
French Republic in 2004.

culture

Early Polynesians fashioned their clothing from
tapa cloth, a material made of dried pandanus
leaves, coconut fibers, and breadfruit bark.
This cloth was usually formed into one long
garment called a pareo (or sarong) that the
women would wrap around themselves. This
traditional clothing adorns Polynesian peoples
still today, as men and women alike wear
the garment in different ways. It wasn’t until
European contact that the Tahitian people were
introduced to fabrics and patchwork. Inspired
by the patchwork quilts brought by missionaries,
the Tahitians made it their own and today sew quilts called tifaifai. It is in these colorful blankets that Tahitian
matriarchs (called “mamas”) display floral designs inherent in the Polynesian love and reverence for nature. They
often bless a newly married couple with one of the tifaifais, wrapping it around them both as a wedding tradition.
Other beloved Polynesian traditions are music and dance.
Melodies are created with fewer instruments than in a western
culture’s orchestra, but with a speed, intensity, and whirl of
motion and artistry unmatched almost anywhere else. Drums
are fashioned with shark skin and bare hands are usually
used to thump out a rhythm. Polynesians also occasionally
use the pu (or conch shell), nose flute, or the better-known
ukulele. The fast, rhythmic pounding of hand-made drums is
matched with passionate and artistic dance that embodies
the exuberant culture of the people. The Polynesians gave
the world the hula (the literal translation of which is “dance”
in Hawaiian), but its trademark, fast hip-shaking move is
known as the tamure.

drum of tahiti
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famous landmark: Point venus

When explorers charted the waters
of Oceania, three of them made
landfall on Tahiti’s northernmost
edge—Point Venus. One of
these men was Captain James
Cook, who not only came ashore
here, but later tried his hand at
astronomy and noted the transit
of Venus. Today, the land holds a
lighthouse and recreation areas for
tourists to enjoy the historic beauty
of Tahiti.

ECONOMY + GOVERNMENT

Tahiti’s fertile soil and annual rainfall lend themselves to a perfect, tropical, agricultural climate. Sugarcane,
coconuts, vanilla, and even coffee are cultivated on the island. Throughout all of French Polynesia, because of
the small land mass, most crops are used for local resources as opposed to exports. Other economic activity
includes commercial fishing, as well as farming shrimp and oysters. In the 1800s and early 1900s, the economy
was bolstered by the discovery of mother-of-pearl inside oysters. Tahitians began harvesting and eventually
farming oysters for the express purpose of exporting the beautiful inlay to be utilized for jewelry or ornamental
purposes.
The main economic pillar, however, is tourism. The first
hotel on Tahiti was built in 1961. Hotels in the area have
since been improved upon with several even offering
overwater bungalows, enticing people to come and rest
over sapphire-colored waters and white, sandy beaches in
a tropical paradise.
Since France holds claim to this corner of Polynesia, the
islands are considered dependencies of France. Because
of its distance—what seems to be a world away, in
fact—it exercises more independence than other French
dependencies. It has a unicameral legislature called the
French Polynesia Assembly. The head of all affairs is the
French president back in Europe, who is represented by a
high commissioner. French Polynesia has its own elected
president who makes decisions with a cabinet called the
Council of Ministers.
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mako shark

The islands of Tahiti provide one of the world’s largest shark
sanctuaries. Over 1.5 million square miles (over 3.8 million
km²) of sea surrounding Tahiti are dedicated to providing
safe breeding and fishing grounds for these animals that are
important to the Polynesian culture. Indigenous Peoples give
sharks an esteemed place in their mythology and even believe
them to represent the souls of ancestors. You might not want
to swim with sharks, but there are places throughout Tahiti
where you can. Some shark sanctuaries provide a safe way
for tourists to dip into shark-infested waters to watch them up
close (if you’re brave enough!).
The finned creatures patrolling Tahiti’s waters and reefs
include species such as the tiger, blacktip, lemon, and gray
reef sharks. Many of the sharks are fairly harmless, but one shark
prefers to bare its fangs more than the rest—the mako shark.

mako shark

This species roams most tropical and temperate waters and is more streamlined than other sharks. Mako sharks
can reach a maximum length of 14.8 feet (4.5 m) long and weigh roughly 1,100 pounds (500 kg). These sharks
not only fight, but have also been known to leap out of the water repeatedly, even landing on fishing boats
midjump. They attack with incredible speeds of around 19 miles per hour (32 km/h) or even 44 miles per hour (72
km/h) over short distances. This shark has been compared at times to the peregrine falcon, which is a bird famed
for its fast dives to catch its prey. The mako’s diet consists of fish, cetaceans, and octopuses, but it’s favorite snack
is the bluefish, which makes up over 90% of its meals. Instead of three square meals a day, it gorges itself by
eating 3% of its body weight and then digesting for up to 48 hours before needing to feed again.

transportation + exploration

Tahiti is connected to the outside world largely by commercial airplanes, but tourists can also connect to the
various islands in the Society group in other ways. They can skim across the water by boat or cruise in by taxi
planes. These airborne vessels are small and light, designed for short journeys and small groups of passengers.
Like seaplanes, they often have buoyant landing gear so they can use calm waters as their runway.

map it!
Look up both methods of travel from Tahiti
to its nearest neighbor, Moorea. What is the
cost? Which method would you choose?
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Scuba diving is a popular activity in Tahiti for both
new and experienced divers. You can dive with the
mako shark, as well as the gray shark, lemon shark,
and tiger shark in Tahiti’s famed Vallée Blanche.
This popular diving spot visits the underwater
residents of Tahiti and explores the marine coral and
vegetation. Some divers even report swimming with
the occasional humpback whale, which migrates
through the area from August–October for females
to give birth.
The “aquarium” is a shallow dive site in Tahiti
ranging in depth from 6 feet (2 m) to 39 feet (12 m).
At the top, divers swim with thousands of tropical
fish that surround them in an apparent welcome.
For the more experienced and curious, the deepest
part of the lagoon holds the wreckage of three
vessels—a Cessna plane and two small boats—where
divers can explore and appreciate this small part of
Tahitian history.

scuba diver swimming w

ith shark

Students

Open up your notebooks and
complete today’s assignments!

Teachers

Don’t forget to reference the
Day at a Glance to see what is
happening for each level and
answer keys.
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will finish writing the climax
of their fable. Younger students will write fewer sentences,
while older students will write more sentences and work on any
necessary revisions.

outcomes, as well as Pitcairn Island today.

PAGE 4 SCIENCE Students will learn about the medicinal

properties of the hibiscus flower. Younger students will have a
labeling activity, and older students will research.

PAGE 5 ART + SCIENCE Students will head outside for some

PAGE 3 HISTORY Students and families will read together about
the famous mutiny on the HMS Bounty and research the

nature journaling. They can adapt this to inside by simply
observing through a window. There is also a prompt to work
on their grammar page.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + Early Elementary
page
4

middle + High school

science

page Science
4 Answers could include: combat loss of hair, treat lice,

Early Elementary
Keeps hair healthy
Helps fevers and colds
Manages heart health/blood pressure
Aids digestion
Boosts immune system

prevent premature graying of hair, treat fever or cold,
lower high blood pressure and cholesterol, soothe hot
flashes, aid in fighting cancer, aid digestion, relieve
menstrual cramps
Anti-inflammatory properties reduce inflammation in
the body which is a result of injury or sickness. These
properties in the hibiscus are provided through the
ascorbic acid content of the plant. These properties
are what help lower a fever and boost the immune
system.

upper elementary
page
4

science
Early Elementary
Keeps hair healthy
Helps fevers and colds
Manages heart health/blood pressure
Aids digestion
Boosts immune system
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Flavonoids are compounds in flowers, and in this
case are minerals and vitamins such as vitamin C.
This calms the nervous system as well as boosts the
immune system.
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Prayer

Today’s

Oceania

Australia +

Lord, thank you for creating beauty all over the word and for preserving our eternal reward in
Heaven, kept unspoiled for us. Help us to live in a way that the world does not change us or our
will to honor you. Amen.

Situated in a completely different hemisphere than its Aussie,
Oceanic cousin, Micronesia is a cluster of islands that is home to a
mixture of cultures and territorial claims. It is divided into four major
island groups (the names of which sounds more like characters
out of a piece of classic literature): Caroline, Gilbert, Mariana,
and Marshall. These islands have a long history of being claimed
by different nations and peoples. Even today, the island groups
are divided into the Marshall Islands, US Commonwealth of the
Northern Mariana Islands, US territory of Guam, Palau, and the
Federated State of Micronesia (for the sake of this unit we’ll focus
on four of the five regions). Both Polynesians and Micronesians
live throughout the archipelago, and missionaries have long since
ushered in a largely Christian influence. Despite all the claims,
territories, and residual cultural influences, the people of Micronesia
live in enough seclusion from the world that they continue their
ancient way of life. In many places, the jungle acts as the only
witness to their quiet lives.

federated states
of micronesia
QUICK FACTS

Population:Approx 115,000
Size of country: 273.5 square miles
(708.4 km²)
Capital: Palikir
Government: Federal democratic
Famous landmark: Nan Madol
Language: English

The Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) is one country divided
into four groups of islands referred to as “states.” In order from
largest to smallest, the island groups (or states) are Pohnpei,
Kosrae, Yap, and Chuuk.
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Nan madol

famous landmark: Nan Madol

What’s left of Nan Madol is just prehistoric ruins built on a coral reef in a lagoon just off of Pohnpei, but
Nan Madol once served as a political and spiritual center for its inhabitants. It even included a fortress and
marketplace, and now serves as a window into ancient Micronesian culture. Historians believe this society
flourished for 500 years and was populated by up to 1,000 residents. There are nearly 100 man-made islands
and shallow canals that cover one-third of a square mile.

THE STATES

Pohnpei, “the garden of Micronesia,” is home to over 36,000 people as well as the capital of FSM, Palikir.
Since it’s closer to Asia than the outlying Polynesian and Australasian islands of Oceania, Pohnpei is a perfect
crossover of tropical and Asian. Its jagged mountains and thick, dark green rainforests blend the tropical with the
wild. Its shores are lined with mangrove swamps and beyond those, coral reefs. The rich tropical beauty of this
island has attracted inhabitants for thousands of years, which is evidenced in one of the most intriguing historical
sites in all of Micronesia: Nan Madol.
Kosrae, despite being the second largest island of FSM, abounds in natural riches. Its fertile soils grow oranges
and bananas, as well as breadfruit and taro. Breadfruit can be ground into flour while taro is a root vegetable—
the tropical version of a potato—that is high in fiber and offers plentiful health benefits. Kosrae also boasts
excellent timber resources as well as bauxite—a plentiful ore of aluminum—and guano—bat and bird feces
harvested and used as fertilizer. (How would you like to harvest that?) Despite these resources, the government
has worked to protect the island from heavy exploitation, keeping it nearly as intact as it was hundreds of years
ago. The island also has an international airport and three harbors. The main harbor—Lelu—maintains much of
its original architecture from its days as a whaling port. The mountainous and marine terrain alike attract hikers
and divers from all over the world.
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Have you ever played in the woods and traded sticks
or stones as part of an imaginary society? Such a
place and time were real! The third island group of
FSM is Yap, known as the Island of Stone Money,
practically a time capsule for historians to study
the early development of currency. The residents
of this island once mined in quarries on remote
islands to bring home large chunks of limestone
that they managed to transport back to Yap in
rickety, bamboo boats. Yap residents shaped these
hunks of stone into 13 foot (4 m) wide discs—
sometimes weighing more than a car—that they
used for currency. These weren’t traded often, but
held value for things such as a daughter’s dowry,
purchasing land, or paying off debts.

traditional Stone money in yap

The fourth and smallest of FSM’s islands is Chuuk,
an area of islands tormented by history and
yet staunchly clinging to ancient cultural roots. During World War II, these
islands found themselves in the crosshairs of the Pacific front of the war, claimed by Japan and then attacked
and taken over by the United States as the Americans pushed back across the ocean. The beauty of these
islands was unnoticed by war-weary soldiers, the islands showered with bullets and marked by the conflict. The
waters and land of Chuuk still bear the scars. Sunken ships lie buried in the waters off the coast and abandoned
weapons and forts litter the landscape. Time and modernism have brought a commercial dock and international
airport to Chuuk’s city of Weno, bringing divers and tourists to view the undersea wreckage off the coasts. Even
still, the native Micronesians live in traditional villages throughout the area, subsisting on agriculture native to the
area (fish, pigs, and tropical crops), while the wheels of time continue to churn around them.

activity break
Look up restaurants on Pohnpei and try to identify some local dishes.
What would you want to try, and why?
Would you eat food that still had its eyes and scales?

Food

Throughout Micronesia most food dishes include some sort of seafood—usually the kind that still has scales and
eyes when it’s plopped on your plate and set before you, almost as if the creature had just jumped out of the
water minutes earlier. If you’re not feeling too adventurous but still want a taste of the tropics, try Koahpnoair
koakihr. This is a ground yam dish stewed in fresh, creamy coconut milk and simmered in an oampwoat, or iron
pot. This dish features the primary crop of the island while adding a tropical overtone to celebrate your
palm-fronded surroundings.
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geography

Like the rest of the Oceanic islands, the FSM islands are either volcanic in
nature (“high islands” and therefore hilly and fertile) or low-lying coral atoll
(flat and sparse) islands. The high islands are bordered with mangroves
and grasslands with their interiors blanketed in thick rainforests.
They are most densely populated along the coast. The islands
see a distinct fluctuation between rainy and dry seasons,
with the island of Yap (and the Mariana Islands)
receiving the brunt of the typhoon season (typhoons
are the Pacific Ocean’s version of hurricanes).
Not as famous as the coconut tree, the
pandanu is not only a staple of jungle
vegetation but also useful for the islanders.
Found in lagoons on the fringes of Micronesian
jungles, it is distinct in appearance with its prop
roots (like those of the mangrove swamps) and
sword-shaped leaves. Ancient Micronesians often utilized these leaves for thatching (or covering),
mats, hats, ropes, baskets, or even sails for small boats. They extracted fiber from the roots and used
the fruit and seeds for food. Today, Micronesia’s Asian neighbors use the leaves
and flowers extensively in cooking but also as
ornamental landscaping.

pandanus tree

government + economy

Because the Carolina, Marshall, and Mariana Islands were taken from Japan after its defeat in WWII, they
became trust territories of the United States in 1947. The US came alongside these islands to assist them on the
road to independence or self-governance. The Americans used this as an opportunity to build strategic military
bases, even in the wake of the destruction of the war with Japan. In 1969, 22 years after becoming trust territories,
Micronesian leaders began negotiations with the United States for self-government, and over the next few years,
a series of votes led to success for the long-suffering Micronesians; they had attained self-government of the
federated states, with the United States providing defense and financial assistance.
The Federated States of Micronesia are run under a federal democratic government. Federated just means
one large group or organization, within which the individual units keep some autonomy or independence to
function. It works like this: let’s say you’re the landlord of a four-story house. You pay for repairs to the property
and take care of the landscaping, but you expect your tenants to use their own money to make any repairs to
the actual house. The house itself has two rules: everyone helps with chores, and lights out by 10 p.m. Each floor
of the house, however, has a floor leader who listens to the residents and makes a subset of rules to run that
set of rooms. One floor might say no pets, another floor might say goldfish only, a third floor might have one
goat roaming the hall, and the top floor might have all tropical pets. That is similar to how the federated states
work. The United States is the landlord that funds and cares for the federated states; each state holds to a set
standard, its constitution, like the house rules. Each island governor, just like the floor leader, enacts rules for
their own jurisdiction. Each island has its own constitution, courts, judicial system, and legislature. Over all of
this, is the Constitution of Micronesia—adopted as supreme law in 1979, and it closely follows the separation of
government branches just like the United States’ constitution.
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The geographic isolation of the Federated States of Micronesia makes it difficult for tourists to travel to,
therefore the economy cannot be dependent on tourism. On the other side of this isolation coin, the peoples
have remained undisturbed and don’t need to rely on—or desire—a bustling economy or heavily urbanized way
of living. Many of the villages rely on subsistence farming, which is agriculture aimed not at exports, but toward
feeding the farmer, his family, and perhaps some other local villagers. It is partly due to this limited cash flow that
the FSM relies on the United States for funding and protection.

micronesian culture

The geographical area of Micronesia separates the land and people from the changes of the outside world.
Micronesians still living on and cultivating these islands continue to dress much like their ancestors, with
loincloths and grass skirts. They farm and fish, prepare food over open fires, and use community meeting houses
for the center of society. Do you remember how it is speculated that Australia and New Zealand were populated
by Polynesian sailors? Well in Micronesia, we see even more evidence that this was the case, as the origins of
sailing culture, skills, and peoples are everywhere, especially in the Yap islands. Yap islanders are renowned for
their navigation skills and still make a living constructing and sailing large, outrigger canoes.
Micronesian culture has survived the changing world because of a high value on its societal structures and
traditions. Natural disasters and occasional wars among people groups all but demanded that individual
tribes rely heavily on one another and work toward a common goal of restoration no matter the upheaval they
underwent. Although land could be scarce with tiny islands, large distances, and weather patterns threatening
to destroy agricultural efforts, the people strove to be at peace with each other as much as possible and come
to an agreement after disputes. Tiny island life also cultivated tight-knit bonds between the Micronesians, and
property rights were highly regarded as familial properties, passed from one generation to the next.

Koror Island in palau
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skinks

If you go poking around ancient ruins in Non Madol or climbing the protruding, fort-like roots of the pandanus
tree, you just might come face to face with the tiny, slender face of the skink. These creatures burrow into the
volcanic soil beneath the jungle canopy, with multiple species spanning much of Asia and Australasia. They are
slender from head to tail, and the
species on the Micronesian islands
range from 2.98 inches to 3.97
inches (73 mm–101 mm). These
creatures are especially equipped
for dirty work, with an extra eyelid
that acts as a window—both
protecting the eye as well as
allowing the skink to see while
it digs. Remarkably, while most
lizards lay eggs (as is normal with
reptiles), some species of skinks
defy this rule and give birth to live
blue-tailed skink
young.
The skink is spread all over Micronesia, but one
species has decided to claim the island of Pohnpei
as its sole residence. The appropriately named
Pohnpei Island skink nestles into the forests,
becoming more numerous the higher into the
mountains you search. It is also the only lizard
found in the highest elevations of Pohnpei. This
skink is skittish, scampering away to cover when
disturbed, but if it is unaware of your presence,
you might see it silently basking in the sun peeking
through the jungle canopy above. The blue-tailed
species (all over Oceania, but mainly in Australia)
is an escape artist, able to shed its tail while fleeing
a predator, thus distracting the larger animal while
the skink finds shelter. Skinks prefer reclusiveness,
with the many varieties living mainly in ground
burrows. There is even a semiaquatic variety—the
keeled skink—that lives near marshes. Smaller
skinks feast on tiny insects, while larger skinks are
herbivores, munching the tasty tropical fruits of
Oceania—just as content with their quiet lives as
their Micronesian neighbors.
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Teachers

Don’t forget to reference the
Day at a Glance to see what is
happening for each level and
answer keys.
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 ART Students will use watercolor technique to paint a
picture.

PAGE 4 SCIENCE Students will learn about the skink today.
Younger students will label parts of a skink and answer
questions, and older students will conduct independent
research about different skink species.

PAGE 5 REVIEW This week students are given questions

PAGE 3 SOCIAL STUDIES Students and families will read about
the Yapese tradition of canoe building and navigation.

to help them review. You can use these as oral or written
narration or even grade it like a test, depending on your needs.

• ANSWERS•
northern

Early reader + Early Elementary
page
3

social studies

page notebooking
1

Early Reader
1. b, d 2. b 3. a, c

mar

guam

Early Elementary
palau
1. mahogany, breadfruit 2. pandanus leaves 3. stars,
waves

page
4

wake

UPPER mariana
Elementary
islands

Science

kosrae

YAP
chuuk

federated states of micronesia pohnpei

page social studies
3 1. Mahogany or breadfruit trees were used for the

Early Elementary
window, head, 2.98–3.97 inches (73mm–101mm),
shed, tail

canoe, and pandanus leaves were used for the sails.
2. The Yapese navigated using a celestial compass of
32 stars as well as reading the direction of the waves.

page Science
4 1. protective window over their eye

2. slender head
3. some species shed their tail to escape
4. 2.98–3.97 inches (73–101 mm)
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •
• ANSWERS•

Middle + High School
page
1

notebooking
See map for Upper Elementary

all levels
page Review
5 PRE-READER: Questions 1–4

9. Authority (It also alludes to “pendant” and “boat”,
possibly referencing the Polynesian arrival on the island
via canoe.)
10. (Answers may vary.) The HMS Bounty was sent
by Britain to gather breadfruit trees from Tahiti and
transplant them in the West Indies. The crew enjoyed
their five month stay so much that they held a mutiny
against the captain, sending him and 18 others afloat
on the open ocean, although they survived and
eventually returned to Britain. The defecting crew
eventually settled Pitcairn Island with local Tahitians,
the majority of whose inhabitants can trace their
ancestry back to those early peoples.
11. (Answers may vary.) The Federated States of
Micronesia (the four island groups we just discussed)
are run under a federal democratic government.
Federated just means one large group or organization,
within which the individual units keep some autonomy
or independence to function. The United States
provides protection and funding to the otherwise
independent federated states.

EARLY READER: Questions 1–6
EARLY ELEMENTARY: Questions 1–7
UPPER ELEMENTARY: Questions 1–8
MIDDLE SCHOOL: Questions 1–10
HIGH SCHOOL: Questions 1–11
1. (Answers may vary.) Easter Island, Tonga, Tahiti, or
Federated States of Micronesia
2. (Answers may vary.) Manutara seagull, incubator
bird, blue-crowned lory, flying foxes, mako shark, or
skink
3. (Answers may vary.) Pohnpei, Kosrae, Yap, or Chuuk
4. Answers will vary.
5. Moai statues
6. Answers may vary and might include the following:
They were bored with school so they stole a small boat
and went sailing. When they fell asleep they got carried
far out to sea. After eight days at sea they landed on the
island of ‘Ata. They survived there for fifteen months,
working as a team, doing chores, and having morning
prayers. They were discovered by an Australian
explorer who took them home.
7. When dried and ground, it can be made into a paste
or a tea. It is good for growing healthy hair, treating
head lice, curing fevers and colds, managing high blood
pressure, aiding digestion, and boosting the immune
system with its high vitamin-C content.
8. manutara and shark
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US Territory of guam

13

Prayer

Today’s

Oceania

Australia +

Lord, your eye is on the sparrow, and your heart is with the oppressed. Help us to take up the
cause of the needy and value the cultures that have been forgotten. Thank you for the resiliency
of the human spirit, and help us fight to honor other peoples. Amen.

The year is 1941 but, to your young mind, time has only been
marked by the short hour it took to draw in your family’s fishing
nets on the beaches of Guam. You’re enjoying the pleasant breeze
and sun peeking through the clouds. The wet season has finally
sputtered to an end, leaving the island in relative peace to resume
its normal activity. Your mother is planning a small feast for your
village in celebration. She’s counting on the fish you’re plucking
out of your net right now. One by one, the slippery creatures flop
into the woven basket. Winding up your fibrous net and slinging it
over your shoulder, you pick up the ocean’s bounty and whisper a
prayer of thanks for what the sea offered up. The bubbling whoosh
of the waves on the sandy shore drowns out the faint buzzing in the
background. You assume it’s the jungle coming back to life after the
monsoon season, but as you turn to begin the climb back uphill to
your village, the high-pitched buzz grows louder. You turn and look
over your shoulder, and you see a flock of birds barreling toward
you—but these are flying too fast for birds, and they grow larger
by the second. They fan out, and as they fly over the island with a
deafening roar you can see the light glinting off the metal wings of
airplanes.

Us territory of guam
QUICK FACTS

Population: Approx 170,000
Size of country: 217 square miles
		(561 km²)
Capital: Hagatna
Government: Unincorporated territory
of the United States
Famous landmark: Fort Apugan
Language: Chamorro and English

tumon bay, Guam
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Suddenly, all around you, foliage and earth rip apart and spew upwards as a rapid thwack-thwack-thwack
penetrates the air for miles around. Dropping your net and basket, fish thumping on the sand and flopping
wildly, you sprint uphill, diving into the sharp sword grass that lines the edge of the jungle. It cuts into your skin
but you barely notice, your wide eyes searching for cover among the trees, your panting breath and pounding
heart drowned out by the drone of plane after plane, gunfire, and now thunderous bombs in the distance.
Calling out for help, you know that the village is too far away for anyone to hear you. Instead, you cover your ears
and burrow yourself under ferns, hoping the planes will be done soon.
Unfortunately, things have actually only begun. Miles away, Pearl Harbor is covered in smoke and chaos from
Japanese bombs, and now Japan has also come for Guam, to occupy the only piece of US territory it can get its
hands on. World War II surges across the world as Jews are deported, Poles fight for their cities, and dictators
carve up Europe. No one knows—and few will remember—the Chamorro people and Guam residents that found
themselves yet again in the crosshairs of world superpowers using their land as a pawn of war.

Chamorro culture

Long before wars and conflict came to Guam’s shores,
Indonesian-Filipino people arrived with rich culture and
advanced technology on which to build their societies.
Archaeological evidence has unearthed giant stone
pillars with bowl-shaped tops throughout the Mariana
Islands—of which Guam is the southernmost. These
basalt and limestone rocks have been dubbed latte
pillars. Around the time Mayans were laying the
foundations for their pyramids in South America,
the Chamorros were across the Pacific building their
modest houses on Guam. Arranged in parallel lines
of anywhere from six to fourteen pairs, these pillars
served as the foundation for huts which the ancient
peoples topped with thatched houses of wood and
palm fronds.

Latte Stone in Guam

Living like most islanders, they wore scant clothing and had mostly carved or woven
possessions. The early Chamorros treated fishing as both an individual necessity and a communal activity to
be celebrated. They used a wide variety of methods to catch fish, turtles, shellfish, and other marine animals to
subsist on, and even developed mythology and beliefs surrounding the practice of fishing. A successful catch
not only fed a family but was shared with the whole village. Coast-dwelling Chamorros traded marine catches
with inland villagers for fruits and other agricultural items. Despite their principle of sharing, the Chamorros still
enacted strict fishing ground rights and only the elite of the clans could fish in open seas from a boat.

history

The peaceful and highly organized society of the Chamorros was interrupted when Spanish sails appeared on
the horizon in 1521, with the arrival of the well-known explorer Ferdinand Magellan. Magellan officially claimed
the island nearly 40 years later. Although he did not immediately usher in swords and conquests, warfare finally
arrived in the late 1600s when the Spanish came to make sure the island’s inhabitants knew they now belonged
to Spain.
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European diseases ravaged the land as well, and a series of devastating typhoons nearly finished off what was
left. The conquered Guam submitted to the rule of Spain. In 1898, however, a US warship arrived to announce it
was taking the island as part of a wartime move. The baffled Spanish military did not even know they were at war
with the Americans, though the Spanish-American War had been raging for two months already. Nevertheless,
Guam peacefully surrendered to the United States, and saw no further interaction for the rest of that war.
It wasn’t until 43 years later that a different kind of battle came to Guam, and this time, from the air. Japan took
the island shortly after bombing Pearl Harbor. It was the only piece of US territory Japan occupied during the
war—even then, it was only for three years until the United States conducted an operation to take the island
back.

famous landmark: Fort Apugan

This outpost represents the conflict in Guam over the years.
Originally the Spanish fort Santa Agueda, this location
overlooked the western coast of the island. It was outfitted with
ten small cannons that had the job of protecting the governor’s
palace. The Americans recommissioned it as a signal station
when they took over, and then the Japanese integrated it into
their defense system during WWII. Japanese characters are
still etched into the surrounding concrete. Today, Fort Apugan
is a park maintained by the government as a monument to
the history of Guam, as well as a viewing point to observe the
island’s natural beauty.

fort apugan cannons

government + economy

Ever since Admiral Nimitz led the operation to take back
Guam for the United States, it has remained an unincorporated US
territory. The Organic Act of Guam, passed in 1950, made all Chamorros official citizens of the United States
of America, and allowed them to vote in primary elections, although they cannot vote in national presidential
elections. An amendment to the act permitted the island to elect its own governor and lieutenant governor every
four years, with all persons 18 or older able to cast their ballot. Guam is also allowed a delegate in the US House
of Representatives, but the delegate has limited voting ability there.
Before conflict and various occupations, the islanders of Guam were subsistence fishermen and farmers. The
United States has long since established air bases and naval facilities around the island, utilizing its strategic
position for protection in the Pacific. This shift in life, from rural to urban, has drawn Indigenous Peoples away
from agriculture and incorporated them into jobs provided on military bases. However, there are still some
poultry farmers, garment-finishing plants, and oil refining jobs for those who prefer to keep away from life on a
military base. Food has since been imported in large amounts to make up for the lack of natural resources being
cultivated on the island. Tourism makes up the rest of the economy, with the tropical jungles drawing over a
million visitors annually.
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food

The food in Guam is a smorgasbord (wide variety, buffet) of the
cultures that have fought to colonize Guam. Barbecued chicken
drizzled with lemon is called “kelaguen” and is a local favorite.
The popular side dish of red rice takes inspiration from the
zest of Asia, and the spice of Spain. Guam barbecue is said to
even rival the American version of backyard grilling, perhaps
because the local chefs are not shy on seasoning. One of
the most popular dishes on the island is perhaps kadon pika—
translated as “spicy stew.” This dish contains a meat of choice, soy
sauce, vinegar, a blend of countless spices, and the cream of coconut
milk in which it is simmered. After stewing together, the ingredients are served over red rice and ladled into the
bowls of Guam residents craving the local comfort food.

ecosystem

True to the story of Guam, the landscape, like the people, has been fraught with natural
and human tribulations. Seasons of abnormal numbers of typhoons have uprooted
or leveled much of the island’s vegetation. Invasive species have destroyed plants and
other animals alike, tipping the ecosystem toward imbalance and chaos. A large influx
of residents to man the US bases is also threatening to damage the forested areas if
preventative measures are not enacted.
Among the many beauties of Guam are the thousands of flower species. The island grows
tropical flowers such as hibiscus, cup flowers, orchids, and plumerias. Busy foliage such as
bromeliads, gingers, and hedge flowers thicken the undergrowth of the forests. The local sword grass has
razor-sharp leaves that can cut skin, making them primary candidates for animal-control, bordering
properties, or more vulnerable plants from hungry critters wanting to nibble at flower or vegetable
gardens.
The island’s official flower is the puti tai nobio. The plant produces thorns and brilliant
colors at the same time, simultaneously protecting and alluring. It is best grown as
a vine and spreads via cuttings. Just like the Chamorro people, who have pushed
back and flourished despite the hundreds of years of conflict that have come to
their island, this beautiful flower has thrived here despite originally coming from
another continent.

activity break
Look up pictures of Guam’s landscape and research a few
varieties of its plants. What do you find most beautiful about the
island’s vegetation?
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brown tree snake

Like the nations that have fought for a hold on Guam, the
brown tree snake has aggressively propagated across the
island, claiming it for its own while leaving damage in its
wake. It was originally indigenous to New Guinea and parts
of Australia but was introduced to Guam and has become an
invasive species. It prefers a tropical forest or grassland habitat
but can survive in other tropical habitats and even encroach
on urban areas. It feasts on small mammals such as bats and
mice, in addition to lizards, other reptiles, and eggs. These
snakes are known for wiping out entire populations. In fact,
the brown tree snake has caused over a dozen bird species
Brown Tree Snake
on the island to become extinct. It traps prey by wrapping
its body around it and injecting mild venom that sedates the
victim. It also causes damage to urbanized infrastructure by
climbing poles, wires, and various equipment, sometimes causing power outages.
The snake stares back at you with just as much intensity as the destruction it leaves behind. Its head is distinctly
larger than its body and its bulbous eyes have one long slit for a pupil that enables it to hunt at night. Its coloring
is a dark pattern of brown and yellow, which blends into ground vegetation. Baby brown tree snakes are already
15 inches (38 cm) long, and the adults can reach anywhere from 3–7 feet (1–2 m)! Alarmingly, these snakes
lay up to 12 eggs at a time, twice a year, and hide their nests in caves, hollow logs, and rocks. A lack of natural
predators leaves this creature relatively unchallenged on Guam. Its uncontested presence is evident in its extreme
numbers—a study recently revealed anywhere from 8 to 20 of these snakes per acre across the island of Guam.
Like the history of the island, however, this creature may roam free now, but time will tell if a stronger creature
will appear to push back and allow the forests and animals of the island to come back in stronger numbers once
again.

Students

Open up your notebooks and
complete today’s assignments!

Teachers

Don’t forget to reference the
Day at a Glance to see what is
happening for each level and
answer keys.
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 SOCIAL STUDIES Students and families will both read

about and further research the rich Chamorro culture. Younger
students will complete a mapping activity, and older students
will research.

PAGE 4 SCIENCE Students will fill in information about the

brown tree snake. Older students will also draw the snake in
its natural habitat, labeling its length and including its coloring
and pattern.

PAGE 5 BIBLE Students will make the connection between
Guam’s war-torn history and God’s promise to make wars
cease in Psalm 46.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will begin writing the

conclusion to their fables today. Older students will focus on the
falling action for this portion.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + Early Elementary
page
2

UPPER Elementary

Social Studies

page Social Studies
2 Patron saints are important people in the religion

Early Reader
1. b

believed to protect or guard people or places today.
Catholicism is a religion that recognizes patron
saints.

Early Elementary
1. patron saint
2. Festival of Pacific Arts

page
4

page Science
4 Scientific name: Boiga irregularis

Science

Where it originates from: Australia
Nest size and location: nests of 12 eggs, twice a year,
in caves, logs, or rocks
Diet: small mammals such as rats, birds, and bats;
reptiles, lizards, and eggs
Danger it poses to Guam: (Answers may vary.) The
brown tree snake is not indigenous to the area and
therefore does not have any natural predators. It
preys so heavily on local animals that it has caused
many bird species on the island to go extinct.

Early Reader
invasive, large, mean
Early Elementary
1. Length of adult: 3–7 feet (1–2 m)
2. Length of baby: 15 inches (38cm)
3. Diet: rats and birds
4. Habitat: forests
5. Nests: 12 eggs

page
5

Bible

page Bible
5 The nations rage, the kingdoms totter; he utters his

Early Elementary
God is our refuge and strength, a very present help
in trouble. The nations rage, the kingdoms totter; he
utters his voice, the earth melts. The Lord of hosts
is with us; the God of Jacob is our fortress.—Psalm
46:1, 6–7
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voice, the earth melts. The Lord of hosts is with us; the
God of Jacob is our fortress. Come, behold the works
of the LORD, how he has brought desolations on the
earth. He makes wars cease to the end of the earth;
he breaks the bow and shatters the spear; he burns
the chariots with fire. —Psalm 46:6–9
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• ANSWERS•

Middle + High School
page
4

page Bible
5 Middle School

Science
Scientific classification:
Kingdom: Animalia
Phylum: Chordata
Class: Reptilia
Order: Squamata
Suborder: Serpentes
Family: Colubridae
Genus: Boiga
Scientific Name: Boiga irregularis
Where it originates from: Australia
Nest size/location: nests of 12 eggs, twice a year, in
caves, logs, or rocks
Diet: small mammals such as rats, birds, and bats;
reptiles, lizards, and eggs
Danger it poses to Guam: (Answers may vary.) The
brown tree snake is not indigenous to the area and
therefore does not have any natural predators. It preys
so heavily on local animals that it has caused many bird
species on the island to go extinct.

1. God is described as a refuge and fortress 2. snares,
pestilence (plague), terrors, arrows, and evil 3.
protection and a lack of fear when your trust is placed in
God 4. Answers will vary.
High School
1. God is described as a refuge and fortress 2. snares,
pestilence (plague), terrors, arrows, and evil 3. God
promises to be near to anyone who calls on Him, and to
preserve and protect his children 4. Answers will vary.
5. Answers will vary.

High School only:
Behavior: aggressive
Predators: none
Numbers on the island: anywhere from eight to twenty
per acre across the island of Guam
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Prayer

Today’s

Oceania

Australia +

Lord, thank you for caring about all human life. You champion the cause of the poor,
afflicted, and oppressed. Make us people who stand up for others and bring your justice and
kindness into the world. Amen.

The horizon over the Pacific had remained one straight line
for thousands of years, a merging of different shades of blue
and gray. Then one day, three dark triangular shapes sliced
through the blue canvas, growing larger and closer every hour.
Native Chamorros lined the beach, while some hung back in the
mangrove swamps, under the protection of pandanus trees or
among the hanging protection of the casuarina’s needles. The
ships stopped, and one grunt from the chief sent several warriors
lunging for their canoes. They approached the ships, where they
were beckoned on board. Never had they seen such massive
boats, which dwarfed their own creations. Once on board, they
stared at the haggard men before them. These men were weak,
some leaning against various objects to keep themselves upright.
Their faces were sunken, and their eyes glared with curiosity and
hunger at the natives, who stood erect and strong.

northern mariana islands
QUICK FACTS

Population: Approx. 58,000
Size of country: 178 square miles
(460 km²)
Capital: Saipan
Government: Self-governing
Commonwealth connected
to the United States
Famous landmark: Banzai cliff
Language: English and Chamorro

NORTHERN MARIAN
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One man stepped forward, what was once a pointed beard now hanging in strands down to his chest. He
pointed a bony finger at himself, and spoke through cracked lips, “Mag-ell-an.” Then, he pointed the finger back
at the native, contorting his face in what seemed like a question. The native grunted back. Over the next several
hours, two worlds collided as the groups mingled. The hungry crew, however, was growing impatient. As tempers
flared and the novelty of the situation gave way to misunderstanding, one captain slapped a native across the
face. The air erupted in shrill cries and numerous splashes, the Chamorros jumping overboard to return to their
canoes. Spears whistled through the air and thudded against the hull of the ship. A small band of islanders
boarded a small skiff belonging to the newcomers, cut the rope, and paddled it back to shore. The enraged
captain dubbed the island group “landrones,” the Spanish word meaning thieves. Thus the Mariana Islands were
first christened by Ferdinand Magellan, and the Indigenous Peoples of these islands knew their lives were about
to change.

history + government

Despite Spain’s early arrival, the Northern Mariana Islands were initially settled by Germany, who encouraged
its citizens to emigrate to the Pacific isles. Their rule in the Northern Marianas drew a distinct political divide
between the north and the southernmost Mariana island of Guam, which belonged to the US in 1898. The
German immigrants established schools, a hospital, and other societal necessities, and jump-started agriculture
in the region, including coconut plantations. World War I ended German rule and Japan took over the monitoring
of the islands. While its rule was strict, Japan also bolstered education, public health, and industrial endeavors.
In World War II, the reclaimation of Guam was the United States’ doorway into the Northern Mariana Islands.
The United States swept northward, taking over the Japanese territory. Caves where the Japanese hid or made
their last stand still litter the far northern islands, filled with abandoned tanks and machinery. It was from a
Northern Mariana island named Tinian that Allied forces flew their vessels laden with the world’s first atomic
bombs, destined for Hiroshima and Nagasaki. In the wake of the destruction, the United States took over the
Northern Marianas as a US Trust Territory. In 1975, the islands dissolved their status as a trust territory and
became a commonwealth, granting US citizenship to the current residents and allowing the Northern Marianas
to elect one representative to the United States’ House of Representatives.

activity break
Research the caves and battle sites of WWII in the Northern Mariana Islands.
Do you think the landscape made warfare easier or more difficult? If you’re really
fascinated by WWII, research the atomic bombs
dropped on the Japanese as well.
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geography

The Mariana Islands merge tropical paradise with roguish waves, sprinkled through a wide and untamed
stretch of the Pacific Ocean. Strong waves have battered cliffs, creating phenomenal rock formations through
the years. Volcanoes spewing molten earth have long since formed many of the islands. These beautiful islands
are surrounded by coral and steaming hydrothermal vents just offshore. (Just east of the islands is the famed
Mariana Trench, the deepest place on earth.) The crystalline colors of the tropics occasionally fade to darker
hues, reminding the traveler they are moving northward, paralleling the jungles of Asia just a little further to the
east.
The Northern Marianas are a spread of 22 islands—a modest number compared to other island chains in the
Pacific. The three primary islands that are home to the hub of activity are Saipan (the capital), Tinian, and
Rota. Besides these three islands, there are only three other inhabited islands in the Marianas (although Guam
is inhabited, it is politically separate and not part of the commonwealth). A fourth island, Pagan, was once
inhaited, but it was evacuated in 1981 due to a violent volcanic eruption. In fact, the volcanically-formed island
chain still bubbles with molten activity. The active volcanoes seem to protest civilization and demand back some
of the ancient wildness of the tropics.

famous landmark: Banzai Cliff

Banzai Cliff is a 98 foot (30 m) high
sea cliff on the northern end of Saipan.
It is both a stunning piece of Northern
Marianas beauty, and also a grave
reminder of the tragedy of war. Here
Japanese warriors and civilians made their
last stand as the Americans swept through
the islands in WWII. Now, visitors bring
gifts and flowers to commemorate the site.
The cliff is crested with small memorials,
an airstrip, and remaining Japanese HaGo tanks. A peace memorial stands in
solemn remembrance of the strife between
America and Japan.

culture

The Northern Mariana Islands are inhabited largely by
Micronesians, with only one-quarter of the population consisting
of Chamorros, the majority of whom live in Guam. As Spanish,
Filipino, European, and Asian immigrants flocked to the islands over
the years, the peoples intermingled, and the original inhabitants
dwindled. The Pacific Island culture has been replaced with Spanish
Roman Catholic influence with a heavy dash of American culture.
Over nine-tenths of the population calls the capital, Saipan, their
home.
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note to parents

Have older students
research the events that
took place on this cliff.

northern mariana islands

ecosystem

Most islands are referred to by scientists as “nature’s laboratory”—their formation and isolation make them
a hotspot of multiple different ecosystems and highly adapted plants and wildlife. As opposed to one large
rainforest, one large desert, or one large grassland, islands often are a spread of mangrove swamps, grasslands,
forests, jungle, coastline, and rocky or barren soil. The Northern Mariana Islands are no exception! These
landscapes produce the rich and varied vegetation well known throughout Oceania. Running like beads of
perspiration down the sides of steamy volcanoes, streams and rivers feed into the ocean, the mouths of which are
thick with mangrove swamps. The coasts are bordered with swaying palm trees and the contrasting casuarina
trees, whose needled fronds make it markedly similar to the pine trees of North America and Europe.
Moving inland, along the grasslands and gentle slopes of the island, residents graze their herds of cattle. Where
the steep volcanic slopes veer sharply upward, tropical and scrub forests cover the ground on either side of the
slope. Scrub forests are spreads of vegetation that have adapted to dry, parched ground. These are in sharp
contrast to the moist rainforests on other parts of the islands. The cause of this difference is not only the variation
between wet and dry seasons, but trade winds. The direction of these winds ushers in a humid front of air that
brings moisture and water to the plants. When a wind is blocked by high mountains (or in this case, volcanoes)
only one side of the slope receives the bulk of the humidity, while the opposite side dries out. An island can thus
present two distinctly different biomes in one small area.
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Micro beach Saipan, north mariana islands

economy

The natural beauty of the islands brings in enough tourist activity to sustain the bulk of the Marianas economy.
The culture is also largely influenced by tourism, as this demands businesses and attractions that appeal to
other nations and types of people who come primarily for the scenery and entertainment. Golf courses, parks,
and sports facilities are popping up throughout the region. Rural residents rely on subsistence farming of taro,
cassava, yams, and breadfruit, to name a few. Garment manufacturing was implemented by nearby Asian
countries, which is a source of revenue but also of criticism—the work conditions in these factories has been
reportedly poor, and the US has had to step in and bolster conditions.

extension activity
Look up working conditions in third-world countries, including the Northern
Mariana Islands. Do you think the conditions are fair? What would you do to
make it more fair and humane for workers? Find out what the Bible has to say
about both cruel and kind masters.

food

Because of the mingling of cultures in the Northern Marianas, you
can dine at familiar restaurants found on most any street corner
in North America. When you start to scour the streets for true
Chamorro cuisine, however, your efforts will be well-rewarded.
The food you’ll find here is just like that in Guam—barbecued,
spicy, tangy, and comforting. There is also a sweet treat
favored at breakfast and dessert alike called Bunelos Aga, or
banana donuts. A blend of ripe bananas, flour, vanilla, a dash
of cinnamon, with the final product glazed or dipped in maple
syrup, it’s a tropical twist on both pancakes and donuts. If you
want sweets but prefer no additional ingredients, try Lemmai,
which is delightful breadfruit peeled, chopped, and then baked in
coconut milk and sprinkled with sugar to put a dessert-like twist on
the tropical vegetable.
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golden white-eye

Flittering from the scrubland to the rainforest, nibbling tropical flowers, berries, and creeping insects, are the
petite golden white-eye birds. These tiny creatures make Saipan and Auijan their sole residences, living in forests
as well as populated areas, although they prefer to keep their dainty selves far from sloppy marshes and open
savannas. They are only 5.5 inches (14 cm) long and weigh a mere 0.7 ounces (20 g). They are a golden-sunset
yellow, fading to dusky gray and nighttime black at their wingtips. Their bills and legs look almost honey-stained
with their pastel orange hue.
The golden white-eyes are diurnal, which means they are active during the day. They live in small family
groups made up of parents and young, nesting in cupped homes of grass, vines, and casuarina needles. They
communicate with their feathered neighbors using a trademark throat warble that all islanders recognize.
Despite their genteel appearance and friendliness toward most other white-eyes, they show aggression toward
the small, bridled white-eye, and become territorial over food, perches, and other birds.
Because the golden white-eye feeds on nectar, the forests of Saipan and Aujian depend on this bird to pollinate
their trees. (The bird inadvertently pollinates when pollen sticks to it while it feeds on nectar.) The wide diet of
the bird is indicative of a typical island ecosystem—nectar, insects, fruits, and berries. The golden white-eye eats
whatever it can find, and when typhoons wipe out plant life, this bird is left with few options on its menu.

activity break
Look up the song and pictures of the
golden white-eye. Does it sound like any
bird you’ve ever heard before?

Students

Open up your notebooks and
complete today’s assignments!

Teachers

Don’t forget to reference the
Day at a Glance to see what is
happening for each level and
answer keys.
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LESSON

14

Northern MaRIANA
ISLANDS

• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will learn new grammar

rules and fix sentences accordingly. They will return to this page
every day this week to complete another activity.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will spend time freewriting.
Younger students are encouraged to use a scribe and dictate if
needed, while older students are given a time for writing.

PAGE 4 HISTORY + BIBLE Elementary students are learning

about treasure in heaven vs. treasure on earth. Middle and
High School students will learn about the Pacific front of the
war—specifically, in Guam and the Northern Mariana Islands.

PAGE 5 ART Students will experiment with adding shadows
to their illustrations. Younger students are given a picture to
which they will add shadow; older students will both draw
objects and also add shadows.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

UPPER Elementary

NOTEBOOKING

page NOTEBOOKING
1

Early Reader
Japan, Germany, United States

northern
mariana
islands

Early Elementary
VOLCANO

NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS

RAINFOREST

SCRUB FOREST

mars

GUAM
guam
GRASSLAND
CORAL REEF

palau
federated states of micronesia

page
2

LANGUAGE ARTS
Early Reader
1. Every Wednesday, we go to Grandma’s house.
2. My birthday is in June.
3. Thanksgiving is always the fourth Thursday of
November

page LANGUAGE ARTS
2 1. abbreviation

2. acronym, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
3. initialism, National Football League
4. acronym, radio detection and ranging

Early Elementary
1. On the first Saturday of every month, we pick up
doughnuts for breakfast!
2. My birthday is on June 27, which is a Wednesday
this year.
3. Every August, we stay with Grandma for one week
before school starts.
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NORTHERN MARIANA
ISLANDS

• D AY AT A G L A N C E •
• ANSWERS•

Middle + High School
page
1

NOTEBOOKING
See map in Upper Elementary.

page LANGUAGE ARTS
2 Middle School

1. Since we’re in different states, make sure to specify the
meeting is at 9:00 am (PST) and 10:00 am (MST).
2. We need to fit in an extra practice for three reasons: (1)
we missed last week, (2) we have a new player, and (3) we
can’t seem to score a goal.
3. To place an order, follow these steps: (1) Call (300)
555-1234, (2) choose the third option on the menu (this
will get you right to a live representative), and (3) tell them
your order.
4. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) is now working with SpaceX to streamline space
travel.
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High School
1. Clark, who is my best friend, drove me to college and
helped me move in.
2. We went to the beach, where I got a terrible sunburn
and seagulls ate our lunch.
3. That’s the movie that gave me nightmares.
4. The author, whose book we read for school, spoke
at our graduation ceremony.
5. He’s the neighbor who lets his dogs sneak into our
yard.
6. The man who owns the store gave us free soda.

northern mariana islands

CONNECTING CONTINENTS LESSON
marshall islands

15

Prayer

Today’s

Oceania

Australia +

Lord, thank you that you are a shelter for the helpless and a defender of the weak. You display
beauty in the intricacy and delicacy of your creation, just as much as you display it in the mighty
things you have made.

Jump in a canoe and paddle east of the Northern Marianas (or,
since you’re not an ancient Chamorro, hop aboard a modern
yacht), and you’ll find yourself among the Marshall Islands. In
stark contrast to the high volcanic islands elsewhere in Oceania,
these islands are built on the delicate coral atolls that gently
rise out of the Pacific. The landscape is so serene, tropical, and
mystical you might expect a mermaid to surface in the waters
right next to your boat. This group of islands runs in parallel
lines 125 miles (200 km) apart. These two chains are named
Ratak and Ralik—Marshallese for sunrise and sunset.

marshall islands
QUICK FACTS

Population: Approx. 59,000
Size of country: 69 square miles
		(180 km²)
Capital: Majuro
Government: Democratic parliamentary
representative republic in
free association with the
United States
Famous landmark: Kwajalein Atoll
Language: Marshallese

AERIAL VIEW OF marshall islands
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did you
know?

The official language of the Marshall Islands is Marshallese, which is a Micronesian
language. It has two dialects—the Ralik and Ratak—which are like two different twists to
a language. The Ralik dialect is spoken by the western islanders of Ralik, and the Ratak
dialect is spoken by the eastern islanders of Ratak. While most Micronesian languages
have died out throughout the region, Marshallese is still widely used in the islands, with
thousands of speakers.

Like a modern Atlantis city rising out of the milky blue of the Pacific, the capital city of Majuro curves through the
waters on a thin ribbon of land. It is a wondrous landmark in and of itself. In some places, the land is so thin there
is barely a road with a house on either side, until the land dips back to the lapping waves of the ocean. In wider
spots, as much urban and industrial life as possible is crammed onto the island.

marshall islands

history + culture

The Marshall Islands were settled by Micronesians who appear to have been influenced by early Polynesian
cultures before settling here (which makes sense, since these islands are on the easternmost border of Micronesia,
bordering Polynesia). These islanders were navigational experts and masterful canoe builders. The islands
were overlooked by early explorers because they did not offer much in the way of resources. Many different
countries dabbled in mapping, exploring, and settling the area—Russian explorers mapped most of it, Hawaiian
missionaries worked to convert the islanders, Germany established a brief coaling station, and United States’
whaling ships patrolled the surrounding seas and occasionally made landfall on the atolls. Like the rest of
Micronesia, Japan had a strong grip on the islands until the end of World War II, when the United Nations placed
the islands under the US as part of a trust territory. While many countries have attempted to get their hands on
the Marshall Islands, the islands have remained as pristine and peaceful as always—except for the two islands that
were made completely uninhabitable.
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nuclear testing on the islands

Imagine clutching a bag of clothes and toys in one hand,
and your mother’s hand in the other. You walk slowly down
your sidewalk, staring over your shoulder at your house, the
door boarded up. Tears threaten to spill over but you blink
hard and look forward, down the street, where you see a
slow-moving crowd shuffling out of their homes and down
the sidewalk. Government officials patrol the street and help
load cars, overseeing things. Minutes morph to hours and,
before you know it, you’re on a boat, the motor humming
louder and faster as you speed away from your home.

scub

a diver with sunken uh-1h hu
Days later, when you’re asleep in a new, strange bed,
ey helicopter
a distant boom wakes you, and the walls around you
shudder. Resisting the urge to look out the window or
picture what has just happened, you bury your face in your pillow. It’s 1946,
and the United States has just tested its nuclear bomb near your home island of Bikini. Your old home has either
just vaporized into the atmosphere or been blanketed with poisonous radioactive material, ensuring you will
never return again.
Between 1945 and 1958, the US carried out 67 nuclear tests on Bikini and Enewetak Atolls and the surrounding
regions of the Marshalls. The residents of the islands were relocated to other areas in the Marshalls—not only a
cooperative move but a national sacrifice on their parts, for the sake of helping the United States flex its nuclear
muscle power in the wake of a devastating world war. Sadly, some people could not return to their homes. The
residents of Enewetak returned safely, but because of heavy nuclear fallout, Bikini Atoll was beyond possible
habitation and the residents could not go back. To this day, areas of the islands are still more radioactive than
the infamous areas of Chernobyl and Fukushima.
The tests vaporized entire islands, their fragile coral disappearing into oblivion; the bombs blasted craters in
previously serene lagoons. To clean up after years of testing, the United States took the soil and debris from its
island experiments—including a sneaky dump of 130 tons of soil from their Nevada site—and buried it under what
the locals named The Tomb. This is a concrete coffin encasing the nuclear waste and contaminated fallout of the
tests conducted in the area.

activity break
This was not the end of the nuclear worries for the residents of the Marshall
Islands. The Tomb is suspected to be in danger of leaking its contents. Research
what is causing concern and how the Marshall Islands and the United States
plan to prevent such a disaster.
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famous landmark: kwajalein atoll

A huge coral atoll is found in the Marshall Islands. Although the atoll only has approximately 6 square miles (16
km²) of land over the 90 islets peeking up from the depths of the ocean, Kwajalein Atoll—in the Ralik chain—
surrounds the world’s largest lagoon. This lagoon is 655 square miles (1,722 km²). The islet of Kwajalein was the
site of a bloody battle in WWII and is home to a ballistic missile testing site for the United States military today.

ecosystem

It might start to seem like all of the islands in
Oceania have the same ecosystems—tropical,
rainforest, jungle, mangrove swamps—they all
seem to repeat themselves in Oceania’s delightful
island nations. In the case of the Marshall Islands,
the predominant ecosystem is the vast network of
coral reefs. In fact, if it weren’t for coral reefs, the
islands wouldn’t exist! These islands are known
as coral atolls. An atoll is the name given to a
ring-shaped coral reef. These low-lying islands
sitting atop the waters for a gasp of air and
a touch of sunshine, are part of a flourishing
ecosystem that has made a name for itself in the
midst of the Pacific.
Did you know that an ecosystem doesn’t have
to be a huge area? A single tree, for instance,
sunken wwii ship near marsha
ll islands
is an ecosystem—termites tunneling through
its bark, birds eating the termites and nesting
in the branches, leaves falling, decomposing,
and adding nutrients to the soil. Even the sun’s rays spark life and
vitality into the mighty plan—it’s all an ecosystem. It’s the same with the Marshall Islands. The coral reefs in this
area may not boast mighty creatures and impressive displays, but they house delicate life trying to flourish in the
wide expanse of the ocean. Over 800 species of fish make their home around the Marshall Islands, as well as
about 1,600 species of mollusks, stony corals, and upwards of 250 species of algae. Birds find a haven on this
island that allows them to feed off the creatures that dare to come near the surface.
Coral atolls also create a unique water feature called a lagoon. Lagoons are small bodies of water separated
from a larger body of water (such as the sea) by a sandbar, smaller island, or coral reef. In the case of coral
atolls, the lagoon marks where the crater of an underwater volcano had once risen to the surface, allowed coral
to grow on top of it, and then eroded back under water (the erosion is attributed to crashing waves), leaving
behind something called a guyot, or flat-topped seamount. As the ocean continues to pound the guyot, it breaks
apart weaker coral and limestone deposits, eroding them into tiny grains of sand which pile up on the reef,
completing the formation of the atoll. Thus, there is an island of land surrounded by a barrier reef, often with a
lagoon nestled in between.
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tropical atoll, marshall islands

The lagoons are essentially protected areas of trapped sea water that have little variation in their tide level. Some
may become swampy marsh at low tide, but at high tide they appear more like a lake or bay. When swells of
water crash over the edge of the lagoon they often carry ocean life that then becomes trapped in the lagoon and
begin to thrive in their new environment. Jellyfish, for instance, thrive in lagoons since larger predators can’t get
in. The limestone rock around the lagoon, along with the shallow depths, create a bright blue appearance in the
water. Because of the fragility of the coral, rising sea levels are a threat to lagoon ecosystems, since they could
destroy the protective barrier around the lagoon. In lagoons that are thoroughly protected from the ocean, the
water is more like a freshwater habitat.

You can also find one particular spot of poor biodiversity in the Marshall Islands, meaning one of their islands
has a low amount of flourishing life. The northernmost point of the islands, the Bokak Atoll, is a mere 1.25
square miles (3.23 km²) and only grows nine species of plants on the land, as well as a small number of skittering
creatures such as skinks, rats, hermit crabs, and birds that live in solitude from the rest of the world. Its small
size seems at first like a disadvantage, but its seclusion just may be its saving grace. Some researchers see
the possibility of making Bokak Atoll a natural preserve, limiting human contact with the peaceful island and
allowing its small ecosystem to flourish over the coming years.
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the coral trout

The only way you’ll encounter a dangerous
animal in the Marshalls is if you’re a small
reef fish swimming through the blue waters. If
you drift too close to a rocky outcropping of
coral, the coral trout just might lunge forward
with open jaws and snatch you up midswim.
This ambush predator of the reef relies on
camouflage—an impressive trait for a colorful
and varied habitat—to hide from its prey.
The coral trout makes its home in reefs
throughout the Pacific, even as far south as
Australia. It’s actually not a true trout—at least
nothing like what you might reel in at a freshwater lake. This fish is a member of the grouper or cod family and
has the characteristic gaping jaws and cone-shaped, razor teeth. Although the numbers vary slightly across
the four different species of coral trout, on average they grow to 3.93 feet (1.2 m) and weigh up to 57.32 pounds
(26 kg) by the time they reach 16 to 18 years old. Because of its seemingly abundant numbers (and large size),
fishermen began targeting the coral trout, making it the most valuable fish species in the reefs. Consequently, it
has been placed on the endangered species list due to overfishing.

danger in the marshall islands

The Marshall Islands enjoy relative peace from
dangerous animals both off and on their shores.
The most danger a human can run into here
is a bite from a shark (or “bako” as the locals
call them). Even then, shark bites are mostly
documented among fishermen whose messy
hauls attract the oceanic predators. Another
form of danger can be found not in what bites
you, but in what you bite. When eating on
islands that pride themselves on their fresh
seafood plated in beachy restaurants, beware of
ciguatoxin fish. Ciguatoxins are found in fish that
are high on the predatory food chain that have
consumed some sort of poisonous or harmful
algae. When humans consume them, they are at
danger for ciguatera, which is basically seafood
poisoning. It’s even commonly found in coral
trout—so the next time you’re in the Marshalls,
protect the coral trout—and yourself—by opting
for some crab or shrimp instead.
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Open up your notebooks and
complete today’s assignments!

Teachers

Don’t forget to reference the
Day at a Glance to see what is
happening for each level and
answer keys.
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PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 4 SCIENCE Students will complete diagrams of the
stages of a tropical lagoon formation.

PAGE 5 ART + SCIENCE Students will do some nature

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will finish their fable by

writing the last sentences of their conclusion. Older students will
check their work and revise if necessary.

journaling in the form of a photography scavenger hunt. They
are prompted to do it as a family if they want, or individually.

PAGE 3 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will learn about the

international date line and complete a mapping activity.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + Early Elementary
page
4

MIDDLE + HIGH SCHOOL

SCIENCE

page SOCIAL STUDIES
3 When you travel from west to east across the line, you

Early Reader
1. volcanic island, coral reef 2. volcanic island sinks,
coral reef grows upwards 3. atoll, lagoon

go back a calendar day; when you travel from east to
west across the line, you gain a day; the international
date line is on the opposite side of the globe from the
0° longitude line in Greenwich, England.

Early Elementary
1. Volcanic island, Coral reef 2. Volcanic island
erodes into guyot, Coral reef grows upwards 3.
Coral atoll, lagoon

High School only:
Countries may opt out of having the international
date line through their land for political or
geographical reasons.

UPPER Elementary
page SOCIAL STUDIES
3 (Answers may vary.) 1. The international date line

page SCIENCE
4 See diagram in Teacher’s Guide; p. 143.

marks the end of one day and the beginning of the
next. 2. If you travel from west to east across the line
you jump forward a calendar day. 3. On the opposite
side of the world from the international date line is the
0° longitude marker in Greenwich, England.

page SCIENCE
4 See diagram in Teacher’s Guide; p. 143.
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Prayer

Today’s

Oceania

Australia +

Lord, one day every nation will praise you, and every tongue will declare your name. Help us
to be a people that honor you with our words, culture, and daily lives. Infuse us with courage to
spread the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Leaving Micronesia behind, it’s time to move on to Melanesia.
Your first stop can be seen miles away as dark silhouettes of
mountains on the oceanic horizon. Drawing up to this massive
island, whose rocky fingers reach into the Pacific waters, you
can’t help but feel intimidated. The beaches seem to taunt
you, daring you to enter; stepping foot here is like stepping
back in time. The primitive land rears up before you, ominous
and foreboding. The hum of hidden life within the jungles
is a constant melody in the background, punctuated by the
crescendos of aggressive squawks, chirps, and whistles of the
birds nestled in leafy treetops. Within these foliaged branches a
poisonous predator remains hidden, but looks down on you as
you approach. The jungle floors are patrolled by low-crawling,
tongue-flicking, reptilian creatures that peer out at you from
the dark. Within its dense maze of jungles and jagged peaks
of limestone, you’ll find clans of peoples seemingly untouched
by time—painted faces, feathered headdresses, thatched huts,
and dances that have defined their culture since their ancestors
arrived here. You’ve passed the outskirts of modern civilization
here. If you do something that gets you in trouble here, there is
no 9-1-1 to call for help. Welcome to Papua New Guinea—and
watch out.

papua new guinea
QUICK FACTS

Population: Approx. 9 million
Size of country: 178,704 square miles
		(462,840 km²)
Capital: Port Moresby
Government: Constitutional monarchy,
member of the Commonwealth
Famous landmark: Mount Wilhelm
Language: English and Tok pisin
(“Pidgin language”)

map it!

Look up the distance between any
Micronesian airport and Papua New
Guinea. Chart the route via plane or
boat—how much does it cost? How long
would it take? Which method would you
choose to travel here?
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culture

Papua New Guinea remains one of the last mysterious, nearly untamed places in the world. Tribes here remain
isolated and undisturbed in their ancient ways of life, and in order to make contact with them, tourists are highly
encouraged to hire a travel guide who has developed a relationship and understanding with the Indigenous
Peoples (called Papuans). Papuans still live in villages of hand-built houses with thatched roofs, and prefer to
live primarily in the highlands. Their way of life also revolves largely around the rivers, and it is along their banks
that villages are often built. It’s not unusual for fishermen to reel in a catch, cook it right in the canoe, and then
eat it all while throwing in their lines for more! Shells were used as currency (or money) until 1933, when they
were abolished and replaced by a new monetary system, the kina. There are more than 800 languages spoken
in Papua New Guinea! While English is the official language in the government, the most common dialect is Tok
Pisin, or Pidgin Language, which is a mix of some Indigenous languages, German, and
English.
Life in Papua New Guinea is still rural, meaning it is more tied
to country living than town living. Not only do people still live in
tribal structures, but some of these structures are so different from
the western world that the men and women live, eat, and sleep in
completely different quarters! There are hundreds of Indigenous
tribal groups in Papua New Guinea, creating a beautiful tapestry
of diversity among people groups. One village is distinguished from
another by the artistic expression in its carvings, songs, dances,
and even body decoration and storytelling. While some groups are
known for their colorful face painting, others are known for their
tattoos and other body markings. These are all forms of art that
tribes participate in. An icon of tribal life is the kundu drum—
an hourglass shaped drum worn by performers that provides
the heartbeat for the foot-stomping, rhythmic dancing.
Kundu drums are used in celebrations that can sometimes
attract thousands of dancers, and many tribes even
enjoy performing for tourists who come to experience
their island.
The islanders of Papua New Guinea have been skilled
craftsmen for thousands of years. The country is well known for its carvings. Many of the
tribes who make their homes here have carvings that are highly sought after by art collectors. Some of the most
famous carvings to come out of Papua New Guinea originated from the Sepik region; these masks and crocodile
figurines were connected to spiritual ceremonies. The tribes here have fashioned clay into pots for cooking and
storage for thousands of years. As seems to be the way of most cultures, only the older generations retain the
clay-making abilities and knowledge passed down by previous generations, while younger people are merging
with the rest of the world by integrating the use of metal pots and pans.
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national flag

Like all countries, the nation’s flag symbolizes crucial elements of Papua New Guinea and its peoples. The red
and black colors are traditionally used by Papuans in their artwork and body paint, but the colors also harken
to the time when Germany held territory in the area. The white stars are arranged in the Southern Cross
constellation as a tribute to the country’s location in the Southern Hemisphere. Lastly, the bird-of-paradise is the
country’s national bird and embodies the natural wealth of the nation in beauty, agriculture, and biodiversity.
The most amazing part of the flag, however, is that it was created by a 15-year-old! Before the country was fully
independent of Australia, a blue, green, and yellow flag was proposed, but the people rejected it. A nationwide
competition invited people to lend their cultural creativity to symbolizing their nation. Teenager Susan Karike
Huhume was chosen as the winner, and the new flag was adopted in 1971—a reminder to the people of Papua
New Guinea that you’re never too young to make a difference.

geography

Papua New Guinea occupies the eastern half of its island—the
western half is called New Guinea and actually belongs to the
country of Indonesia. This means one geographical island
is occupied by two different countries! It is also precariously
set over two different tectonic plates—the Pacific and the
Australian—placing it on the outer ridge of the Ring of Fire. This
puts the island at the mercy of shifting plates which result in
violent earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and mighty tsunamis.
Some thousands of years ago, New Guinea was actually
attached to the northern portion of Australia until the land
bridge was flooded, resulting in the now, very narrow, Torres
Strait.

Tavurvur volcano, papua New
gu

inea

The tumultuous action beneath and around the island has
crafted the rich beauty of Papua New Guinea. When you
think of this area you might imagine jungles like something out of an adventure
novel—fern-covered ground, towering trees and vines, and misty waterfalls cascading over gleaming rocks in the
heart of the forest. This is called the Highlands zone of Papua New Guinea, and it owes its beauty to the violent
events that formed the island. This area begins along the western edge of the island and stretches southeast,
with some mountain peaks surpassing 13,000 feet (4,000 m). The basins within these mountains have captured
rainwater which, with nowhere to drain, has formed lakes at altitudes of 4,500 feet (1,370 m) or higher. The soil
and volcanic ash (called tephra) remains trapped within these jagged ranges and forms fertile soil, perfect for
growing the staple sweet potatoes and taro that the islanders love to eat.
The southern shore of the island drains into a swampy coast, while the northern border (on the other side of
the mountain range) drops off in steep cliffs to intersect the crashing waves. Just off the coast, lies a dangerous
volcanic arch engulfed by the Bismark Sea, laying like a feisty dragon under the waters.
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mount wilhelm

famous landmark: mount wilhelm

The highest point in Papua New Guinea, at 14,793 feet (4,509 m), is Mount Wilhelm. It is one link in the Bismark
Range, which merges with the Central Range. At its base is a fish farm, and as you hike higher up you can stop
for a swim in a lake or waterfall. You can even find the wreckage of a WWII American bomber. Mount Wilhelm
is one of the highest points in all of Oceania, and some climbers have noted freezing rain and even snow upon
reaching the summit! Can you imagine building a snowman not far from where you might swim in a tropical
lagoon?

government + economy

Papua New Guinea, although in every way the opposite of refined and stoic British culture, is a member of the
Commonwealth. It operates under a constitutional monarchy, with its governor-general being nominated by
Parliament and then officially appointed by the King or Queen of England, who the governor-general represents
in Papua New Guinea. This formal structure of government is seen in the cities and has jurisdiction over the entire
land, but many of the tribes that live far from any major center don’t speak the language of the government
(English) or have any interest in the way things are run in the country as a whole. They are content to live their
lives the way they always have, with little interference from the outside world.
Agriculture is an important aspect of both the culture and economy of Papua New Guinea. Farming not only
supports the locals but makes up roughly one-third of the country’s economy. Yams, taro, and bananas are
grown, as well as sweet potatoes, which the locals refer to as kau kau. The fertile soil of the Highlands makes
them a hotbed of carefully tended gardens, irrigated fields, and mounds of compost all working in an intricate
agricultural system to bring healthy food and reliable income to this island nation.
Coffee is one of the top commodities here. Next time you are in a grocery store, try to find some coffee that was
grown in Papua New Guinea. Between the years 2012 and 2017, coffee accounted for 27% of its agricultural
exports, and 6% of the total GDP. The International Coffee Organization (ICO) monitors the production of this
crop that is loved around the world, ensuring quality in the face of many natural pests that local farmers face
while growing the prized bean.
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ecosystem

Papua New Guinea occupies a small percentage of the world’s land mass, but contributes 5% of the world’s
biodiversity. This means it is positively teeming with life! The vast array of flora and fauna is present because the
island is geographically between two different biological zones—Asia and Oceania. It was once, perhaps, even
crossed over by the very Polynesians, Maori, and Aboriginal Peoples that would eventually find Australia. The
species of life that remained here, however, retained their Asian heritage while adapting to their new Oceanic
identity. Isolation on the island forced everything to adapt.
Have you ever gone on a long vacation or road trip with someone? Whether you liked them or not at the
beginning, chances are you knew them even better by the end of all that time together—and you had probably
adapted your own behavior (for better or worse) to adjust to theirs. That’s what happens with animals isolated
together for a long period of time. While some scientists go to one extreme and claim that this is evolution,
and other scientists go to another extreme and declare no such thing exists, there are those who can meet in
the middle and agree that species do adapt to their surrounding rather than evolve. Many of these plants and
animals even thrive, which is evident in the over 20,000 different plants that grow on the island, as well as 250
species of mammals and more than 600 fish species!

coast of new guinea

pitohui bird

If you’re a binocular-sporting birder, you’ll never want to leave Papua New Guinea, where you’ll have well
over 700 different bird species to enjoy! Its trees are alive with feathered characters chirping so many distinct
melodies you’ll be amazed at how creative God can get with sound. And the physical displays—oh my! The birds
of the island perform dances as intricate and flashy as the painted and bedazzled people: long, silver tendrils of
feathers, ovular wings that they wave and bob like the skirts of a Spanish dancer, and intense colors that flash like
a beacon when the bird really begins to dance.
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The Bible says in Genesis 1 that God created all living things, whether plant or animal, according to their kind.
It is easy to understand that a fish is not the same kind of animal as a horse, and that a blade of grass is not the
same as a towering cedar tree. What is harder to understand is how all of the multitudes of species of animals
came to be on the earth. How on earth did there get to be so many breeds of dogs? Where would Noah have
put them all on the ark? While many people will tell you that evolution is the reason for such variety, we can see
God’s design in the vast diversity of His creation and the fact that breeding
and crossbreeding dogs with different traits can create an entirely new
breed of dog. The same can be said of other types of creatures.
Just like different breeds of animals can develop over time
from consistent cross breeding, animals can adapt to their
surroundings through the years. Papua New Guinea has a
large number of animals and plant life that have adapted
well to the area and call the small island nation home, with
thousands of plant species and hundreds of animals and fish
residing here.
Among all these flashy characters, resides a fairly plain bird.
By normal standards it is still lovely—a modest 9 inches (23 cm)
with a bright red body and a sheen of black feathers on its
head and wings. Meet the pitohui—the first documented
poisonous bird in the world. The bird’s skin and feathers
contain neurotoxic alkaloids, a strain of the batrachotoxin
group—in other words, the same type of poison found in poison dart frogs. Its
colors are truly a sophisticated way of communicating. In the animal kingdom, bright colors on a creature are
called aposematism, which means the colors serve to warn other animals. Sometimes other dangerous animals
are adorned with the same colors. This is called Mullerian mimicry, where different dangerous species share
the same coloration so predators learn to leave both alone. Aposematism and Mullerian mimicry are perfect
examples of how an animal adapts to the environment it lives
in. So, why is the pitohui toxic? The neurotoxins are actually a
bioproduct of their favorite food—melyrid beetles.
If you leave the pitohui alone, however, it will leave you alone—
and just observe you as you hike through the jungles it calls
home.

Open up your notebooks and
complete today’s assignments!

activity break

Look up the birds of Papua New Guinea and
compare them to the pitohui.
Which ones do you like best? Why?
Do you see any that you think are strange?
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 BIBLE Students will read about missionary efforts

PAGE 4 SCIENCE Students will study the pitohui bird further.

Younger students will color the bird and draw lines to label it,
while older students will research and write about it.

PAGE 5 REVIEW This week students are given questions

to translate the Bible into languages in Papua New Guinea.
Different levels will read different Bible stories about
missionaries showing the love of Jesus.

to help them review. You can use these as oral or written
narration or even grade it like a test, depending on your needs.

PAGE 3 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will cut and paste, or draw
and color the flag of Papua New Guinea, and circle or write
answers about its symbolism.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

page
3

NOTEBOOKING
Early Reader
Mount wilhelm

pApuA nEw guinEA

page
4

Port Moresby

Early Elementary
Mount Wilhelm, Bismark Range, Bismark Sea, Port
Moresby

page
2

Science
Early Reader
1. c
Early Elementary
1. toxic beetle 2. warn

BIBLE

UPPER Elementary

Jesús te ama—Spanish
Jésus t’aime—French
Aroha a Ihu ki a koe—Maori
Yesu anakupenda—Swahili
Jesus liebt dich—German
(Answers may vary; these are summaries.)
1. People did not like Zaccheus because he was a tax
collector.
2. Jesus spoke to Zaccheus and ate at his house.
Zaccheus chose to follow Jesus—he gave money to the
poor and he gave money back to those he stole from.
3. Answers could include: acceptance, including
someone who is left out, showing kindness rather than
selfishness, etc.
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Early Reader
1. b, c
Early Elementary
1. bird-of-paradise

bismark range bismark sea

Central Range

SOCIAL STUDIES

page notebooking
1 See map from Early Reader.
page Bible
2 (Answers may vary.)

1. Jesus did not condemn the Samaritan woman; He
engaged in conversation with her. He did not ignore her
as culture expected at that time.
2. He offered her living water and eternal life. Jesus
knew everything about her and still offered her
salvation.
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• ANSWERS•

UPPER Elementary continued
page Social Studies
3 1. bird-of-paradise, Papua New Guinea’s national bird

2. The Southern Cross constellation which symbolizes
not only the country’s place in the southern hemisphere,
but its link to Australia, which also has the Southern
Cross on its flag.

page Science
4 1. The bird gets its poison from eating a poisonous

beetle, and the poison is found on the bird’s skin and
feathers. 2. Aposematism is when an animal’s colors
warn other animals, and Müllerian mimicry is when two
dangerous animals copy each other’s colors.

Middle + High School
page bible
2 Mission organization: Answers may vary, but could

include: Wycliffe Bible Translations.
John 4:4–29: Jesus meets the woman at the well and does
not condemn her, but promises her Living Water.
High School only:
Acts 8:26–38: Phillip reads to an Ethiopian eunuch—a
gentile—and patiently explains the scriptures, then
baptizes the man.
Acts 10: Peter is sent to the Gentiles and gently explains
the gospel.

page Social Studies
3 The red and black were popular colors used by the

tribespeople of Papua New Guinea. The image of the
bird is the bird-of-paradise, which is Papua New Guinea’s
national bird. The five stars represent the Southern Cross
constellation which symbolizes not only the country’s place
in the southern hemisphere, but its link to Australia, which
also has the Southern Cross on its flag.

High School only:
The bird-of-paradise represents beauty and national wealth
for Papua New Guinea.
153
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page Science
4 The bird becomes venomous by consuming the Melyrid

beetle. The neurotoxin it develops is called a batrachotoxin,
and it causes numbness or tingling, but in high doses can
result in paralysis and death. Poison dart frogs also contain
this toxin. The pitohui is omnivorous, eating both berries
and insects. The bird ranges from the forests to lowlands
near the sea level of Papua New Guinea.

all levels

page Review
5 PRE-READER: Questions 1–4

EARLY READER: Questions 1–6
EARLY ELEMENTARY: Questions 1–7
UPPER ELEMENTARY: Questions 1–8
MIDDLE SCHOOL: Questions 1–10
HIGH SCHOOL: Questions 1–11
1. Answers may vary but could include the following:
Guam, Northern Mariana Islands, Marshall Islands, Papua
New Guinea.
2. Answers may vary but include the following: brown tree
snake, golden white eyes, coral trout, pitohui bird.
3. Answers may vary but include the following: coral reef,
rainforest, lagoons, coral atoll; forests, island ecosystem,
scrub forest, mangrove swamp, some grasslands.
4. (Answers may vary.)
5. Subsistence farming, which is how locals grow food,
mainly for their immediate families.
6. A lagoon is a small body of water trapped between a
landmass and a sandbar, coral reef, or smaller island.
7. A coral atoll is a coral reef that grew on the upper rim of a
volcano. When the volcano eroded, the coral was left at the
top and created a landmass.
8. four
9. Spanish-American war; World War I; World War II
10. Answers may vary but could include the following:
Marshallese (two dialects of Ratak and Ralik);
Micronesian; English; Tok pisin/ pidgin language.
11. US Territory of Guam, Northern Mariana Islands (selfgoverning commonwealth of the United States), Republic
of the Marshall Islands (democratic parliamentary
representative republic in free association with the United
States)
Papua new guinea
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Prayer

Today’s

Oceania

Australia +

Give us a heart of obedience today, Jesus. Help us to do everything, all our work, as unto
you and for your glory! We submit to what you have for us today, Holy Spirit.

The picture of paradise. Serenity. A place you can imagine
pirates once burying their doubloons, or maybe even
Robinson Crusoe himself washing up onshore. Underneath
the azure waters, however, lies a silent, murky graveyard
of over 500 shipwrecks spanning the history of this
region. You’re entering an area with whispered legends of
disappearing islands and ancient, fierce tribesmen who
once patrolled the shores. Time has eroded away the sharp
edges of this wild paradise, and in their place beauty, culture,
and tradition have burst forth. People flock from around the
world to this heaven on earth. Scuba enthusiasts dive low
to come face to face with marine wreckage and bring their
secrets back to the surface. Fierce warriors have morphed
into generations of some of the most inviting people on earth.
Welcome to Fiji, my friends!

fiji

QUICK FACTS
Population:  Approx. 902,000
Size of country: 7,055 square miles
		(18,272 km²)
Capital: Suva
Government: Parliamentary 		
representative democratic
republic
Famous landmark: Savusavu hot springs

geography

Language: English, Fijian, and Fiji Hindi
Sharing geologic characteristics with the rest of the Oceanic
islands, Fiji is a tropical concoction of volcanic and eroded sediment
topped with coral atolls. The nation of Fiji includes over 300 islands
and at least 500 islets. Even with all this land, only 110 of the land
masses are inhabited, and the two largest islands—Viti Levu and
Vanua Levu—boast the greatest populations.

Viti Levu comprises over half of Fiji’s total land area, but the
majority of the people are crammed along the coast. This is largely
because of the rugged inland terrain. A mountain range punctuates
the island with several peaks surpassing 3,000 feet (900 m); the
highest one is Tomanivi, at 4,344 feet (1,324 m). Rivers trickle down
from the mountains, splitting southeast and southwest, flowing
down to where mountains melt into plateaus, lowlands, and then
coastal plains. These coastal plains house the main settlements,
and the agricultural centers bustle with activity here.
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map it!
Find Fiji in Oceania. Where do the borders of Melanesia
lie? Is Fiji on the interior or outer borders of Melanesia?
Find some pictures of Fiji.
Would you like to visit this island nation?

dravuni island, fiji

culture

Despite a varied and sometimes chaotic history, it is suggested that Fijians give the warmest, most welcoming
greetings of anywhere in the world. The islands of Fiji are a melting pot of people groups. People of Indian,
Chinese, and European heritage have blended with native Fijians to form colorful life and deep tradition. Their
kindness is best acknowledged with reciprocation (or treating them the same), and minding some specific
manners when entering their villages or houses. It is expected that you dress modestly, remove your hat and
shoes, and refrain from touching anyone’s head (even a small child). It’s expected to offer a small gift when
visiting a village or a home, along with a hearty smile.
For a more modern take on the islands, you need to attend a rugby match—a sport of utmost importance to
Fijians. Their national rugby team has gone as far as the quarter finals in the Rugby World Cup! There are also
ample opportunities for scuba diving among any of the 500 wrecks in Fijian waters. Ranging from the outrigger
canoes of ancient islanders to maritime sailing ships (and even speculations of lost settlements under the sea),
there’s a whole separate world to discover off Fiji’s coast.
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Chances are when you visit a village, you’ll be invited to enjoy a
“lovo”—a traditional method of preparing food and bringing the
community together. This is basically an in-ground barbecue
utilizing firewood, stones, banana leaves, a roll of foil (for a
modern touch), clean sacks, and a shovel. The rocks are covered
with a fire until they are piping hot, at which time they are
gingerly removed, laid out, and covered with the food; much
like you might sear a steak on a hot skillet. The food is covered
in layers of banana leaves, and coconut stalks to retain heat
and moisture. After the food is all laid out, it’s time to step back,
enjoy a tropical beverage, and visit for roughly two hours while
the food cooks. The traditional menu will include cassava
(which is the root of a tree), sweet potato, yam, or taro.

traditional lovo
Perhaps while you wait, or
after you’ve finally enjoyed your meal,
you’ll be treated to a meke show. This
traditional performance includes two
groups: the vakatara (or orchestra) and
the matana (the dancers). The vakatara
seat themselves on the ground and provide
percussion for the dancers decorated with
garlands. The men even adorn themselves
in full warrior garb for a real taste of the
intimidation tribes once utilized to protect
their precious islands. As the music carries
into the night, you might even get to see
the fascinating, yet cringe-worthy, sight of
coal-walking—or even attempt it yourself.
This daring feat of bravery and endurance
finds its origin from the Sawau tribe on the
island of Beqa.

history

Fiji’s settlement began many centuries ago. The earliest settlers are speculated to have been the Lapita, which
was the original group to sweep down out of Asia, traveling and settling throughout Oceania, eventually birthing
the Melanesian, Polynesian, and Micronesian cultures. Excavations have unearthed intricately dotted pottery
made by early Fijians. Archaeological finds show a civilization advanced in navigation, among other skills. Early
settlements reveal advanced agricultural and irrigation systems.
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As people from various nations swept through the area, Fiji gained attention for its plentiful resources. The
islands were promptly descended upon and depleted of sandalwood and many other resources in a short
amount of time. In the early 1800s, traders exploited the area for sea cucumbers, which are considered a
delicacy in many places, and also reputed to have medicinal qualities. In the 1860s, European greed turned
to cotton plantations to compete with the American market, whose prices had skyrocketed due to the Civil
War. The introduction of European muskets in the region contributed to political upheavals. Fighting over land
erupted between Europeans and Fijians, and violence and chaos ensued. Britain ultimately dominated when,
in 1875, it convinced the chiefs to sign a Deed of Concession, effectively promising obedience. Years of British
rule, Allied occupation during World War II, and imported Indian workers for the sugarcane fields are all defining
features of Fiji’s past. Even its more recent history is peppered with political upheaval as the nation has sought its
independence.

cane toad

Fiji’s animal life proves a little more treacherous than
many other places in Oceania. If you wade in the waters
just offshore, you’re likely to get pricked and stung by
fire coral, nipped at by an angry trigger fish, or find a sea
snake coiling around your ankles. On land, you’ll have to bat
away mosquitos in an attempt to avoid malaria, and you’ll
definitely need to steer clear of the cane toad. Brought to the
islands of Fiji to protect sugarcane fields from harmful insects,
these toads are not only an invasive species, but also a force to
be reckoned with due primarily to the deadly toxin they produce.
It is called bufotenine (byoo-fuh-ten-een). Their large mouths
can swallow anything from insects to bats. As they decimate
the food populations on an island, and because they remain
inedible themselves, other predators suffer from lack of food and begin to die off.
The cane toad prefers to live and hunt in grasslands, subtropical forests, and woodlands. They are indigenous
to Central and South America, but were spread to the Caribbean, Philippines, and other islands (including Fiji)
by humans. The amphibian was introduced in hopes of controlling sugarcane pests such as white grubs and
hawk moths. These toads are large, at nearly 10 inches (25.4 cm) long, with dry skin and ridges above their eyes
that contribute to a menacing look. It is the glands behind their eyes and along the ridges on their back that
contain the toxin that protects them. If you go tromping through Fiji’s forests, just make sure to wear shoes, lest
you step on one and get a foot full of venom. Its effects can kill a small animal, and, in a human, the toxin has
hallucinogenic effects for roughly ten minutes.

extension activity
What is an invasive species? Research one invasive species that is present either
on your continent or another species that was brought to Oceania. Do you think
bringing an animal to a new continent for a specific purpose is a good idea, even
when we don’t know what will happen?
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famous landmark: savusavu hot springs

There are plenty of historical and natural wonders in Fiji, but a fun
attraction on Vanua Levu are the Savusavu Hot Springs. We’ve
already talked about the traditional food preparation of the lovo
technique, but another traditional way to cook here on the islands
of Fiji is to boil food in these natural hot springs. Sometimes,
the locals still do it! The hot springs are evidence of volcanic life
simmering below Fiji’s surface. It’s best to stay on the path and
watch the birds and wildlife when you visit these springs because,
in some areas, you’ll burn yourself if you touch the water. Don’t
worry though! The Savusavu Medical Centre harnesses the
springs into therapeutic spa baths, and a local hotel uses the
natural hot springs as a tourist attraction.

government + economy

savusavu hot springs

For all its apparent peacefulness, Fiji is a land set on
independence. Once ruled by Great Britain and a member of
the Commonwealth, the military overthrew the government
twice in 1987, which resulted in expulsion from the Commonwealth and
the establishment of its own republic. After further political unrest over the years, the people finally settled
on a system including a prime minister, a president appointed by a parliament, and multiple political parties.
According to Fiji’s constitution, it has three main languages: English, Fijian, and Fiji Hindi.
Military coups (military-led rebellions against legal authority) may have been the primary means of overthrowing
unwanted governments, but the Republic of Fiji Military Forces (RFMJ) of today hold a different role. It might be
one of the smallest militaries in the world, but the RFMJ have deployed on many recent peacekeeping missions
throughout the world—including Iraq, Afghanistan, and the Solomon Islands.
Fiji’s economy is largely dependent on its land—the beauty attracts tourists, and its fertile soil and tropical climate
produce bountiful harvests.Farmers grow crops such as cocoa, copra, kava, taro, cassava, pineapples, and
bananas to sell. The sugarcane industry has been a strong producer in the Fijian economy for over 100 years.
Early production brought an influx of farmers from India, whose descendants still live on the island. Today,
many Fijians are of mixed Indigenous and Indian descent. Sugarcane is still one of the leading industries for the
country, at over one-third of all industrial output. And you might be surprised to learn that most exports head to
the United States, the United Kingdom, and Australia—big countries to trade with when you consider how small
Fiji is.

activity break
Cassava, breadfruit, tara, kava . . . What are these intriguing,
foreign-sounding names? Look up the different crops grown on Fiji! Do you
recognize any of them? Which ones would you want to eat and why?
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Fiji Banded Iguana

life cycle
Females lay three to seven eggs in a burrow, where
they incubate for seven to nine months before the small
iguanas break open the shells.

appearance
Appropriately named, the Fiji
Banded Iguana reflects the colors
of its environment perfectly, with
stripes of light blue and bright
orange eyes contrasting the tropical
green body.

DIET
Although these delightful
creatures will eat insects, they
prefer a herbivorous diet of
leaves, fruit, and flowers.
habitat
Despite the fact that they are strong
swimmers, these iguanas prefer to spend
most of their days high in the treetops of
the hot, humid jungles of Fiji.

population
The population of this iguana has dropped by
nearly 50% in the last 40 years, and some islands
in Fiji do not appear to have any left. Heavy
mining, deforestation, and the introduction of
invasive species like the Asian mongoose have all
contributed to their decline in numbers.

Students

Open up your notebooks and
complete today’s assignments!

Teachers

Don’t forget to reference the
Day at a Glance to see what is
happening for each level and
answer keys.
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will edit their fable and

PAGE 4 SCIENCE Students will learn about the types of coral.
Younger students will have a labeling activity, and older
students will research.

PAGE 5 ART Early Reader–Upper Elementary will use straws

practice presenting them orally.

PAGE 3 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will complete a mapping

activity to familiarize themselves with the geography of Fiji and
its special features

and paint to create their own coral reef. Middle School and
High School will learn about the salt watercolor technique
and apply what they learn by creating their own masterpiece.
There are great tutorials online for both of these activities.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

notebooking

page
3

social studies

page Science
4 Early Reader

Early Reader
bananas, coconut, cocoa, kava
Early Reader
Viti Levu: star
Levuka: tuna
Ovalau: cotton
Kadavu: bananas + coconut
Kadavu: surfboard
Great Sea Reef: barrier reef

Early Elementary

Early Elementary:
Capital City: Suva
Levuka: tuna
Ovalau: cotton
Kadavu: bananas
Kadavu: surfing
Great Sea Reef: barrier reef

UPPER Elementary
page social studies
3 Suva: Viti Levu

cotton: Ovalau
surfing: Kadavu Passage
tuna: Levuka
bananas: Kadavu

page Science
4 See Early Elementary answer.
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •
• ANSWERS•

Middle + High School
page
4

Science
1. Hard corals produce a hard skeleton and group
together to form reefs and soft corals have a woody
stem, look more like trees or plants, and do not form
reefs.
2. Answers may include: soft corals—gorgonian,
carnation coral, toadstool coral, tree corals, sea pens,
bubble coral, etc.; hard corals—staghorn coral, pillar
coral, table coral, brain coral, blue coral, great star
coral, tube coral, etc.
3. Corals are tiny, soft polyps that form a protective
skeleton and then group together to create a colony
that acts as a single organism.
4. Anatomy of coral: see Early Elementary answer
5. Coral reefs are created when a free-swimming coral
attaches itself to a rock. The coral polyps continue to
grow by secreting calcium carbonate until a coral reef is
formed.
High School only:
Table corals include many branches that spread out in
a flat, table-like structure. Elkhorn corals resemble the
horns of an elk or deer with many offshoots. Mushroom
corals appear like the top of a mushroom and are
usually laying on the bottom of the sea. Massive corals
look like rocks on the floor of the ocean and can vary
in size from as small as an egg to as large as a house!
Foliose corals have plate-like flaps that spread out like
the leaves or lettuce or petals of a rose. Digitate corals
look like fingers or large clumps of tubes and grow
vertically. Encrusting corals cover a surface and spread
quickly. Branching corals branch out like a tree with
primary and secondary branches. These corals are the
most colorful.
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Today’s
Prayer

Thank you for diversity, in climates and regions, in animals and food, in our histories and
stories. You filled our world with adventure and discovery, help us to see it today.

The hollow thump of your feet running along the dock
pounds in time with your heart. The two sounds are all you
can hear as you hurry down the wharf, searching for your
ship before it leaves port. In your panic you can’t seem to
navigate your direction, so you stop a sailor sauntering past
you, rope slung over his shoulder. “Excuse me, sir,” you cry,
“My captain will be very upset, we’re supposed to leave port
soon, and I can’t find our ship, where is—” The sailor cuts you
off, “Who is your captain, boy?” You stop to take a breath,
and reply, “Álvaro de Mendaña de Neira.” The man’s eyes
widen, and in a moment he’s leaning closer. His eyes glance
around before focusing on you with a feverish intensity. “The
Alvaro?” he whispers. “Tell me boy . . . is it true?” Your heart
begins to thud, and this time not from the running. “Is it?”
he says again, this time spitting the words out between his
teeth. “Did he really discover the source of Solomon’s gold?”
Over the last few weeks, you’ve grown tired of answering
this question—to be honest, you still don’t know yourself.
Even your captain has remained tight-lipped. “I-I don’t know
what you’re talking about,” you stammer. Suddenly, you
don’t want help anymore, and you quickly start down the
dock again. From behind you the sailor yells, “Just you wait,
boy! Tell your captain he can’t keep his secret forever! We’ll
find his treasure hoard and the Islas de Solomón!” In the
distance, you spot the Spanish flags of your ship, and you
begin jogging back down the wharf, questions swirling in
your mind.
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QUICK FACTS

Population: Approx. 702,000
Size of country: 11,740 square miles
		(30,407 km²)
Capital: Honiara
Government: Constitutional Monarchy
Famous landmark: Marovo Lagoon
Language: English and Solomon Islands Pijin

solomon islands

In 1568, famed Spanish explorer Álvaro de Mendaña de Neira found a stretch of islands in the Pacific Ocean
that were not on his maps. Rumors rapidly circulated that he had not only found gold, but also the very resources
of King Solomon of Israel—one of the richest kings in history. Because of the extraordinary nature of this inflated
rumor, and the inability for explorers to substantiate even the existence of the islands, his discovery was
dismissed. It wasn’t until the 1700s, that the Islas de Solomon (the Solomon Islands) re-emerged from legend as
English and French navigators stumbled upon them and started adding them to maps. As the port of Sydney,
Australia grew busier, the waters of the Solomon Islands received heavier traffic, and what was once a mystery
was now a stopping point on the way to southern Oceania. Over the coming years, these islands would be
exploited for labor and resources, traded as pawns between empires, and have the boots of soldiers tramp over
their land in fierce combat. Nonetheless, the vibrant Melanesian culture of the islands has endured; the music of
flutes and drums lives on to greet the rising of the sun and serenade its setting. Its royal beauty has survived and
thrived for generations. Welcome to the Solomon Islands.

geography

Thousands of years ago, the Solomon Islands rose to the surface
of the ocean as a result of active underwater volcanoes. The land
is still marked by vicious, spewing hot spots, vents, and volcanic
activity that begins off the coast of Papua New Guinea, stretches
through the Solomons, and ends near Melanesia’s Vanuatu
(This boundary of volcanic activity is called the Andesite Line,
and it divides Melanesia from Polynesia and Micronesia.) One
such active submarine volcano is Kavachi, just off the coast of
Vangunu Island in the southern Solomons. It was christened
“Kavachi’s Oven” because, as one of the most active volcanoes
of the Pacific, its frequent eruptions produce temporary
islands every few years. In fact, since 1939, nine new islands
have come and gone due to its violent Surtseyan eruptions. A
sandy seafloor in solomon isl
Surtseyan eruption is a mixed explosion of water and magma
ands
that produces jets of steam and ash that explode like bombs
out of the surface of the sea. These eruptions build temporary
islands, but the fresh, liquid magma doesn’t have enough time to harden and build
before the waves fight back against the volcano and erode it away.
Because of the energetic, shifting tectonic plates below the ground, the land is rugged and mountainous. The
year is divided between not four but two seasons—rainy and dry. The hot, humid air dominates from May to
October, then the rainy season pours hydration and cool relief from November to April.

activity break
Look up videos of Kavachi’s Oven and other underwater volcanic activity. Isn’t
it amazing to see God’s power in creation? How would it feel to find yourself in
a small boat when, just a few yards away, you see the water begin to hiss and
bubble before erupting? Imagine the strength and time it would take for that
underwater activity to build huge, inhabitable islands!
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economy

The mountainous terrain, combined with fertile volcanic soil and seasons of abundant rain, have created an
ecosystem that provides ample timber. These delightful islands have a strong connection with China as an
exporter of timber to the Asian nation. It’s estimated that the forests are being cleared at almost 20 times the
sustainable rate. This is a dangerous path to be on, as deforestation at such a high rate makes it possible that
forests will be depleted by 2036.
The plains areas of the islands provide land for agriculture. Here plantation crops such as copra, cacao, and oil
palms are grown. Most of the goods produced here are shipped to China and Australia. There are also deposits
of bauxite and even gold on the islands.

culture

The culture of the Solomon Islands is full of Melanesian heritage. Just
like their Fijian neighbors, people here place a high value on respect
and family relationships. For example, if a man speaks to a woman
to whom he is not related, it is considered honorable for him to look
away. Within families, infants are seldom left in the care of others
and are typically cared for solely by the mother. But as children
grow older, all types of relations pitch in to care for and discipline
the child. (Ever heard, “It takes a village to raise a family?” That may
be an African proverb, but its truth is applied in Melanesian families!)
Written literature was not popular in the region until the 1960s, when John
Saunana became the first published author from the Solomon Islands.
While the written word may still be in its infant stages, expressions of art
through carvings, baskets, weaving, and jewelry abound in the Solomon Islands—
all descended from the Lapita influence of years past. Song composition is highly
prized by islanders and this skill has been passed from generation to generation. The
Solomon Islands abound in musical skill—islanders utilize slit-drums and panpipes to
weave tropical melodies.

panpipes

Panpipes are a group of hollow wooden tubes arranged from longest to shortest and bound
together. The musician blows across the top, almost like with a harmonica, and creates an airy sound in stark
contrast to the background thump and twang of the slit-drums. The drums are carved from bamboo or wood
with one, two, or three slits running down the sides. It’s not uncommon to pass panpipe orchestras performing
along the roadside as you travel across an island.

extension activity

Have you ever seen a slit-drum or heard the music of one being played? As a family,
look up videos of musicians utilizing slit-drums to hear their beautiful and
unique sounds!
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language

If you speak English, you might think you have a shot at communicating with the locals—after all, English is
the official language of the Solomon Islands. Unfortunately, only a scant 2% of the population actually speaks
English; most islanders prefer pijin instead. No, this is not a language made of coos and squawks like the bird
(although if you heard the language you might think you could understand birds better). Pijin can arise anywhere
in the world as two or more communities merge and attempt to find a way to communicate. (It became very
common as Europeans began exploring and attempted to communicate with Indigenous Peoples.) They begin
to blend their languages and ultimately create a simplified, main dialect with elements of both languages
present. Over time, this language is accepted as adequate for the communities to converse.

ecosystem

The rainforest and coral reefs of one of these
islands, known as Tetepare, are keeping a secret.
Over 150 years ago, the people of the island
disappeared—vanished without a trace.
Evidence suggests the tribe on Tetepare
was unrelated to the people groups on the
surrounding islands, keeping its distinct,
mysterious, and perhaps dark culture to itself. Did
they leave en masse because of disease or famine?
Or was it some other reason? What was their fate?
The mystery remains unsolved, and the rainforest and
coral continue to keep the secret more than 100 years
later. But we do know that the exodus of humanity from
the island allowed nature a chance to thrive.
Now, Tetepare is known as the last wild island on
earth! The largest uninhabited island in the Southern
Hemisphere, it is home to over 70 species of birds, 25
species of reptiles, and 13 mammalian species—including
numerous rare and endemic bats—with scientists still
discovering new species! Rainforest blankets the island
for 46 square miles (120 km²) of relatively flat land. The
biodiverse coral reefs that ring the island provide homes
to numerous types of animals, including three species of
marine turtles (two of which are endangered). These reefs
have some of the highest diversity of fish species and coral in all
the world.

cardinal lory found on tetepare island

With logging decimating the green canopies of the rest of the Solomon Islands, Tetepare looked like it would
be the next target. Not wanting this to happen, landowners took a stand to protect the island, and local
communities banded together to form the Tetepare Descendants’ Association (TDA) to preserve the island and
protect it from exploitation of any kind.
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dugong

Early seafarers often told tales of mermaids and sirens,
which are both mythical creatures—but where did these
ideas come from? The dugong is believed, by some, to
be the basis for these stories. You can find this unique
species floating throughout the fresh and salt waters of
Tetepare. The dugong is similar to a manatee, but has
a fluked tail like a whale’s. It is distantly related to the
elephant, but other than being a vegetarian, the dugong
doesn’t have much in common with this long-lost cousin.
These creatures feed on underwater grass much like
a cow grazes on land. Their big noses snuffle through
dugong
the vegetation on the murky bottom of the ocean floor,
munching away on underwater meadows of marine
vegetation. They can live up to 70 years, which allows
them to grow to the large size of 8–10 feet (2.4 m–3.045 m),
weighing 510–1,100 pounds (231 kg–498.95 kg). The female dugong is pregnant for a year before giving birth to
one calf, which sticks by its mother’s side for upwards of 18 months.
These creatures are mammals, which means that they breathe air. Typically they dive for about four minutes at
a time, but they can stay submerged for up to eight minutes. They come back to the surface to float and breathe
air. Because of their partial exposure, they can look curious from a distance. Do you remember the mermaids
and sirens? Well . . . from a distance, perhaps it’s not that hard to believe that eager sailors mistook this gentle
giant for something else. The magic of these creatures faded, however, and was replaced by a target on their
backs as they were eventually discovered as a source of meat and oil. Today, conservation efforts fight to protect
dugong populations, which are teetering on the edge of endangerment.

famous landmark: morovo lagoon

The Solomon Islands do have a treasure even greater than gold—the world’s largest saltwater lagoon.
This haven for thousands of sea creatures and a history-hunter’s paradise (if you want to dive for World
War II relics), gives visitors a chance to revel in its beauty. Cruising the crystal clear waters in a kayak gives
opportunity to see sea turtles, manta rays, and the occasional whale. From this close vantage point you
can also see the intricate world of the coral reef just below you—its own ecosystem so very different from the
rainforest just over the shoreline.
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food

Poi is assumed to be the national dish of the Solomon Islands, but it is really just one of the most common
dishes. This popular food is made with modest ingredients. What is it, you ask? Well pull up a chair and
let me serve you a plate of . . . taro root. Poi is a concoction of peeled, ground, and boiled taro root. It
is lightly seasoned and served as a starchy paste, grown in the soils of the rainforest. If you want to
take it to the next level, allow the poi to sit for a while and ferment—similar to a sourdough starter
bubbling on your countertop—and enjoy a sour twist to the dish, which changes its name to
(you guessed it!) sour poi.
But what is taro root? Taro root is a highly nutritious and
starchy root crop, with large, dark green leaves, sometimes
referred to as elephant ears. These large leaves,
growing up to 3–6 feet (.6–1.6 m), are also edible once
cooked, and a healthy source of dietary nitrates. The
taro root tuber is sweet and rich in vitamins A, B,
and C, as well as a healthy source of carbohydrates,
potassium, and protein. Similar to a potato, it has a
dark skin and white flesh, with growth rings noticeable
in proportion to its size. When cooked, taro root has
a mildly nutty flavour and a similar texture to water
chestnuts. It is important to note that a taro root cannot
be eaten raw due to an irritating calcium oxalate toxin
that acts like tiny pieces of glass in the mouth and throat.
Fortunately, this irritant is no longer present when the
taro root is cooked. Once cooked, taro root can be
mashed or pureed and is a common staple similar to
rice, potato, and bread. It can even be used as a healthy
alternative to potato chips.

POI

Students

Open up your notebooks and
complete today’s assignments!

Teachers

Don’t forget to reference the
Day at a Glance to see what is
happening for each level and
answer keys.
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will learn new grammar

rules and fix sentences accordingly. They will return to this page
every day this week to complete another activity.

PAGE 4 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will research or discuss
songs that are meaningful to their country, culture, or
family and write or answer questions about the important
instruments in the Solomon Islands.

PAGE 5 BIBLE Students will reflect on their recitation for this
unit and answer various questions about the passage.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will spend time freewriting.
Younger students are encouraged to use a scribe and dictate if
needed, while older students are given a time for writing.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

page
2

UPPER Elementary

notebooking

page Language arts
2 1. We need to find a bigger house with more room

Early Reader
Section 2:
panpipes, coral reef, coins

(e.g., a schoolroom, extra bedroom, and office).
2. I’m looking for someone to take care of my pets
like I do—i.e., someone who will pet them, spend time
with them, and enjoy them—while I go on vacation.
3. Call us if you have any questions about the routine
(how to shut the lights off, what to do if the door
doesn’t lock properly, etc.).
4. I’m looking for a job that will allow me to go to
school at the same time (e.g., a job that only wants
me on the weekends and doesn’t make me work too
late on weeknights).

Language arts
Early Reader
1. My favorite season is spring.
2. Are you in school during the summer or fall?
3. Every winter, we travel to Hawaii.
Early Elementary:
1. They waited for me as for the rain, and they
opened their mouths as for the spring rain.— Job
29:23
2. Americans celebrate Thanksgiving in late fall,
but Canadians celebrate Thanksgiving in early fall.
3. Every winter, we travel to Hawaii for Christmas
break.

page
4

page social studies
4 Students can describe either a panpipe or a slit-drum.
A panpipe is several hollow pipes arranged in order
from shortest to longest that can be blown into and
produce a whistling or piping noise. A slit-drum is a
tall drum made of bamboo or wood with one, two, or
even three slits running down the side.

social studies
Early Reader
underline: piano, guitar; triangle: panpipe, slit-drum
Early Elementary
panpipe, slit-drum
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •
• ANSWERS•

Middle + High School
page
2

page
4

language arts
Middle School
1. Do you still plan to come camping with us (for the first
half, at least) or are you going to work instead?
2. After talking it over with my dad, I decided to work
over the summer. (I wanted one more summer to have
fun before having to be more responsible.)
3. Sarah only read one book this month (but it was over
500 pages).
4. Ryan ordered a pizza and was embarrassed when
he couldn’t pay the deliveryman at the door (he hadn’t
counted his money first).
5. Let’s meet up after church for ice cream. (I’ve been
craving a chocolate waffle cone!)

Social Studies
Middle School
A panpipe is several hollow pipes arranged in order
from shortest to longest that can be blown into and
produce a whistling or piping noise. A slit-drum is a tall
drum made of bamboo or wood with one, two, or even
three slits running down the side.

High School
1. Because of higher demand than normal, we don’t
have that item right now.
2. After I graduate from high school, I plan to work for a
year and save up before attending college.
3. Inside the closet, you’ll find the extra raincoat I said
you could have.
4. In Marion’s opinion, the idea seemed preposterous.
5. Running through the crowd, they boarded the train
just in time.
6. Despite reading with more fervor than before, it took
me over two weeks to finish the book.
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Prayer

Today’s
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Australia +

Thank you for your justice, Lord. That we don’t have to try to make things fair, but can trust you
to judge hearts and actions. Help us to surrender to your justice rather than trying to take things
into our own hands, and forgive us for leaning on our own understanding when we forget.

A chorus of whoops and hollers echoed down the forested
hillside as 20 or so young boys raced to the water’s edge.
Awakened birds flew up from the treetops in a frenzy of
irritated squawks. Morning chores were finished and the boys
of the island of Tanna were released to play. Childhood on the
Vanuatu islands was magical—jungles, mountains, and hills to
explore, and the bathwater of the Pacific in which to cool off.
Their bare feet pounded into the fine sand as they emerged
from the forest’s edge and raced to plunge into the waves. All
but one surged ahead. The young boy hung back, hands at his
side, squinting inquisitively at the dark shapes bobbing near
the shore. His playmates didn’t seem to notice as the boats
neared, their paddles swishing with an ominous rhythm. In the
wooden vessels, men leaned forward, some with rope in hand,
looking about to spring.

vanuatu

QUICK FACTS
Population:  Approx. 313,000
Size of country: 4,707 square miles
		(12,190 km²)
Capital: Port Vila
Government: Representative parliamentary
system
Famous landmark: Mount Yasur
Language: Bislama, French, and English

Backing away into the shadows of the trees, eyes now wide,
and wishing he could become invisible, he pressed himself deep
into the ferns and undergrowth. His throat seemed to close,
and he could not cry out to warn his friends. He watched as the
first boy broke through the surface of the water after a deep
dive, only to find himself staring into the hungry eyes of his
captor. With something like a growl, the man reached down
and lifted the boy, wrangling him into the boat. One by one
more men jumped into the water and started flinging nets and
rope—some wrestling the boys, pulling them all back into the
boats. It was then that he saw the lone ship further out in the
bay, still and stoic, waiting for its catch of people to be hauled
in.
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Turning to run, the boy stumbled on the steep slope and sent a little slide of rocks behind him. It caught the
attention of one kidnapper who had ventured further onto the beach, and the young boy’s fate was sealed. In
moments, he was overtaken despite his cries and struggles and rowed back to the large ship, where he was taken
below deck. Hours later, when mothers, fathers, uncles, aunts, sisters, and brothers flooded the beach in their
desperate search, they would find no trace of the beloved children. The only evidence of their disappearance was
the foreign boot prints in the sand.
These horrible events were called blackbirding. This practice was started to round up Pacific islanders and
indenture them on plantations for larger countries in the Pacific. The boys of Tanna were often shipped to the
sugarcane fields of Queensland, Australia. In other parts of Vanuatu, captors took their captives 500 miles
west to the cotton plantations of Fiji. They claimed to pay these young men, who —it was said— sometimes
went willingly. The treatment and low wages, however, did not live up to any compensation that had been
promised. Although many ni-Vanuatu (the Indigenous People of the Vanuatu islands) returned when their jobs
were finished, most boys were never seen again. Several generations later, the island of Tanna remembers their
children and, to this day, no one plays on the beach alone.

culture

Vanuatu comes from two Melanesian words –
vanua and tu – meaning “land” and “to stand or
to remain.” The name honors the nationalism
that binds the people together, through the dark
memories of their history up to today. Physical land
is treated as a precious commodity in these small
islands, and it symbolizes a connection with the
previous generations that cultivated and passed it
down. The constitution of this free nation protects
the people that have remained in one place for
generations. Their phrase man ples describes the
identification with one’s land as an important part
of the ni-Vanuatu people’s world.

Blue hole in vanuatu

Despite the statistic that the majority of residents
are Christian, there remains much in the way of
ancestral and pagan worship in these islands. Men often meet at a house called a nakamal, where they drink
kava and attempt to communicate with the spirit world. This is one of the few places where European influence
did not fully permeate for a long period of time. In fact, it wasn’t until thousands of ni-Vanuatu returned to the
region from their work on plantations that they brought with them new ideas of politics and religion that were
partially assimilated into the existing culture.
Although English and French are spoken in the Vanuatu islands, the main language is Bislama, a blend between
English and Melanesian pidgin. This merging of some elements of their culture, combined with a firm resolve to
maintain their independence as a people, is displayed in their national anthem Yumi, Yumi ,Yumi which translates
to “We, We, We.” Such a spirit of togetherness also arises in their interisland trade, ferrying goods within the
islands of Vanuatu to support one another.
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geography

Vanuatu is a Y-shaped spread of 13 islands, running from north to south for roughly 400 miles (644 km) through
the Pacific Ocean. The Torres Islands are in the north, and moving south, you come across Vanua Lava, Santa
Maria, the Banks group, and then two uninhabited islands named Hunter and Matthew, names that seem oddly
misplaced.
The landscape of the Vanuatus looks tropical and lush from the shore, but as you step behind the jungle curtain
you find the land is incredibly hilly—broken up by plateaus, at times looking almost African with its savanna
grasslands interspersed with rainforest. This is a visual representation of the sharply contrasting seasons, which
are hot and wet from November through April, and then cool and dry from May through October.
The most notable feature of the islands is their frequent volcanic activity and rattling earthquakes. The Kuwae
submarine volcano is not only one of the most active volcanoes in Vanuatu, but is most likely the cause of a
huge part of its landscape. It’s suspected that around 1452 AD an eruption blasted apart the land, creating the
now separate islands of Epi and Tongoa, which were once one land mass. The mountain continues to make its
presence known with bubbling, yellow waters over its crater and an odorous, sulfuric smell as you approach.
There are only a few lava lakes on Earth, and even less are accessible. Marum Volcano, on the island of Ambrym
in Vanuatu, is one that is considered “accessible.” If by accessible you mean an insanely dangerous helicopter
ride, lunar-like conditions on the island itself, the constant smell of sulfur dioxide, and the constant use of gas
masks to breathe. This volcano has been erupting since 2009, spewing molten lava, ash, gas, and rocks. The
locals here are ready to evacuate at a moment’s notice. However, you may catch a glimpse of the megapode.
This brave bird lays its eggs in the hot earth in volcanic areas and hatchlings emerge fully-feathered and ready to
fly within 24 hours. I guess they’d have to, hatching so close to an active volcano.

marum volcano
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activity break
There is nothing quite like seeing a volcano in action. A quick Internet search of
Marum Volcano will not disappoint. You can choose from videos, blog posts, or
scientific articles to learn more about God’s explosive and mighty creation.

food

If you ever visit Vanuatu, don’t pass up the lap-lap. This national dish of Vanuatu is made
of grated taro and yam, mixed with bananas until it forms a dough. The dough is
drowned in coconut milk and cabbage, and then your meat of choice—usually beef,
pork, or fish—is laid across the center and wrapped up in the starchy paste. It is then
baked to perfection—like a tropical calzone. Finally, it is wrapped in banana leaves
and served piping hot, gooey, and savory. If you opt to have it baked in coals, it
gives off a smokey, almost barbecued taste.

golden orb spider

Speaking of food, you can also opt for a crunchy appetizer—the
golden orb spider. Yes, you read that right. A popular snack in
Vanuatu is the oh-so-useful golden orb spider. But it’s not just a
tasty snack! This eight-legged creepy crawly is an iconic figure
in the islands’ culture. The spider tattoo is a popular way of
expressing their culture here. The strong web of the golden orb
spider is used for fishing line, nets, and even special garments
(the web makes surprisingly waterproof and rot-proof garb).
Ni-Vanuatu tribespeople walk through the woods with a long
stick of bamboo, slashing it through the spider webs to collect
them in an ever-growing mass at the end of their stick. They
then take this back to their village to process the threads
golden orb spider
for their own purposes. The strength of this spider’s webs is
demonstrated every time a small animal, or even bird, finds itself entangled in the
sticky, woven ropes of this unique arachnid.
The golden color of its web gives the spider its name. Their webs have defensive barriers woven along the
perimeter to protect the spider living at the center, and their strong structure makes them fairly permanent
dwellings, where the arachnid can live, trap, eat, and defend themselves. The females spin the web themselves
and are much larger than the males— measuring at about 2 inches (50 mm), while the male measures
approximately 0.3 inches (8 mm). The eggs are usually laid in large clusters in a nearby plant or structure. The
egg sacs can reach a diameter of 1–1.2 inches (25–30 mm), brimming with several hundred eggs. When these
eggs hatch, the spiders are not immediately able to spin webs. They do, however, have a defense mechanism in
which they vibrate their bodies at a high frequency to confuse any predators. Despite their large size and gangly
legs, these spiders pose no threat to humans and are only poisonous to the prey they consume.
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economy + transportation

Like most small islands throughout Oceania, Vanuatu operates in a largely rural society, its inhabitants
participating mainly in subsistence agriculture. Exports in the 1800s came mostly from plantations—cotton,
corn, coffee, cocoa, coconuts, and even some cattle. Today, the islands provide mainly kava, beef, copra, timber,
and cocoa. Their largest trading partners are Australia, New Caledonia, Japan, and New Zealand. Over the last
century, forestry has become a major industry in the islands, replacing plantation work.
Sandalwood trees grow extensively throughout southeastern Asia and some areas of the Pacific. They grow to a
height of approximately 33 feet (10 m) and are identified by their leathery leaves that grow in pairs of two, lining
the branches. The trunks and roots are used for precious sandalwood oil, which is extracted through a steam
distillation process. It takes nearly 30 years for a tree to mature to the point where it can be harvested for the
oil. The delightful scent is a long-lasting smell. Sandalwood is used in perfumes, soaps, some medicines, and
has historically been used as incense and in burial rituals for many ancient religions. There are also
reported health benefits from the aromatic use of sandalwood, such as increasing attention and
soothing anxiety. It also promotes healthy skin, facilitates wound healing, and
has been used to fight bacteria that are resistant to some antibiotics.
The Vanuatu islands also import (or bring in) large amounts of
machinery, food, animals, and fuel from Australia, Singapore, New
Zealand, and Fiji. Because much of Vanuatu’s economy relies on farming,
which is highly dependent on the weather (a large variable in an area plagued by
sandalwood leaves
volcanoes, earthquakes, and typhoons), the country is attempting to branch
out into manufacturing services to supplement the income it receives from its agricultural endeavors.
Transportation on the islands occurs primarily on foot. Unpaved roads connect the coastal towns, but there
are few interior roads. Commuting across the islands includes a daring jungle trek or a short flight over the
mountains in a potentially rickety plane. Because of the interconnectedness between individual islands, boating
throughout the islands of Vanuatu is another common way to get around.

Students

Open up your notebooks and
complete today’s assignments!

activity break

Teachers

Look up some recent natural disasters in the
Vanuatu Islands (you could start with Cyclone
Pam). How often do these islands undergo such
destruction? How do they bounce back?
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PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

underwater post office!

PAGE 4 SCIENCE Students will complete the activities to show
what they learned about the sandalwood tree and its health
benefits.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will present their writing
projects today by either reading or reciting their fable.

PAGE 5 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will use the map and

PAGE 3 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will read about Blackman

Town or conduct further research on its significance. Older
students are prompted to share their thoughts on the concept.
All students will have an extension activity to look up Vanuatu’s

diagram provided to chart their Oceania trip. All students
are prompted to work on their grammar page after the
assignment is finished.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + Early Elementary
page
3

Upper Elementary

social studies

page SOCIAL STUDIES
3 1. It is a town that was renamed to try to preserve the

Early Reader
c. Tannese

culture of the Tannese people. 2. Answers may vary.
3. Answers may vary.

Early Elementary
1. Tannese 2. Samson Numake 3. preserve culture 4.
Lenakel

page SCIENCE
4 33 feet (9 m); the trunk and roots; 30 years; wound

healing, relaxation, increases attention, anti-bacterial
against MRSA

page Science
4 Early Reader

1. 30 feet 2. c 3. 1, 2, & 3
Early Elementary
1. 33 feet 3. wounds; worry; anti-bacterial
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Middle + High School
page
3

social studies
Middle School
1. (Answers may vary.) Blackman town is a location
where only indigenous, black, Tannese men and women
can own property and businesses. Blackman town
also serves as a way to practice and preserve Vanuatu
culture. It was founded in response to the Blackbirding
trade by drawing a distinct line between the oppression
of Europeans and the independence of the ni-Vanuatu.
2. Blackman town is located on Tanna in Vanuatu. Even
though it is owned and operated by Tannese, tourists
are welcome.
3. Answers may vary.

page
4

Science
Middle School
Answers will vary.
High School
1. Santalum album
2. 15 3. Answers will vary.
4. Answers will vary, but could include: oil that has
antibacterial properties and is used in various forms
from beauty products to medicine, beautiful wood used
to make various articles, etc.

High School
1. (Answers may vary.) Blackman town is located
on Tanna in Vanuatu and is a location where only
indigenous, black, Tannese men and women can own
property and businesses. Blackman town also serves
as a way to practice and preserve Vanuatu culture.
It was founded in response to the Blackbirding trade
by drawing a distinct line between the oppression of
Europeans and the independence of the ni-Vanuatu.
Even though it is owned and operated by Tannese,
tourists are welcome.
2. Answers may vary.
3. Answers may vary.
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Prayer

Today’s

Oceania

Australia +

Lord, thank you for your creative wonders on earth. Creation truly speaks your name! Make us
fierce protectors of the world you’ve entrusted to us. When we see a beautiful sunset or a stunning,
colorful bird, turn our hearts toward you in worship and awe. Amen.

With all this time talking about the islands of Oceania,
it’s time to turn our attention to the waters lapping at
their shores. It is the people that give Oceania its creative
face and artistic culture, while the land gives a tangible
resource to stand on, explore, and begin to understand
the region. The water, however, is something that seems
mysterious and yet is incredibly important to both the
cultures and ecosystems of these islands. If it weren’t for
the water that washed over the land bridges thousands
of years ago, we wouldn’t have the same climate patterns
that we know today. It is the waters of the Pacific—and
all its smaller divisions of seas and straits—that work
together to funnel the cool breezes of relief to the hot
islands and to fill the sails of sailors and propel them
across the globe. It is the waters of the Pacific that fight
or yield to underwater volcanoes that force their way to
the surface. On a map it may look like oceans separate
Melanesia, Micronesia, Polynesia, Australia, and New
Zealand. On the contrary, from the first moment the hull
of an outrigger canoe rested on the waves of the Pacific,
these waters have connected the islands of Oceania and
given the region its very identity. So board your canoe,
dip your paddle into the ocean, and let’s navigate these
waters together.

oceanIA

QUICK FACTS
timor sea: 235,000 square miles
(610,000 km²)
ARAFURA sea: 250,000 square miles
(650,000 km²)
torres strait: 80 miles wide (130 km)
coral sea: 1,849,800 square miles
(4,791,000 km²)
tasman sea: 900,000 square miles
(2,300,000 km²)
Famous landmark: Arafura Marine Park

outrigger canoes in new guinea
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timor sea coast

tropical timor sea

Push off from the northwestern coast of Australia, into the Timor Sea. This body of water lies between the land
down under and Indonesia, in an area referred to as a monsoon belt. This is a region of water frequently caught
in the crosshairs of violent storms that damage the landscape, but also deliver needed hydration. Monsoons
offer a deluge of water to the wells and aqueducts throughout Asia and also serve to saturate the rice fields.
Australasian monsoons occur from the Pacific coast of Russia, down toward Australia, and westward as far
as the coast of Africa. This monsoon zone is a channel of low-pressure air that belts the earth. At sea, this low
pressure means a lack of sufficient wind for sailing, or what sailors refer to as doldrums. As the warm, moist air
rises, it sends torrential downpours toward land, and the rising air sucks up any wind that would otherwise carry
ships across the water.
The Timor Sea ranges in depth from a mere 650 feet (200 m) to a depth of 10,800 feet (3,300 m) in the Timor
Trough. This trough is created by the subduction zone where the Australian plate is pressed underneath the
Timor plate, and marks the center of a heated debate between two countries. The Timor Sea contains vast oil
and gas fields of up to 20 trillion cubic feet of reserves. Because of the sea’s location between Asia and Australia,
both Timor-Leste and Australia want to tap into the oil reserves beneath the seafloor. Australia has long been a
nation with a booming economy ready to tap into the oil reserves, but the 21st century saw the country of TimorLeste become one of the worlds’ newest, sovereign nations. The leadership of Timor-Leste is now vying to use the
gas reserves to jump-start the economy of their new country.

arid arafura sea

The Timor Sea flows into the Arafura, which sits between the northern coast of Australia and the southern coast
of New Guinea. This is a shallow sea at only 165–260 feet (50–80 m) deep, which makes scientists believe it was
once not a sea at all, but land. The Arafura shelf that is beneath the waters was once dry, habitable land above
the ocean before glacial melting caused sea levels to rise and swallow the land up forever. Scientists believe the
land was an arid, comfortable climate before the ocean claimed it. The Aru Islands are land masses jutting up
from the Arafura shelf, stubbornly reaching for air and refusing to fall victim to the waters that cover the rest of
the region. The inhabitants of these islands regularly harvest their pears for export around the world.
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famous landmark

Although humankind can no longer walk the land of Arafura, its
waters teem with marine life. Arafura Marine Park is just
north-east of Darwin, Australia, and teems with Oceanic
predators, sea turtles, and more! The park is situated near
canyons that once held the ancient river system of the Arafura
plateau. Now, these channels feed rich nutrients and sediment
into the ocean waters, supporting a plethora of marine animals
and plants. The marine park spans 14,244 square miles
(22,924 km²) of the Arafura Sea, and its depths range from
49 feet to 1,640 feet (15–500 m). While the Arafura Sea is
indeed shallow, it plunges to a depth of 2,000 feet (610 m) as
it travels westward, where coral reefs begin to form.

sea turtle

tumultuous torres strait

The Arafura Sea funnels into the 80 mile (130 km) wide channel of water that separates the northern tip of
Australia and the southern coast of Papua New Guinea—the Torres Strait. The intense funneling of water here,
combined with its numerous reefs and strong tidal currents, make this a highly hazardous area for ships. Indeed,
the ocean floor is littered with over 100 shipwrecks spanning the 1700s through the 1900s. The most significant
shipwreck was the steamship Quetta, which sank in 1890 and took 133 human lives.
The Torres Strait is dotted with well over 200 tiny islands almost unnoticeable on a map. These land masses
make it equally hard to navigate the choppy waters and pose a danger in-and-of themselves. Throughout
history, if sailors were not claimed by the sea, then they often met their end on land. The tribespeople of the area
were not friendly to outsiders washing up on their shores. One woman, however, managed to survive based
purely on a fortunate physical resemblance. In the early 1800s, a woman by the name of Barbara Crawford
set sail with her husband William to find a wrecked whaling ship. In their efforts, however, their own ship was
wrecked near an island. Barbara was separated from her husband and washed up at the feet of the fierce and
unfriendly Kaurareg tribe. The chief adopted her, however, based
on a striking resemblance between Barbara and his own daughter
Gioma, who had perished at sea just months before. Remarkably,
Barbara survived with the tribe. In October of 1849, the naval ship
HMS Rattlesnake made a brief landfall in the area for supplies.
While trading with the Kaurareg people, the crew noticed one
female who was different from the rest, and she surprised them
by conversing in their language. The crew proceeded to rescue
Barbara and brought her home.

es
dauar island, torr

strait
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Not all stories of shipwrecks and sailors ended as happily as
Barbara’s, but today, although the Torres Strait still makes for
treacherous sailing, the islanders are far more friendly. Their
culture is very similar to that of Papua New Guinea, replete with
art, carved wooden poles, dances, celebrations, languages, and
their own economy that has included fishing, agriculture, and
even pearling through the years.
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activity break

Look up the Torres Strait Islanders (they’re not as fierce today as they once were).
The inhospitable chiefs of the islands gave way to generations of some of the boldest,
most loyal citizens of Oceania, who served with Australia in many wars, and gave
their lives in defense of lands most of the world doesn’t even realize exist.

colorful coral sea

If you survive navigating the Torres Strait, you will find yourself ejected into the serene waters of the Coral Sea.
Here, numerous coral formations build their underwater worlds of vibrant marine life. In fact, this is where we find
the Great Barrier Reef curling around the northeastern
tip of Australia! Shipping lanes funnel marine traffic
back and forth from Australia and other ports. These
ships must travel a narrow route 200 miles (320 km)
east of the reef to avoid running aground. Typhoons
plague the area for four months at the beginning of
the year, but otherwise the region is relatively peaceful.
One imminent danger to the area, however, is coral
bleaching, an action where distressed coral ejects the
algae that lives on it, leaving the coral bone white.
This is how the organism responds to stressors in the
environment. Stressors could include anything from too
many chemicals in the water to intense temperature
fluctuations. When the coral bleaches (or loses its
color) this doesn’t immediately kill the coral, but it does
coral and fish in the great ba
weaken it as the algae is essential to the photosynthesis
rrier reef
of the coral.

treacherous tasman sea

Named for the explorer Abel Tasman who navigated the area in 1642, the Tasman Sea separates Australia and
New Zealand. As you round the coast of Australia and begin to dip south, away from palm trees and tropical
climates, the Tasman Sea begins to give you a taste of the wild and untamed polar waters that circle to the
south. A band of westerly winds known as the “roaring forties” barrel though the Tasman Sea between the
latitudes of 40° S and 50° S. These are caused by warm air that rises at the equator, and then is pulled toward
either pole. During the summer, the earth’s tilt and rotation force the winds southwards. The winds pick up speed
the further south they travel, reaching gusts of up to 125 miles per hour (200 km/h) by the time they reach this
sea, building walls of waves reaching upward of 33 feet (10 m) high. The roaring forties are more noticeable
when heading south because there is less land mass to slow them. When these winds head north, there are more
landmasses (such as all of North America) to break up the winds. Thus, the Tasman Sea finds its waves stretched
and its waters stirred by these strong winds. This powerful sea has caused some pretty spectacular erosion in
Punakaiki, (aptly named the pancake rocks), drawing many tourists to the area.
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tasman sea

goodbye, oceania

Now that you’ve cruised the Timor Sea, remembered the covered land beneath the Arafura Sea, survived the
Torres Strait, marveled at the Coral Sea, and braved the Tasman Sea, you know the tenuous tie between beauty
and wild that defines Oceania. This is a region that gets its identity just as much from its water as its land. This
land is born of explosive volcanoes and blanketed with stunning beauty, including lush jungles, dry savannas,
and coastal beaches and swamps. As you let the currents of the Pacific carry you home, remember the sailors
who gave their lives to explore these waters, the tribes that defended their coasts, and the men of World War
II that fought and died in the devastation of war, even in one of the most beautiful places on earth. This is a
region that has known hardship and heartbreak, yet still clings to some of its secrets and much of its culture. The
sound of panpipes, slit-drums, chirping birds, and tribal dances that are all unique and rich in cultural diversity,
serenade you as you drift farther away from this paradise on earth. It was once an indistinct region passed over
between the Americas and Asia, but I hope that Oceania now stands out to you as a region all its own . . . and
perhaps one day, it will beckon you back.

Students

Open up your notebooks and
complete today’s assignments!

Teachers

Don’t forget to reference the
Day at a Glance to see what is
happening for each level and
answer keys.
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 4 SCIENCE Students will study the process of refining
crude oil, and what products are produced by the process.

PAGE 5 REVIEW This week students are given questions

PAGE 2 ART Students will use watercolor to illustrate tropical

to help them review. You can use these as oral or written
narration or even grade it like a test, depending on your needs.

pictures.

PAGE 3 HISTORY Students and families will read about the

Battle of the Coral Sea and rabbit trail together on the topic.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

NOTEBOOKING
Early Reader
plastic toy, oil

all levels

page Review
5 PRE-READER: Questions 1–4

EARLY READER: Questions 1–6
EARLY ELEMENTARY: Questions 1–7
UPPER ELEMENTARY: Questions 1–8
MIDDLE SCHOOL: Questions 1–10
HIGH SCHOOL: Questions 1–11

Early Elementary
plastic toy, jet fuel, oil, plastic car

1. Oceania
2. Answers may vary, but could be any of the lesson topics
throughout the unit.
3. Polynesians, Melanesians, Micronesians, or Aboriginal
Peoples
4. Answers may vary.
5. Answers may vary but could include the following: Timor
Sea, Arafura Sea, Torres Strait, Tasman Sea, Coral Sea, or
Pacific Ocean.
6. Petroleum, or crude oil
7. a blend of two or more different languages which form a new
language on its own
8. These are strong winds that form by warm air rising at the
equator and rushing towards one of the poles. In the summer,
this air rushes towards the south pole, and as it is not impeded
by land, it picks up speed and reaches high velocities, specifically
through the Tasman Sea.
9. Marovo Lagoon is the world’s largest saltwater lagoon and it
is located in the Solomon Islands.
10. the capture and forced labor of Aboriginal people in the
islands of Vanuatu
11. Blackman Town is on Tanna Island in Vanuatu, and is
completely owned and run by Tannese islanders.

Middle + High School
page Science
4
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